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Preface 

The emphasis on rationalization and modernization of agriculture in develop- 
ing countries includes the use of industrial products; e.g. fertilizers, machinery 
and pesticides. Pesticide production, formulation and use have unique potential 
for the initiation of new industries in developing countries because they serve 
both the agricultural and industrial sectors of the economy. 

As a part of the over-all commitment to transfer technology from the 
industrialized countries to developing countries, the United Nhtions Industrial 
Development Organization (UNIDO) sponsored group in-plant training pro- 
grammes on the Industrial Production and Formulation of Pesticides in Developing 
Countries in Syracuse, New York and at selected industrial locations in the 
United States in July and August 1969 and 1970. 

Information on the chemistry of pesticides is available, but it is usually not 
in a form suitable for use by industrial chemists responsible for pesticide produc- 
tion and formulating facilities. It is hoped that the present publication, dis- 
seminating the Syracuse lectures and discussions on pesticide formulation and 
production, will serve both educational and practical purposes. Although many 
of the principles are generally applicable to pesticide production and formulation, 
the emphasis of the seminar was on such production in developing countries. The 
installation of multiple-purpose plants has been emphasized in contrast to very 
large single-product facilities. The use of local raw materials for production 
of technical grade or formulated pesticides has been stressed wherever possible. 

The present volume includes a general discussion of the history of modem, 
synthetic pesticides and their importance to developing countries. Two chapters 
are devoted to laboratory analyses of pesticides and the establishment of a pesti- 
cide laboratory in a developing country. The principles of pesticide formulations 
are described in detail; useful suggestions are given on the etficacy and suitability 
of pesticide formulations. Safety of inherently toxic pesticide chemicals in in- 
dustrial plants and during shipment arc discussed in detail; the importance of 
safety must not be overlooked when introducing pesticides to farmers and produc- 
tion workers in developing countries. In the concluding chapter, governmental 
pesticide regulations are discussed on the basis of experience in the United States; 
these regulations must be appropriately modified for use in other countries. 

The interest and co-operation of Mr. I. H. Abdel-Rahman, Executive 
Director of UNIDO, Mr. N. Bcredjick, Director of the UNIDO Pesticides 



Training Programmes, Mr. G. Zweig, Director of th„ r if, s 
Syracuse University Research Corpf atíoH    Mr   Pit•"?n í**0"' 
Director, Life ScieLcs Division, sJ^lSÍJ^ Lf^T?'*1*• 
contributed greatly to the success ofthZtr 7 y Rciearch Corporation, 

should be taL ^t^t^S^ÎSTTl 'r111" ,l0tC 

the manuscript for publication. g       Mr* ÖCm,J,ck' who PfeP*"*» 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Dolkn {$) refer to United States dollars. 
Aái tons are short tons. 
AB gallons are United States gallons 

^tefltt 'bülio»M designates a thousand nulli«». 
Tht« do» {    ) m a table indicate that data are not available. 

«» « centimetre 
cp •= centipoise 
ft — foot 
g = gram 
fri » gallon 
&* - hectare 
• « Mich 
% = kilogram 
1 =» Une 
•d ** millilitre 
|iw * microti 
«w - »Atnwron|Mtt0o^tó 
ppm = pam ^ OT¡ j^ 
rf«t « revolution« per minute 

Alèrcviatioiis 

1 «re „ 0.4 ha 
i dnitt « j,7 g 
1 US gillon   « 3J litres 
Í pound $>)  -0.45 kg 
1 hectMt (ha) « 2.47Î acre* 
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!'   THEn^P^IAKNCE OF ACIDES IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

by Gunter Zwvig* 

politicians put together''XlvX       ", C°imtry tha" thc wholc »« of 
locusts, grLhoptrs   ver!,7 "el     T ^Tî ^T*1 in d* Bibl<¡«^ 
probable duc J* ^^ *£ f ^ ***"•. 
never occurred if the ancient oconlr h,Al ,    pIagUCS may haw 

and d.scase control. Yet even Ä in 1 r °^ • T^"8 °f modcm Pcst 

scientist engaged in crop prOíé« onTth " "^ CCm"ry' an aSricil,t»»l 
«on) must in fact be a che^rr« „ÏÏ 7 "7" * ?amc f°r Sl,ch » Pr<*- 
ccononust and a ^-^^ÏÏ^Sg;- P'3nt "****** P°*W ¿»ri«. 

a JES twlÄro dCVdOPÍn8 uT^' " * «— - «* 
insecticides" LgSd ^• aref^ «T^*^* ^^ 
Although pesticides are the nLin uW?7 T^ t0 °^ntC »*«*&»%. 
from otheffactors ^Ä^W^T^0^^^ 
social and political pro«. P ^ *"**"• CConoi»ics' «d 

poÄÄ Paction corion as a 
distribution, and pesr and XeTcontml' TT, ' ^t*•' Watcr«<*""*• 
any one factor is optimum the total nrn/Í Pr°Pmy *> C^tion is that * 
multiplier is zero, the S ^^ ¿r^"**^ 3nd ^"^ *» single 
weed or pest control STviVU " Zer°k

Thus« no water- ** J^d is zero; no 
that succia ag7uLt¿* 1^ T "tu" ^ W°rtma» *»r*« 
crop production equation wii7beZ "î*1^,11* P«** factor of the 
eicidef in develop^ **"? °f ^ 
increasing population. adequate food production in an 

M» 'Y^T*' 
U6 SC',nC*• DivW°°-*•— «*-*» »»Hi Q,^ Sy„tu«, 

1 Wortman, S. (1967) «"n» «,„ « i     • 
of the Weed Society ^AtL^^U^^^19^' Urtuw at *•* Meeting 
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FKEIMNC mi: WORLD'S POPULATION 

Hased on the latest demographic heures available but not taking into account 
birth control methods, the world's population will increase from'3.3 billion in 
1%0 to an estimated 6.4 billion in the year 2(KH)-a doubling of the world's 
population in about 40 years! According to a l%3 survey of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), the world's food supplies must be increased more 
than 35 per cent by 1975 merely to sustain the unsatisfactory present level of nutrition. 
With a reasonable improvement in diet, this figure will have to be raised to 
50 per cent for the entire world or 80 per cent in the developing countries. Uy 
the year 21KKÌ these countries will have to quadruple the volume of their current 
food production. 

figure 1. Rice yield/ha m ¡mik, Pakistan and Í 'tilted States 
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control might double the world's food supply without changing any other 
Actors of fanning  This is illustrated by exa\nimng the foüowing equated 

pU diseT CrOPS gr0Wn Ìn thC ünÍted SmeS duC t0 *"*" **** and 



THE IMPORTANCE Ol PESTICIDES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIE 

Yliìr Milium dollars 
1937 789 

1954 vm 

1965 6,936 

The'apparent increase in loss (excluding that duc to weed infestatici) is explained 
by an enormous .„crease in yield per acre, while the percentage of los   do as cts   n, j t m dic Un¡ted StotI B s o 

ü«. of wheat, ma.ze, nee and cotton per unit area has increased by 75 to 115 

The use of modern agricultural methods has markedly increased croo yields 
As an example, ^ure 1 shows a steady increase in rice  production oer    ni 
area m ehe United States aft. the introduction of better a nclr a  L tho 
during the last twenty year, During this period, the low pfoductiy y tïï 
and Pakistan has remained almost constant. * 

INCREASING AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY 

¡t may be argued that increased agricultural productivity may create greater 
problems in countries where widespread unenlployment nlreadv   xhtf T e 
argument follows the rationale that gainful employment must bJZ L fo 
the greatest number of people, even with a resulting diseconomy.   P 

Industrialized countries have experienced the migration of farm workers 
to the c,t,cs after the introduction of improved agricultural practices Hovvev 
hedéplacement of the rural population is not solely responsible for co tenTZa " 

~ffZlm\Pn0ìkr V? laCk ofadc<l-^ industrial w«^ 
íctor farm IabOUrCrS Wh° migratC to thc ritw is ano'ther 

The developing countries will undoubtedly face even greater problems 
when outdated farming methods are changed and a large numbed of Te   uS 
population are forced to seek mdustrial employment. This ,s a strong —n 
for agncu turai chemical manufacturers from the industrialized coumrieTTo 

SSÜ^factorics in thc dcwbpii!g » -h=«* 
INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE 

with Ae^JrlÄ t P?ddde Tkct "" Brow « a tatt "»«urate with the growth of other factor» affecting agricultural productivity Millikan and H,pgoc<|2 h« fhc f0uowi     physica,      * facton t)P ^X; 

yield equation,* the« factors are important. Failure to optimize any of the 

' WortlM
S!„"'iD- HaP8°°d (,%7) ~" *» "«"•"• "*• ^»" * Co.. Bo,,». 
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*.u!..rs IUI.III> limited success in development. Permitting one timor to become 

/ero   e.g. tiv   „I' .1 Icrtiliicr uiisuitcd to the latiti or the plant variety   means 
Mihst.tiitiall\ /ero \ u I I. 

I yuré .'. )teU et JifU-rciir rue varieties after the use <>/''nitrogen fertilizer 

10 03O 

I 0rn 

MIIFO* 
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o » 
NtTHOOfN  dif/h«) 

«^'^T "To*ard th<r *'^»e* «f "Mn&t", The Rockefeller Foundation, Agricultural Sctmem Pkngrcm Report, 1%5~-I966. «gncumirai 

hgurc 2 illustrate this point. Peta is a variety of rice long favoured because 
or restante to certain diseases. It shows little response (in fact, a negative response) 
to rhctmcal fertilizers, while the newly developed variety IR-8 from the Inter- 
national Rue Research Institute, Lor, Banos, Philippines, exhibits an excellent 
response to the addition of n trogen. Although chemical weed control increases 
the crop yield, the economics in this particular case require a consideration of 
whether the increased costs are justified by the slightly higher yield. It is also 
noticeable that IR-8 lf quite insect- and disease-resistant. The last point is im- 
portant m the marketing of pesticides. If other, cheaper and less hazardous crop 
protection techniques are available, the use of organic pesticides should not be 
atari». More than twenty years of research at the International Rice Institute 
were necessary to develop the resistant rice variety. In most cases, there is not 
sufficient time to wait for an optimum development. 

Many of the modern inputs, especially the large quantities of fertilizers, 
create new prob cms that traditional methods cannot handle. The new crop 
varieties give high yields because they u* the added nitrogen to obtain increased 
gram yiekk without lodging. The nitrogen seen« to make the crop (at least 
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nee) more susceptible to fungus (blast), bacteria (blir*r), virus diseases ami 
insect damage. Furthermore, the nitrogen makes the weeds grow more vigorously 
and compete more strongly with the crops. Therefore pesticides are necessary 
inputs to realize the potential yields of the new varieties and to avoid yield losses 
caused by the various pests. 

THE ECONOMICS or PEST CONTROL 

The market for pesticides is very implicit in the integrated approach to 
agricultural production. The potential, global market for pesticides would be 
very large if the demand for pesticides was related to crop damages caused by 
insect pests and plant diseases. Figure 3 shows the actual production of crops 

Figure X The actual production and estimated losses of different groups of crops 

ACTUAL 
MMOUCTI0N 10«« 

^ÄCÄ'' ***"•md HW,°* *+"« *** m7' **~ 

and the estimated losses. Food losses due to pest insects and plant diseases are 
about one-third of the total production. Not included in this estimate are the 
loss of grain and seeds during storage due to insects and rodents, and the loss 
of livestock due to insects and diseases. Agricultural production could be further 
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increased by chomic.:I weed control; tin« prisent "loss" JIK- to weeds is difficult 
to ostiniate. 

l rainer.4 however, estimates tìu following global losses: 
from m  \t pests, S.?°.7 billion or LIS pu mil of potential production; 
I rom titeases. $24.S billion or I l.d per tent ot potential production; 
I rom weeils. $20.4 billion or {K^ per cent »4 potential production. 

J he market tor pesticides is tlstiv rootetl HI agricultural production which cur- 
rently forgoes sonic $"5 billion or aj-proximately 35 per cent tu potential income. 

It has been estimateti that the total animal loss from tiiH'Ct pests, weeds 
and discuses is at least $70 billion and probably is closer to $**) billion. Yet the 
total annual production of insecticides, fungicides ami herbicides is only valued 
at about $1 billion. I his 7o-to-l ratio speaks fir itself; ui terms of human survival, 
it speaks tor th • continuimi victims of undernourishment (now nearly 2 billion 
persons). 

As Cramer points out. "Application of modern pesticides as routine pro- 
grammes on all farms would very quickly put an end to most of the shortages 
in world food supply, at relatively luw capital expenditure." s For example, 
an adequate pest control programme that is carefully linked to ami co-ordinated 
with irrigation, fertilization, plant variety and distribution would increase 
production sufficiently to provide 2 billion people with a daily quantity of food 
equivalent to 1.4 kg of rice. 

A recent survey of the Brazilian pesticide market by Abrahams0 clearly 
showed that the use of pesticides fluctuated from year to year and showed no 
steady increase, i urthermoie, the pesticides were used mail'/ in the well devel- 
oped state of Sào Paulo on one major crop (cotton) and at a much lower level 
on colico. Only minor quantities of all pesticides used in Brazil were manu- 
factured domestically; most pesticides were imported. The following conclusions 
are derived from this survey: 

1 here is a need for the use of pesticides on many crops indigenous to the 
developing countries and in all regions of these countries. 
The alternatives are importing pesticides or building chemical factories in 
these countries. The latter development is more desirable from the country's 
point of view but depends in part on the availability of raw materials and 
(«her factors. 

The United States export of pesticides increased from more than $173 million 
m 1%6 to more than $195 million in 1967. A large percentage of pesticides 

M.ramer, H. H  (l%7) IHmt l*,*rf»Wi mi W<*U Crop Prpémim, Farbenfabriken 
naycr At*, Leverkusen. 

5 IM., p, 492. 
« Abrahams, A. H. (ÏW»7) private communication. 
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produced in the United States, especially those manufactured by non-proprietorv 
technology, could be replaced in many developing countries or re-no,»s by bcnllv 
produced materials. o      •    7      <> >> 

Till   I-KOBIFMS or nsiVAM. MARKETS IN DF.VCIOFINt; mi.'NTk.F.S 

The ecology and resistance problems 

Intensive agriculture results in multicropping, thicker foliage and denser 
stands and thus provide* year-round luxury for insect pests aiul diseases. Excessive 
and indiscrumnatc use of pesticides has the inherent danger of destroy,,,, the 
ecological balance, killing bcMicfici.il insects and increasine the pepati«., of 
1 »tiier damaging pests. " 

Since the reproductive cycle of most insects is short, resistant species are 
quickly developed after the introduction of a new pesticide, The most widely 
cited example is the common housefly and mosquito in their highly successful 
counter-attack on DDT. Brown stated in 1961 that "the toral numbeV of species 
with resistant strains has risen since 1945 to the appalling figure of 1 M Resist- 
ance was about equally divided between plant-feeding insect, and mites, and 
insects or ticks of public health or veterinary importance".? 

Tiie relative effectiveness of chemicals used for agricuKiral pest control 
changed surheient y in recent years to alert the HAG to the need for intensive 
study of the problem In the Report of the First Session of the FAO Workine 
I arty, it was noted that since Brown's study the number of resistant species of 
pest »„sects had risen to over 200. It is "a sobering indication of the rate of spread 
and ubiquity of this threat to crop protection".« 

Further complicating this unhappy situation is the cross-resistance phenom- 
enon. In a 1964 study by Winteringham and Hewlett,» a series of resistant 
groups were bred in which resistance to one chemical meant resistance to all 
pesticides m the group Notable examples cited are DDT, lindane, dieldrin, 
chlordane and other chlorinated pesticides. It is important, therefore, to recom- 
mend that growers in the developing countries use pesticides sparingly and 
only in those cases where other pest control methods are no longer successful. 

Pesticides may be poisons 

A further danger arises from the basic nature of pesticides. They are poisons, 
and while much ,s known about their effect on humans and livestock/there is 
an inherent danger in the simple presence of such materials in the farmyard 

8 prTl* Î" AWl-A;(1961) Mktin °f,he £"'<"»"'".?<•«' Society of America, Vol. 7, p. 7. 
lV>Ji,I?> , and

D
A*"culture Oigauiiation (1965) Report of the First Meeting of the PAO 

I Vorkino Party on Pest Resistance to Pesticides, Koine, PL/1965/18 

PP. isi2VlÌM8i.U8ham'F'p'w> and p's-Hcw,eit (,964) chmh"Y and t,ul"stfy'Vo1 ». 
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Illiteracy i> common in many de\dopin- countries, ami the warning on the bag 
is frequently nut read and understood, 

luo l'-lSl>s »'lustrate the inherent danger of sonn- of the most effective and 
the most poisonous pesticides. On 27 September l%7, in the town of Tijuana. 
Mexico, just south of San Diego. California,  17 persons died and many others 
were hospitalized after eating bread in which parathion was found. The insecticide 
was traced to a container ot parathion stored next to bread ingredients in the 
warehouse. A more tragic accident occurred two months later in a small town 
m Colombia,  where  SO persons died after eadng  bread contaminated  with 
parat no»   I he contamination was traced to a one-pint container of pesticide 
which broke and leaked into Hour which stood next to the pesticide. A reader 
of the \\w York Twus wrote to the editor after the accident had occurred and 
suggested to simply add a coloured dye to the parathion, so that the baker would 
immediately become suspicious if" he s.,w, say, red Hour or blue sugar. Con- 
sequently, a direttive from the Commissioner of the Food and Drug Adminis- 
tration (HI)A) now forbids the storage or transport of any pesticide next to or 
with food products. 

Manufacturers ami suppliers of such inherently dangerous substances have 
a responsibility to take every step possible to protect the user and the general 
public. Exporters of pesticides must necessarily work directly or indirectly with 
the governments of other countries to establish the necessarv educational pro- 
grammes which will ensure the safe use of pesticides. ' 

The residue problem 

Pesticide residues in foods is a problem because residues are present in 
minute quantities in almost all crops grown under modem methods. The resistance 
phenomenon intensifies the problem of residues since the early stages of insect 
resistance may be overcome by increased use of the pesticide. The FAO Report 
states One obvious effect is an increase of residues of persistent compoundVas 
a result of increased dosage rates. Many problems of undesirable residues in 
milk, meat and other animal products that have been carefully investigated can 
be traced to the contamination of an animal feed that is in whole or part made 
from by-products of processing a root crop, „r feeding the non-marketable root 
crops themselves .'•> 

The pesticide manufacturer and user must be aware of legal tolerances in 

^"Si?"?? ?   h! .ÌlS CXfHf *,Urkci- Thc$C t0,C•CCS «• vary «*• 
« el bv?      T Ch,O^,nat0t, ^tkkïc%< tor cx«im^. «* under severe 

attack by toxicologists ,„ many countries including the United States, and 
tlu re .s an active campaign to prohibit the use of these pesticides completely. Yet 

10 Food .u,J Agriiiiiiure Org.t11i7.mon, <>/>.,.>. 
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pmicidcsStil1 °,K' "f thC dlC"1,)CSt' ,UOSt midil>' ,,r0dua"J a,Kl »• effective- 

It is remarkable that the threat to human health at low levels has not been 
established. 1 he   *„„„„« of |)|)T seems to have grown out of an emotional 
rcact,on rather than an established snentihe observation.  In countries whe 
technological advances m agriculture- have resulted ,n a level of productivity 
winch permit the use of sophisticated control techniques, the banning o   o , 

k" ^Z     B °r    y starvi,,R pcop,c> such arbitrary ^ ls a '—y 

Millik 
demands a 

The soaolotfioil problem 

an and Hapgood point out that pest control, like irrigation projects, 

h, .. r 11 7 T ofso\i-ll/°»trt>,: "Many forms of pest control cannot 
be usefully adopted by a smgle farmer or even a majority within a community 
This s true for co.nbatmg migratory insects and diseases that spread from one 
uld to the next, n order for the pest to be successfully controlled, each farmer 

«n the area must be convinced or coerced to join the program".•• 

FUTURB DEVELOPMENTS 

The problem of increasing food production to keep pace with the world's 
increasing population and of attempting to meet minimum nutritional standards 
s so vast that no single industry or no single country can undertake all of the 
eccssary measures^ Efforts of the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations in establishing 

the International R.cc Research Institute in the Philippines are laudable. Two 
pesticide laboratories have been established by FAO in Brazil and in Egypt. They 

nÍròf7mg PmCUkS f0r SPCCít; rCgÌOnal Prob,am- Tht> »Hluîtrialized 
nations of the world have recognized that the way to help developing countries 
»in* to feed them by supplying food, but secondi), and much more important 
giving them tools and know-how so that these countries will eventually be able 
to fevd the,melves; Thus foreign experts have been sent on special missions; 
e.g. to the Philippines to develop chemical control methods against weed in- 
festation ,n nee held, and to Brazil to survey the pesticide industry and the need 
for pest control. The latter mission was sponsored by the FAO. 

The 1967 conference on food safety held in Mayagucz, Puerto Rico was 
sponsored by the United States Public Health Service and was designed for 
food experts from North and South America. Besides bacterial and toxic con- 
tamination of foods, pesticide residues in agricultural crops were discussed. Many 

" Millikan ami Hapgood, op. cit. p. 49. 
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of the delegates from South America remarked that minute pesticide residues 
in foodstufts were really the "luxurious" concern of the overfed nations, and that 
the langst problem today was the feeding of an undernourished population. 

Study of specific problems 

What can the agricultural chemical industry o( industrialized countries do 
to help developing countries in the introduction of modern pest control methods? 
It would be a mistake for a chemical company to export pesticide chemicals 
and know-how which might be applicable to the United States but may have- 
no relation to the developing comi ti ics which are situated mostly in the tropical 
zone. Agricultural experts from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the 
United States and Western Europe should study in detail the particular'pest 
insects, plant diseases and economic and sociological factors of each developing 
country or region. Only then can the needs of a particular country or region be 
determined. Thus, it is most imperative that pesticides are not exported indis- 
criminately. 

Development of specific pesticides 

Once a determination has been made of a particular pest control need in a 
developing country or region, specific pesticides must be developed to combat 
the particular infestation or disease. Normally, screening of new pesticide chemicals 
by industry is restricted to those compounds which would have the greatest 
domestic market potential. In the United States, important crops are maize 
soybeans, wheat and cotton. Rice is by far the largest crop in the Far East, and 
coffee is an important crop in South America. Thus, it is most important for 
the pesticide industry in the industrialized countries not to forget the crops 
pest insects and diseases in other countries. To encourage a broader spectrum of 
pesticide chemical development, institutes like the International Rice Research 
institute the FAO pesticide laboratories and many experimental agricultural 
stations throughout the world are most anxious to test new compounds and to 
make appropriate recommendations. Although this testing service is in most 
cases voluntary, the establishment of research grants or fellowship, by industry 
migl-t facilitate the work. Y    1 y 

Import versus domestic production of pesticides in developing countries 

The decision to import or to produce pesticides locally should be decided 

n  riet" wl1Ual F"" ^ ? * WW ••[* *«*» and thetC 
two   1 ,S I C mdU|'trÌal Climate? HoW urScm is thc *"» for P°*¡*3 I  would appear that production of basic pesticides like DDT and pa£tlmm7„ 
- " -untrv ,s preferable to importing pesticides since any new indIncreate'" 
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!Lting°UmriCS maV HClP t0 a,,CViatC thC l,UCmPloymcnt crcatd bV «uxhanimi 

In conclusion it must be stressed that a vast potential market for the produc- 
ts of a! kinds of pest.ades exists in developing countries. The development 
of tins industry represents not only an excellent return to investors but a «rat 
humanitamn act by helping to M the hungry, the undernourished and the 
starving people of the world. 
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2.   INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF PESTICIDES 

by Kenneth C. Walker* 

There arc many approaches to the subject of international aspects of pes- 
ticides. One of the major aspects could well be the production, demand and 
usage of pesticides on an international scale. This approach could be expanded 
to include the projections of pesticidi* usage such as from insecticides to herbicides 
as the insect problems arc brought more under control and the problems of 
weed control become more acute. 

Another main approach to the subject could be the potential impact that 
the usage of pesticides in any one country could have on the health and well- 
being of its population. Consideration of the health aspects of pesticide usage is 
not limited to the particular country but quickly encompasses other countries 
when the producing country becomes engaged in the export of pesticide- 
protected commodities, both of the above approaches will be touched upon in 
presenting the information which follows. 

PRODUCTION AND USE OF PESTICIDES 

According to the 1968 Pesticide Review, the production of pesticides con- 
tinues to increase in proportion to the increased usage in the United States and 
the increased export demand. Within the United States, certain government 
rules and regulations influence the amount of detail that can be presented in 
the publication of production figures. The main influence is exerted by the 
regulation that protects the production information of companies that arc cither 
the major supplier or the sole supplier of a particular commodity. This rule 
covers the situation where there are not more than three suppliers and one of 
the three companies produces the bulk of the chemical. Under these conditions, 
the production figures of the company or companies are privileged information 
and as such cannot be revealed to the general public. For this reason, certain 
pesticides have been grouped in the presentation of the production data. For 
example the term "aldrin-toxaphcne group" is used, although it is recognized 
that the pesticides included in this group (aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin, heptachlor, 
strobanc and toxaphenc) s.re not necessarily closely related from a chemical 

* Assistant to Deputy Administrator, Agricultural Research Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 
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"tnulpoint. Ilouvv,-. these chem.cals .„v produced by sin,le companies ami the 
production h-ur.-N are privileged mfo.mrion. ' 

The production of synthetic >i-.unc pesticide j„ the United States increased 
•nou- than V per cent hetzen \y and 1%7; it ranged fron, 2.5 per cent in 
I *.4 to 1.^ per cent m |%f, | |10 dollar value of pesticide export increased 
more ti;an61 per cent between I%3 and I%7. »"".**,. 

IV production and sales of herbicides have increased at a faster rate than 
those of .nseennde, Herbicide sales have risen 27 per cent in value since m 
which »s ,„„re than double the rate for insecticides. The herbicide share of the" 
market has continued to grow at the expense of the other groups 

It .s beheved that the United States produces fro,» 51) to 75 per cent of all 

ri u.de basis are rot obtainable for a variety of reasons. As indicated above, 
the, .»,  certain rules and regulations within the United States that Provide 

Judging from the United States export market, the demand for pesticides 
othe. comunes ,s .„crcasmg to meet the world's food needs. It is anticip  a 

hat other countries will develop additio.ua! capacity or increase CäS 

o produce these chem cals. As this development takes place, the norrio   of 
ho total pesuade production from the United States Jill d^¿.7n£££ 

and fung.culcs will probably dominate the herbicides in the wor     market 

ì&rsr^ Ss:of Äc *—» Ä 

^L?foi P rU!!    ° DDT Pr0duccd în 1%8< ^ C*P°« »»kct 
X $241 5 .S""' fíC-SaiCS- Exp0rtS °f dl P«^« »I«» were 
market. '      ^ " M inCrCaSC °f 234 Pcr • °ver «he 1967 

virn,AJkgC,COmÇleX 0f PCSt SPCCÍCS S,Urc I,,sm*s "9•* »a food. They include 
viruses, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, nematodes, insects, birds and rodents W«A 
do not  o     mc foo| tHrcctly but rducc food p^^'^•^^ 

Ä^^Utî,Cnt,, ÏT ^ SUnlÍght- T'C dirCCt l0SS of food - s or pests has been imposable to determine accurately  but it is known Zu 

«o ,t"bprstft0,i,
pmr,8forT""1 a8ricu,,"ra,»»***•. 

-o 20.3 cm) dcpAÖf w    r C TT   by T'?'•"8 a ^ tu ^"^ ('5.2 ; eicptn ot water. The J,vclopment of selective herbicide! has nude 
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it possible to control the weeds without this expensive water management 
technique. With the proper use of herbicides it is now possible to lower tin- 
water level to 2 inches (5.1 cm) and use some of the shorter stemmed rice varieties 
that respond more effectively to higher levels of fertilization (see chapter I). 

The use of chemical pesticides increases very rapidly as plant product,on 
is increased. The 196.Ì IAO Production Yearbook shows pesticide use and die 
yields of major crops for seven areas or countries as the table below indica«es. 
There is excellent correlation between pesticide use anil yields. 

ARRAS AND COUNTRIES IN ORPi.R Ol  PESTICIDI-: USI- Pitt HA AN» Ol  MAJOR (ROI1 MUDS 

Area or comttty 

Japan   
Europe     
United States . 
Latin America 
Oceania  
India  
Africa  

Pettidât 
(Xiha) 

10,790 
1,870 
1,490 
220 
198 
149 
127 

Yield 
(kg/ha) 

5,480 
3,430 
2,600 
1,970 
1,570 

820 
1,210 

PESTICIDES AND WORLD HEALTH 

In recent years the presence in food of pesticide residues has received in- 
creasing attention, especially in Europe and the United States. The public, 
including government officials, farmers, the agricultural industry, scientists of 
varying disciplines and the consumer, has participated in numerous deliberations 
on this subject. Concern has been expressed that pesticide residues are a threat 
to the public health and that they may adversely affect the quality of food. It 
has been claimed that food crops can be grown without using pesticides; that 
a hazard to wildlife is created by their use, and that pesticides have upset "the 
balance of nature". Reference is often made to the "hazard" of using pesticides 
and the "toxicity" of these materials. Hazard and toxicity when coupled with 
the word chemical seem to create a subconscious fear in the minds of the general 
public, which lacks the scientific training and basic knowledge to make a calm 
appraisal of the subject. 

Pesticides, like other elements that influence man's environment today, 
have both real values and potential dangers. It is unfortunate that in no phase 
of man's existence can all risks be eliminated. This in true of chemicals as it is 
of atomic energy, the automobile and even the many aspects of cvery-day 
living. The challenge in the safe use of pesticides is to ensure an adequate supply 
of wholesome and nutritious food, provide sanitary living conditions and freedom 
from pest-borne diseases, and at the same time, prevent hazards to the health of 
man, beneficial animals and other segments of the environment. 

The health of humans and of beneficial animals and the general ecological 
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b V' ; SU;,t °MKVm !° •'"• Wh• »Hst,tlJ- '- "-!• -m effort must 
be ni.uk to avoid s,r,o„s ,,„,wts on hsh. w.hiüfc and other segments of tin- 
«mmnnn-nt Morrovvr. the ,„try of pestu .des ,n,o ,|,, food chain of fish and 
w,Ml, c and the t-o„u-ntr,Mon „ ,„csc pestu nh , „, certain organs arc „„portant 
mattes which must ravive thorough and intensive investigation 

Since almost everyone- uses pestu ules of one sor, or another, the responsibility 
K>r their safe ,„- should he shared hv all. The pesne.de „idustrv his a g a v 

or ihc puhlu. Professional workers ,„ agriculture, public health and private 
med.cme have a responsibility tor signalling danger when a„v aspect of „„„', 
^u,gmg environment poses a tinea; to human health. Extreme care must 
continue to lu used m recommend,,,, .un\ regulating the most efficient and the 
safest possible methods or pest control. 

The continued and Widespread use of pesticides «s essential to the production 

of man> diseases „ man and animals. Experience has shown that vario:., essenti ti 
cautions must be carefulh  followed during the course of pesticide . 
toure. distribution and use. In some countries, regulations to promot     S 

the lÌZ-°lìtf OÍfS ,0 W,Th WOrkm °r °t,,m nu> l* «|H«cd during 

nv"wn,d arMn    UmrC "ï' hT,aUOn °f ^^ P•"* problem^ many of w Inch are t oin.non to those relating to the manufacture of other chemied 

*Jo max be exposed during the course of the application of pesticides in the 
field rata, special problems. In many countries these risks are c^era bVL 
I*««• whjch relates specially to the respective helds of activity *    P 

c^nlTFV* rf ,FA? m ,u,y ,%3 cstab,ishcd a worki»e P^»y of 
«mm COmro1 °f ptStÍCK,CS- !t revicw^ »he existing Liridc control schemes m approximately 'S mimrá,.c   TU ri     *,Ciac 

,„?., P« ««on» m the form of guidi-lin« have beer, reviewed bv 

•a.r•,: w^n H
,O

M n,8a,,iM,iom •d hav" •«• d=^ uU C-.': s    r8a",za"°" (WHO)
 
and ,hc ,nttn»'i'-1 

Ja £^ä*« ,h,r* Jonc byr¿atío" of pesticides dnrin« ,l and Mk- *'* problem of registration and regulation 

At o n^r ^h-nt formU,af0n" tra"STatÍOn' diStt?buti°»' 
these activities Tconic invol ^»««^»pects unless one or more of 
matuifac ,,r 7   Ï?     involved in international commerce. Pesticides may be 

ÄiÄ^rand !hcn transpo?d'distZ^ of the internano,,,! w^   I cond,t,im, exist, the many phases 

by the FAQ w£k „TSL v ^Vt.?T,nU,,p,íy- Thc K»^^ P4««I y Working Party and published jointly by FAO and WHO arem* 
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all-inclusive, but they Jo contain suggestions on many fundamental factors 
tli.« arc involved when pesticides arc produced, transported and sold in inter- 
national commerce. 

I'liSTfCIDf; KI-SIDUKS 

Another aspect of pesticides in international commerce concerns the residues 
of the pesticides or of their metabolites on or in agricultural commodities shipped 
from one country to another. Like the process of registration and regulation of 
pesticides, the establishment and enforcement of pesticide residue' tolerances 
varies from country to country. In some countries official residue tolerances 
have not been established; in other countries tolerances are established and have 
the force of legal regulations. They can be enforced with appropriate penalties 
when violated. In recent years, the number of countries that have established 
residue tolerances for certain pesticides on or in raw agricultural commodities 
has increased. It appears reasonable to expect that there will be further increases 
in the number of countries that will establish residue tolerance regulations. The 
right of each country to establish its own food laws cannot be questioned. How- 
ever, the large and ever-increasing volume of international trade in foods would 
deem it desirable that reasonably uniform food legislation and tolerances be 
established. 

Because the pesticide residue problem is of international concern, the dif- 
ferent approaches adopted by various governments indicate an urgent need for 
the international exchange of views and experience as well as technical infor- 
mation. During recent years, efforts in this direction have been initiated by 
United Nations agencies and other international groups. 

Actiuitics of FAO and WHO 

At a joint meeting in 1961 of the FAO Panel of E-pcrts on the Use of 
Pesticides in Agriculture and the WHO Expert Committee on Pesticide Residues, 
it was recommended that studies be undertaken to evaluate the consumer hazard 
arising from the use of pesticides. Toxicological and other pertinent data on 
those pesticides known to leave residues in food, even when used in accordance 
with good agricultural practices, were to be examined and the conclusions made 
known. 

The FAO Committee on Pesticides in Agriculture and the WHO Expert 
Committee on Pesticide Residues held a joint meeting in Geneva in 1963 and 
issued a report dealing with 37 pesticides and suggested acceptable daily intakes 
for 15 of them. The same substances were re-evaluated at a subsequent joint 
meeting in Rome in 1965. In addition, other pesticides were evaluated and 
the results of the deliberations reported. These reports, which concerned them- 
selves primarily with the recommendations of acceptable daily intakes were 
then considered by the FAO Working Party on Pesticide Residues, which is a 
subgroup of the FAO Committee on Pesticides in Agriculture, with the aim 
of recommending tolerances and appropriate methods of analysis for certain 
pesticides used on cereals. 
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I IK purpose ,nJ terms of reference of the FAO Workmg P.,m OI1 ,Vstlcidc 

'V   h'V ',rC to i'
Jvi--UUl •m,St tl,C ,)"^or-(H„u<,l of FAO on .,11 m ,ttm 

related to JVMUKK- residues with particular reference to: 

IM,rin,„.,tion ol '.!u ..v..il..bilûy of residue data and «he cllmion of these 

¡ valuation of data a.ul proposal ofpcstic.de residue tolerances- 

Iva uauon   ot   analytical   methods  and   recommendations  Of acceptable 
inerhods of analysis; «'tcepiaou 

Recommendations  designed   to   initiate,   stimulate   and  co-ordinate   the 
necessary research as indicated by their studies. 

flic  WHO Expert Committee on Pesticide Residues ,s responsible for 

Review of toxiçologica! and related data on certam pesticide residues" 
Propoli ot   where poss.ble, acceptable daily intakes for man fo   those 
pesticide residues that have been reviewed- 

r^rhmc,u,uiom t,csigned to iniriatc'st,mulatc and c°-°rdina* <*•«Y 

Culex Commutée on Pestine Residues 

The recommendations of the FAO Working Pi.*» „„ u  .• • J   «    • . 
were orevnt^A r« »k„ ,       u working Party on Pesticide Residues 

,4= :•: ;tt-;:T:!;,;:í::;!:± ä irsr^ 
who food trade ,„ pro,,,,,,, ,„.„riiilution rf a„ food !U• - worifun £ 

o*hïira"guide ,l,c pre|,ar"ion °f d"ft su-d^ afora«• Li h.. Wr"l•,e organization«, to fina|iz, sumiardj     d 

^ÄÄ WHO TVi comPr-d/t "* —*« «"' 
of FAO or WHO „f Vl *     l

W'"ch havc "°,if,cd thc »«eor-General othAU or WHO of that w,sl, to be contidered as member,. As of 1 lune 

r¿„„,•      '" V,,hte"mc."•h« «*«"" Common. The membei "í 
•he Comm.saon and of „a,,o„al codex contra« points are given in ,•ex 1 

deal 1th rmT",n,ha! CS,ab,isl'cd KV•"*» •»M.ry bodi« „ftwch two 

food« Th,r   !   nCom,nod,t> «>mnutte« and nine with specific groups of 

This C.n^^^^Tf °fa" co•°<% committee, 

pelade ^dirr,^1^ ÍW,P?P°,UI« "«f^0"*1 toIcranccs for 

} nomas of those nestte.de residues found in food commodities entering 
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international tr.uk' for toxicological evaluation hv tin- WHO Ixpcrt Committee 
on Pesticide Residues ami examination bv the I AC) Working Paris on Pesticides 
1 he list of priorities is forwarded ,o the two expert committers for consideration" 
.md is not binding on them. I he expert commutées establish tlu-.r own lists of 
pesticides to be investigated. The commutes serve as seienufu advisers to the 
Codex Committee on Pestieide Residues. 

There are ten specified steps or proeedures which must he followed in order 
to establish an international tolerance. An outline of the procedure for the ehb- 
oration of world wide Codex standards is given in annex 2. At the third ami 
sixth steps the individual country has an opportunity to comment on the pro- 
posed tolerance. At the ninth step the individual Government has the opportunity 
to accept or reject a proposed international tolerance. At present, proposed 
international tolerances are at nearly all st,gcs of consideration from the first 
stage (a decision tei request a tolerance), tei the ninth stage (the governments 
can decide to accept or to reject the proposed tolerance level). No international 
tolerances ror pesticele residues have been finalized te, the point that they w 
ready tor publication. 7 

To date, the bulk of the data that have been available to the FAO and WHO 
committees tor evaluation has been generated in countries with the most ex- 
perience m the use of pesticides because the* countries could provide the facilities 
and personnel for the determination of toxicological. pharmacological and 
pathological propert.es of some pesticides, in addition, data have been accumulated 
on the chemical and entomological aspects of pest control agents and on residues 
resulting from good agricultura! practices. 

In considering the use of pesticides there is general agreement among toxi- 
cology a„d other health experts that the level of human exposure shotild be 
manuamed as low as possible. This ,s simply good public-heilrh policy. Like- 

ise   he e is general agreement that pesticides are useful and essential in helping 
pren de a supply of food for an ever-expanding world population. From 

the* general agreements anses one of the major problems in the development 
oí mtemattona) pesucide residue tolerances. The level of pesticides nT food 
must be kept at a minimum and. on the other hand, food^uppli« 1st be 
protected by pesucules to provide basic nutrition requirements; pesticide level 
m"* be h,gh enough to provide this protection. It is not always possible 
accommodate the three factors to the same degree P 

The establishment of international tolerances is further complicated by the 
requirements that pesticides be used within the concept of good agricultural 
practices, winch is a rather ill-dcfined term. Good iJLJL^S^ 

co mT ZT aïd CVCU bCtWCCn d,fferC,U ^raPhicaI ,ocati• ""h-""e countt). For example, warm semi-tropical countries with long growing seisons 

reneç s ,„ rainfall between countries or within a country may well affect the 
- of pesticules such as fungicides. Local conditions of Lailabulty of labet 
^ uve ,n inf| thc      of hcrbic. ics Thcsc 0^f~ 

n: i;T°,   agntl,,tUral rriM- Thm' ÍS I,ttk' if a»y — toSev th-u agricultural pract.es can be standardized to an extent sufficient to wa^an 
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their consideration as a part of establishing international tolerances based mainly 
on the protection of human health. 

International tolerances for pesticide residues must be basod on the highest 
tolerance required under good agricultural practices by any of the exporting 
countries. The established figure must be at such a level that the ingested pesticide 
residues resulting from Muse and other uses of the particular pesticide do not 
exceed the ac\.ui daily intake (ADI) established by WHO. There can be no 
exception to this rule regarding ingested residues. Any international tolerance 
recommended to member governments by Codex Alimcntarius must recognize 
the needs of the exporting country provided that country has demonstrated 
the need for the tolerance tinder good agricultural practices and provided the 
tolerance level has been established by the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee. 

To actually determine if the consumer is at risk, it is necessary that the 
ADI of the pesticide be determined. This type of determination has been done in 
the measurement of the "dinner plant" or "market basket" samples conducted 
in the United States and a few other countries. With one exception, the results 
of these studies have indicated that the actual ADI was well below the per- 
mitted daily level. In the one exception, immediate changes in the patterns of 
pesticide use reduced the ADI of the pesticide to a level well below the cal- 
culated permitted daily level. This type of investigation is time-consuming and 
expensive but adequately justified in establishing the safety of pesticide residue 
control procedures. 

The Director-General of FAO called attention to the following recommen- 
dation in the 1966 Joint Report of the FAO Working Party on Pesticide Residues 
and the WHO Expert Committee on Pesticide Residues: 

In the course of its w ork, the FAO Working Party on Pesticide Residues 
frequently encountered gaps in information on world patterns of pesticide 
use, residues resulting from experimental programmes, residues found in 
commerce, and losses of residue during storage and food processing. 
The results of residue analysis of total diet studies have also been particularly 
useful in assessing the probable actual intake of pesticide residues by man. The 
Director-General of FAO is required to ask member governments to obtain 
these data and to make them available to FAO. 

Thus, until the above gaps in information are filled, the decisions on tolerance 
levels can only be based on the data presently available. The developing coun- 
tries can help to provide this badly needed information through appropriate 
organizations and official governmental bodies so that the purpose of Codex 
Alimcntarius as stated in the general principles may be fully realized : 

Codex Alimcntarius is a collection of internationally adopted food standards 
presented in a uniform manner. These food standards aim at protecting 
consumer's health and ensuring fair practices in the food trade. Their publi- 
cation is intended to guide and promote the elaboration and establishment 
of definitions and requirements for foods, to assist in their harmonization 
and in so doing to facilitate international trade. 





3.   HISTORY OF PESTICIDES 

hy Herbert Haifa* 

From time immemorial, man has been in a continual battle with pests 
which compete for his food supply, damage his possessions and attack hi* forests! 
Ins livestock and himself. Pests include injurious insects, plant diseases, weeds 
nematodes and rodents. Some insects transmit plant diseases, destroy vegetables' 
fruits and cereals, and damage livestock. Others infest grains in storage and 
dried fruits during and after the drying process. Clothes moths, carpet beetles 
and termites ruin clothing and damage houses. In addition to the destruction 
caused by their voracious appetites, insects harbour and transmit some of the 
most serious diseases of humans and animals. Some of the world's most dreaded 
diseases, such as ma aria, epidemic typhus, bubonic plague and African sleeping 
sickness, are insect-borne. Plant diseases caused by fungi, bacteria and viruses 
inter ere with crop productivity. Weeds compete aggressively with vegetables 
cereals forage and similar crops and sometimes ruin large range areas. Nematodes* 
and rodents siimlarly are destructive to man's agricultural resources. National 
Irwine« have no meaning tor these enemies of mankind. The problem of their 
destruction » of prime importance for the well-being of all countries; their 
necessary control requires international co-operation. 

The coturol of agricultural pests may be accomplished in several ways-bv 
biological methods that is the use of parafas and predator,; by planting resistant 
varieties of crops, by cultural practices such as crop rotation, by the proper 
timing of plowing and p anting, and by the use of chemicals. From earliest 
tunes chemicals have played an important role. Such clu mkals are now designated 
by the comprehensive or generic term pesticide,. The term includes insecticides, 
rungiades, herbicides, nematicides and rodemicidei, as well as plant defofeafits 
and desiccants. 

INSECTICIDBS 

A few of the present-day insecticides have been wed for many centurka. 
However, until about 100 years ago, most of the early urn were sporadic and 
were not part of a continuous effort. Early suggestions for protecting plant, 
from insect attack included superstitions that cultivating practices shouldbe 

* Consultant. National Agricultural Chemicals AwodatHwi, Washington, |>.C 
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l
1""ul °:;' dmmf lUt-u,i rlu^ ^'^' "H»on. A practice m the United States 

• ••« iwi.. ...rru-J out m -nu areas ,s to plant roo, , rops (,.l?. potatoes) „, ,|u. 
K or tin moon 

thai iv N| 

»'.ir 

.irsfiiit ctuiifhunnh 

Among tlu- carls uso of msec nades were baits containing .rscnic for urass- 
ItopjHT (locust) control. Records indicate that the Chinese*, .„ployed arsenic 
sulphides to control „mets on garden plants as early as 9110 A.D. The hurmW 
oí sulphur h.,s long ken employed to check infestations j„ stored products and 
as a disinfectant. 

About ISCHI, several developments made agriculturalists ,n the Un.ted 
Stat, s more couscous or the need for insect control. Intensive agriculture restilted 
»« .nult.croppmg with thicker foliage, and denser stands of plants provided 
vcar round feeding for insect pests and the spread of plant diseases. Probably 
fu   most   urgent development  was  the sudden  appearance of the  Colorado 

ST *   Í 'M 
n lCO,!n,nc Pmb,Cm-  n,,S i,,iCrt ,S na,ivi to thl' ««era slopes 

M the K.H-ky Mountains of western United States where it had previously Id 
on w,d solanaeeous plants. It found the potato a particularly acceptable'food 
»IH« the w^ward spread of potato culture brought that important crop within 
ts reach.  I ans green  copper acetoarsenite) which was being used as a paint 
lament was   «und to be highly effective aga.nst the bectk and by  1870 it 
«•as used widely as an agricultur.il insecticide. Within a few years London purple 

mclX^    II "   irc'l!m; ialdum arStnaU" a,,d  «»•«*K•  miterials 
mclud „g «.«II amounts of dye) became available and from 1880 to I«**) these 

ri ' ,U 1,maK, Wm / U   «• i-ommonly used  .nsect.cdes.  Paris green was 

u   na-eontroi operations  Pans green burns foliage and ,s therefore an example 
« » tlu« requirement that the iormulation must neu be phytotoxic.  Moreover 

^ r adhesive properties.   Ihus the need for insecticides having better physical 
•>n   oienucal property was ev.dent. Emphasis at that time was on „is ct cidc 
-uta nmg arsenic, and m 1H92 lead arsenate was prepared for the first rime 

«rate I  niÏEA'Î   M   *?»«»• other insecticides was soon demon- 

wt  il Par' S,mr,l> UfUT thc Cml °f t!,t' ^ond World 
war, lead arsenate was more extensively used against orchard pests than -,nv 
'     r n«     tuuk, ln 19,0  abom       mi||ion b  wm JJ      «lun £ 

annual consumpt.on had .„creased to about W) million pounds 

¿ *     " H 9 9   1 1?' TM VrUn- lVa,,aWc —r-"y i» »he United at ou   191 . although it had been first prepared ten years earlier   Because 
«  Hin,   vcboxKle was less expensive than lead, annate, »t Lon Ä 

nu Am/::: ?T 
r MUvi v,! ^ ^^y» ««»1*»«• **. 

»Iphur. Although effective against a number of field and horticultural insert 
l-K calcium „rscnav could not be used on apples, peaches, kans "    I X 
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crops becuse of its bi.r,.i..K effect u:, the fruit am! foliage. H y 1W. approxim.itclv 
4M null,«,, pounds of ealc.um arv, t, wer. usu! in American alture. [ hé 
followmg year the consumptio, of caldi,,,, arvnate for boll-weevil eontrol 
was decreased to about 26 million pounds largelv due to its displacement bv DDT 

A number of other arsenates ¡„duding aluminium, magnesium. Vopper,' 
lead and iron have been stud.ed as irseclicules. Arsenitcs likewise rece.ved some 
attention but most are too injurious to plants. Antimony is an element that is 
closely related to arsenic; it has been used in the form of tartar emetic (potassium 
antnnony tartrate) for combating certain species of thrips. 

l'Inorine compon iid'.< 

Inorganic fluorine compounds have been employed as insecticides for a 
o,,g orne; sodium fluoride (NaF) was probably the first (as a roach powder), 
n l< % a British patent covering several fluorides, fluosilicates and borofluo- 

Mhcates was issued Sod.um fluosilicate (Na2SiFft) at one time was widely used 
« a mothproofing agent. Cryolite or sodium fluoaluminate (Na,AlFfi) finds 
limited use as an agricultural insecticide. Since about 1907 commercial mixtures 
oí sodium fluoride and dimtrophcnol known as Wolman salts have been used 
as wood preservatives, especially in Europe-. Zinc fluoride has been used for the 

Sulphur 

Elemental sulphur is a valuable insecticide and fungicide. It is the only 
pesticide m general use in the elemental form and in various compounds. As an 
insecticide, sulphur ,s used in dust form, as a wettable powder and as a diluent 
or other pesticides   From a historical standpoint, sulphur was probably the 

tint chemical used for the control of plant-feeding mites. Sulphur is effective 
against a number of msects, especially scale insects on citrus fruit. With the 
advent or the newer organic insecticides its use has declined, but it is still valuable 
as a diluent or carrier and in combination with other chemicals. A lime-sulphur 
solution has been used m orchard practice since 1880. Its use as a sheep dip for 
the eontrol of the scab mite is even older. About 1917 a dry lime-sulphur was 
developed to avoid handlmg the liquid concentrate. For the most part the dry 
lime-sulphurs are somewhat less effective than the solutions.  Although still 
widely used as a spray material  the lime-sulphur solution has been supplanted 
»i part by sulphur dusts, petroleum oil sprays, newer types of copper sprays 
and certain synthetic organic compounds. IT      K   7 

Mercury compounds 

Mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) and mercurous chloride (calomel) 
are the mercury compounds of most value in iusect control. They have been 
used against fungus gnats cabbage worms and onion maggots. Mercury com- 
pounds find their principal value as fungicide* and arc described below 
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lumigants are chemicals which m the gaseous state are toxic to insects. They 
arc gu:crj'y applied to plants or products in tightly enclosed spaces sudi as 
greenhouses, trees under tents, ships ami dosai grain warehouses. Fumi-Mius 
are usee, io combat all kinds of insect. 1 he vapours of burning sulphur were 
among the hist himigants used by man. Until the early i Ws hydro-en cv.nide 
and carbon uisulphidc. wliich was used as early as 'l 854, were ilu" most im- 
portant commerçai h.migants. Hydrogen cyanide was originally developed for 
the control or scale insects on citrus fruit. Carbon disulfide found wide use is 
a gram tumigant. Although efficacious, it is flammable and its vapours when 
mixed with air arc highly explosive. This experience led to the search for loss 
explosive limitants. 1 J,e application of synthetic organic chemistry has produced 
a large number oí insect h.migants. Among those that have been Widely used 
are methy bromide, ethylene dibromidc, ethylene oxide, chloropicrim carbol» 
tetrachloride, dichloropropane-dichloropropene (D-D), naphthalene and para- 
dunlorobcnzcne. r 

Fumigan» are widely used against soil-infesting insects, nematodes, fungi 
and weeds, for this purpose, a gaseous or liquid fumigai« is introduced into 
the loosened soil through furrows or drills with the expectation that it will 
distribute itsjf throughout an adjacent area. 

Soil fumigation is growing i„ popularity, especially for treating seed beds. 
Carbon ehsulphidc is one of the most efficient chemicals for soil treatment because 
or its vapour tension and penetrating qualities. D-D finds wide use as a soil 
tuimgam in the control of various soil organisms including nematodes and 
insect larvae. 

Oils 
Petroleum oils 

Marco Polo wrote at the end of the thirteenth century that crude mineral 
o. was employed for treating camels for mange. It was not until the second 
halt of the nineteenth century, however, that systematic studies were undertaken 
to determine its value in insect control. On horticultural crops, oils serve as 

caZi!ì'rSPrT|S agamSt SCt ÌnX^ mÌtCS' imCCt W and ccrtain hibernating c tcrpillars. They are used as additives to increase the effectiveness of other 
ecucides and as earners for many insecticidal chemicals. In 1865, kerosene 

wa «ecommended for the control of scale insects on orange tree Because 
und uted kerosene severely injured foliage and fruit, emulsions of £ i• 
P educed at first merely by violent mechanical agitation and later with thTaM 
of an emulsifying agent were substituted. Kerosene was gradually replaced bv 
crude oils and eventually by highly-refined lubricating oils. ForLe as an in- 
secticide petroleum oils must meet certain specifications dependi g upon he 
purpose for which the oil is intended. Data commonly required are the vSositv 
boiling range (tor the lighter oils), density and sulphonation « THS 

| Reates te percentage ot the oil that does not react with sulphuric Ll 
- a measure of safety for application to plant and animal life. Dormant spray 
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culs have a sulphonation test of 70 -85 pc-r cent and summer foliage oil, of 90 to 
vn per cent. ° 

The use of petroleum oil in mosquito control has been a common practice 
or many years   Its use as a mosquito larvicide depends upon the distra 

0 a very thin him of o,l over the surface of vatcr inhabited by the larvae, h 
K cal o,l miIst be tox,c to the mosquito but largely non-toxic to plants, wildlife 
j '-nans. Ahhoußh oil solutions containing DOT and otlíer insecticides 
have reduced the consumption of petroleum oil for mosquito control, it is 
estimated that more than I million gallons of oil are still used annually in mosuuuo- 
control programmes. } H 

1 'cgetable oils 

Uncombined vegetable oils find little insccticidal application in the United 
States or ,„ other countries with a highly developed petroleum industry. Olive 
groundnut and pam oils have been recommended for spray emulsion purpc£ 
PI Spam and northern Africa. Groundnut oil is used in France and eíscwS 
m Europe. Cottonseed oil ,S somctuncs used in the Far East agamst cl   ld7 

; inHom ? bcc^•m»rdcd • *****b— *is •«y «*E and lias some value as an insecticide. 

Plant materials 

n„, fk,ant "TrialS ;irC'a,S0UrCC °f SOmc of thc most uscful insecticide«. Tobacco 
pya« hrum, derris, lonchocarpus, hellebore, sabadilla and quassia arc some o 
the more important plants that were in use for many years prior to a somatic 
search for effective materials in the" plant kingdom" The compone n/of pan 
msectiades vary widely in their chemical composition. Tobacco. lMor!Z 

nti    1 f^T ,e,r aCt,r,ty Up0n t,1C alkaloids thc>- c••- Albloids 
ay be defined as nitrogenous bases and usually occur in plants as salts of acids. 
ch as tannic, malic and c.tne. The insccticidal value of pyrethrum is due to 

its esters; the two principal esters are Pyrethrins. Rotenone is the principal 
•nsecticdal constituent o derris and lonchocaipu, The nature of the insmda 
principie of quassia » unknown. All of the aedve insccticidal principles of PL„ 
^ctindes possess complicated chemical structural formulae, and a'companl 

altribLch no common grouping t0 which thcir activity mi8ht * 

Nicotine 

Insccticidal preparations made from thc tobacco plant have been used for 
nearly two centur c, Both water extracts and thc powdered IcavTw2 u*j 
nd exhibited  ugh toxicity to soft-bodied insects, such as aphids. In 1828 tie 

med^Tiv   PT,t e 0Íttr° WaS S,10Wn t0 * an alka,oid idc»<if^ - 
v2 yí 1 Pyr y);yrr0l,dÍnC- NÍCOtÍnc ;,,kaloid' Ili•ri• sulphate and 
vano fixed mcotines e.g. nicotine bentonite) have been used as contact in- 
su c.dcs, fumigams and contact poisons. Many compounds that are derivatives 
of ether pyndme or pyrrolidine have been synthesized and tested for their 
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iiiMVti4-iil.il properties, but only nconicotiiic was found to be of value as an 
insecticide. Subsequently .111 mscctmd,! alk.iloij was found 111 the vvml Anabasis 
,tpliyU,i and designated as anabasine. Chemical studies showed it to be identical 
with iKonJcotiiu. 

¡'ynihnim 

I lie date of the first use of the pyrethrum plant, which is a species of chry- 
santhemum, as an insecticide is unknown. The daisy-like flower was probably 
first m,d in Iran. Its value was discovered in Dalm.uia on the eastern shore of 
the Adriatic Sea about 1840. I >almatia and adjacent areas were the most important 
growers .md exporters of pyrethrum until the I ¿rst World War when Japan 
became the Lading producer. The industry began to flourish in Kenya about 
1932. and by 19-10 Kenya was the principal source. There is currently commercial 
production or  pyrethrum m   Brazil.  Ecuador.  Kenya  and Zaire.  The insec- 
ticide  is found in the flower blossoms and is at a maximum in the fully 
opened blossom. Practically no insecticide occurs in the leaves and stems. Har- 
vesting is manual as no practical mechanical harvester has been developed. Kenyan 
flowers contain about  1.3 per cent Pyrethrins. Japanese and South American 
[lowers about 0.9 per cent and Dalmatian flowers 0.7 per cent. About 1916 
kerosene extracts of pyrethrum flowers were extensively used as a spray especially 
agamst lumscfhcs and mosquitoes. Previously, only the finely ground blossoms 
Had been used. The «nsecticidal principle of pyrethrum is unique in the rapidity 
with winch the treated insects are paralysed. None of the other plant insecticides 
or the synthetic organic insecticides possess this rapid "knockdown" action. 

The pyrethnns at one time were thought to be two esters known as Pyre- 
thrin I and pyrethrm II. Subsequent studies identified the presence of two 
additional mseeticidally active esters. These have been designated as cinerin I and 
cinemi II. 

Structural formulae for the Pyrethrins were proposed about 1922 but it 
was not unni 1938 that detailed structures of the Pyrethrins and cinerins were 
determine,, with certainty. Structural studies were soon followed by attempts to 
synthesize the Pyrethrins or closely related compounds designated as pyre- 
throids. One of these is allcthrin, which is produced in sizable commercial quan- 
tities and »extensively used in fly sprays and aerosol bombs, but it has proved 
somewhat less effective than the natural Pyrethrins as a general-purpose insec- 
ticide. T he pyrethnns are used as household insecticides, grain protectants and 
insecticides against certain agricultural pests. 

Rotcmuw and rotvuoids 

Although plants containing these products have been used as fish poisons 
tor centuries their application to combating many injurious agricultural insects 
only started about 100 years ago. Rotolone and the rotenoids are most frequently 
round ,„ dcrns, loncuxarpus, tephrosia and mundulea; they are all members 
ol the Lwmmw p|am fami|y, Thc roots of thac ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

finely ground dusts or as extracts made with organic solvents which remove 
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both the rotcnonc and the rotcnoids that arc the principal insecticidal ingredients. 
Dcrris is a native of the Orient while lonchocarpus flourishes in the American 
tropics. In Peru, lonchocarpus is called cube or barbasco; in Brazil it is known 
us timbo. For many years, British Malaya and the Dutch East Indies were the 
principal sources of derris. Today most of the rotenone-containing material is 
imported into the United States from Peru as cube. The rotcnonc insecticides 
are of special value for the control of plant pests (especially where toxic residues 
arc not desired) and cattle grubs. 

The search for insecticides which might be used as substitutes for the more 
toxic arseiucals led to research in the late 192<)'s into the chemistry of dcrris 
extractives by workers in Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United 
States. Rotcnonc, which is readily obtained in crystalline form from the roots 
of the plants, was shown to have the empirical formula C23H2206, and in 1932 
the structure of the molecule was definitely established. Chemically, it possesses 
a rather complicated structural formula. It has three characteristic systems; a 
central dihydro-gamma-pyrone flanked on one side by a dihydro-benzopyran 
and on the other by a dihydro-benzofuran system. Numerous derivatives of 
rotcnonc and synthetic compounds related to parts of the molecule have been 
tested for insccticidal properties but without success. As with the other plant 
insecticides, dcrris and lonchocarpus have felt the inroads of the newer synthetic 
organic insecticides. 

Synthetic organic compounds 

From the standpoint of the chemist, insecticides may be divided into two 
broad classes; viz, inorganic and organic insecticides. Inorganic insecticides, such 
as those containing arsenic, lead or fluorine, owe their insccticidal properties 
primarily to those elements. Organic insecticides arc compounds of carbon in 
combination with one or more elements such as hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, 
phosphorus, chlorine and sulphur. (Examples of synthetic organic insecticides 
arc methyl bromide, paradichlorobcnzcnc, DDT, benzene hexachloride and 
parathion.) Unlike the inorganic insecticides, the organic insecticides do not 
possess a specific clement to which insecticidal properties may be ascribed. Their 
insecticida! action is due to a definite arrangement of the elements within the 
molecule and to the molecule as a whole rather than to a specific element or 
combination of elements. Many examples could be cited to illustrate this fact. 
For instance, there are three dichlorobcnzencs having the formula C6H4Cl2, but 
only paradichlorobenzenc finds use as an insecticide. A more complicated case 
is benzene hexachloride. There are eight theoretically possible isomeric benzene 
hcxachlorides having the formula C6H6Cl6. Of the five isomers that have been 
prepared, only the gamma isomer (lindane) has outstanding insccticidal pro- 
perties. Many other examples could be cited. Another characteristic of organic 
insecticides is that relatively minor modifications of their structures frequently 
lessen their insecticidal value. 

Perhaps the first commercial use of an organic insecticide was in 1892 when 
the potassium salt of dimtro-ortho-cresol was'marketed in Germany. It has had 
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considerable usefulness ,s an insecticide (acanc.de). .,s a dormant spray for mhids 
nuns ...id naie .mats and as a toxic barrier against chiudi bws. vUSS\^' 
...ul swarms of „m^tory Umts. I„ W2 several organic tluocyanatcs were 
marketed on a si/cable seale ... .In Un.ted States tor use as Hv AVJ cutlc spr.vs 
a.K as household insecticides. 1 he d.seovery of the insecticida! propcrt.es of 
1)1)1. however, .s the most significant development.., the ii, Id of insecticides 
m recent vears. 

Orgtiuii thkriHi compounds 

Dichlorodiphcy! trUldomtlume (DDT). The msecticidal properties of DDT 
were discovered by Müller m Switzerland in 1939. When first used it possessed 
a remarkable degree of effective»«» against a large number of insects. It was 
rie tir« synthetic ...secunde to supplant the arsenicali for the control of such 
chewing .meets a* the codling moth on apples, the gypsy moth and spruce 
budworm on forest trees and the pink boll-weevil on cotton. Its prolonged 
stability to the action of light and air results in a residual deposit that kills un- 
treated .meets winch crawl over them. DDT is also highly effective for the 
control of many insects of importance to public health. It was widely used during 
he Second World War tor the control of typhus and as a larvicide for tk 

contr >l of the mosqu.to vectors of malaria, and it is still the most widely used 
insecticide tor this purpose. y 

The development of resistance of the house-fly as well as a number of agri- 
usurai «»sects has lessened the use- of DDT in many areas. Its affinity for lipids 
resulting in storage in anima« fats has further curtailed the use of DDT There 
»m. evulence or injury from the« minute residues to man or his animals, how- 
tur. and .t is regarded by some toxicologic as a safe insecticide. It is ineffective 
agaimt red spiders and other spider mites, the cotton boll-weevil and many aphids 

11* UKcac.dc DDT, which has «he empirical formula Cl4H9C\5Jm s 
50 per cent chlorine. It » easily produced from the following readily availaW 

ïcto,ïnSr- raW niaHm,: Ch,0ra1' Í1«*«« »d stuphuric acid. The 
cchrm | DD I „ ewcntndly a mixture of two isomeric compounds comprising 

J Pr "Tí **P'P-DI)T md * to 35 P« cent of 0.P-DDT ?    % 

and ntv   P,     Td TDE arC C,OSC,y rdatcd t0 DDT » chemi^ "ructurc 
Tr \     1°T   ?     "T f msecticidcs- Methoxychlor, unlike DDT, is not 

^Zl^m u "not as ,ong lasting and "costs considerabIy 
chlo^^^7flHn4rAí,r'á,• ¡5*? TU^Ìng ÌnSCCtÌCÌdal WW o(he•• ten- 
to Z   i(        }' ia,S° C,a,ld k^hIorocyclohexane (HCH),  was discovered 

ÏO&rÏÏ TkTmly " FranCC aml thc ^ Kingdom dïï£ 
l^lt TK i WíCn Co,mnun«catio" between the two countries wat 
not possibly Theoretically, there are eight possible isomeric benzene hexachloride 

feSrlt TT ,SOmCr
f
(,Ín;,anc) haS inSLCdddal Va,UC- Thc -me W 

n^cHH   H ìm •amSh\ at timCS With hexachlorobenzene which is 
Z ¿t y mir\ bn " Va,Uab,e aS a fu^iddc- Both F**"* are obtained 

•mm benone and chUme. Benzene hexachloride is /addition product of 
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benzene and chlorine and has the formula Q,HftClft, while hcr.achlorobcnzcne 
is a substituted benzene and has the formula C6Cl6. As benzene hexachloride 
is easily prepared from benzene and chlorine, both of which normally are readily 
available and low in cost, extensive commercial production of it was' undertaken 
in Europe and the United States shortly after the end of the Second World 
War. The gamma isomer of the early commercial production ranged from 
10 to 15 per cent, although there were occasional claims of 35 per cent. The 
unpurihed commercial product possesses a disagreeable pungent odour. Attempts 
at odour removal by treating solutions of the crude product in organic solvents 
with deodorizing absorbent materials met with erratic success. " 'J he gamma 
isomer of 97 per cent or higher purity has become an important insecticide under 
the generic name lindane. 

Benzene hexachloride has exceptional value in the control of grasshoppers 
(locusts), cotton boll-W'.-cvils, wireworms and other soil pests. Lindane is used 
for poultry and livestock pests, seed treatment and for some agricultural crops. 
The use of benzene hexachloride on edible produce, however, lias been severely 
hampered by the production of off-flavour. In the United States the use of 
benzene hexachloride on cotton grown in rotation with peanuts (ground nuts) 
has been discontinued because of off-flavour problems. 

Cyclodienes. This group of insecticides comprises chiodane, hcptachlor, aldrin, 
dteldrin, isodrin, endrin. endosulfan and toxaphenc. All are highly chlorinated, 
cyclic hydrocarbons with characteristic "endo-methylene bridged" structures. 
With the exception of toxaphenc, they arc produced by a reaction developed 
by the German chemists Dicls and Alder. Their discovery and development as 
insecticides are largely the result of the work of Hyman and his associates from 
about 1945. These insecticides arc extensively used for the control of locusts, 
cotton boll-weevils and household insects, as soil insecticides and for many other 
purposes. 

Chlordane made its commercial appearance as an insecticide soon after the 
end of the Second World War. Although the technical product contains a 
number of related compounds, the principal component comprises 60 to 75 per 
cent of octachloro-4,7-mcthanotetrahydroindanc. Chlordanc is obtained by the 
reaction of hcxachlorocyclopentadienc and cyclopentadienc and treatment of 
the resulting compound with chlorine. Technical chlordanc contains 64 to 
66 per cent chlorine. It is a dark, viscous liquid, soluble in organic solvents and 
insoluble in water. Chlordanc is effective against a wide variety of agricultural 
insect pests and certain cockroaches. It is used for the control of lice on cattle, 
hogs and horses. 

Toxaphene was first tested against insects about 1945. It is prepared by the 
chlorination of the bi-cyclic terpene, camphene, to a content of 67 to 69 per 
cent chlorine and lias the approximate empirical formula C,oH,0Cl8. Toxaphene 
is a mixture of isomeric compounds, the exact structural formulae of which 
are not known. The technical product is a pale yellow, waxy solid soluble ¡n 
the common organic solvents. Toxaphene is effective against a wide range of 
insects and is especially useful for the control of locusts, cotton boll-wccvils and 
pests of livestock. 
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IK- highly chlorinated  insccticidal compounds   ddrin   m.1   li M • 

r,.;,a Uh c¿;t¿"taní 'IT Tion 

and animals, aldrin is convert.-1   J iatnun • ,n t,uSl)l1 •« well as >n plants 

<« *..« ,,.lt,„:t:
,s,i';:;;: ::tsi,r ili:;:'I,,Uä

 -f •sod•- - 
Otgam, plmphmu compounds 

This class of compounds was discovered ¡„ the late I9.KIV Uïl     i    • 
Germany, bue their outstanding insert^,!,! „I •   "*'b),"«»l»m 
know,, „„,¡1 ab,,,,,   1945   Te " r, ,T !"' *'' n°' kc0mc 8""'»% 
commercially ava   be t ¿S   P^P^phn.e was the first ,o*bccomc 

i« action on apl,i,ls   , i'r    i, .        ,, î, " h'^ l'ftk'"'1' ^ '»H i„ 
highly toxic  oP „„„Tm  „ L f', T rP'"ar! •"", "U"y 0,h" <"*«' h is 
byhydrolysisLÖ'l IxTc Ur^'l M ' T SO'UtÍ"n " """ dm"»P°" 
waj sin flowed b7ÄÄ*Ä J^* W"*4«« 
and ¡s htqhly toxic to nun It is mm7Í       "pulkill of a wide vanety of insects 

remains Uxrive for " 1 h °T Í y " 7?',hc W " Jlls' «*"« 
properties of tctracthyl^L^3 "' °TI1""8 "«**" 
amide and others JuKÄJÄ I "Tí'M. T°P!,OS<,l,0r- 
phosphorns compounds of many yL" h v S I "f't ** "W* 
properties. Among those commercia l^„ 11 ,l valuaIt'd *'» i'isccticidal 
malathion, diazinon, ronTaml      v ^ dc'"?°"' EPN' «"^on, 
have been „sed annual y b    it    Se Zt"'        71 "{^'^ °f P'"'1"0» 

'«-d„usco„,po„„ds,Lra;u,h;:;^!;;i^t;;ri,n'°"°f^ 
Carbamates 

By ^ÄsS Thcic T °f ^ Trd abou< »52 

acid esters ofheterocyclic end The iblt . X C°mP°unds *• «rbamic 
which are highly selective in thet ÍT "* P°tCm SyStCmic insc"*ides 
pyrethrum-like Lon on ^ J L !V ^ ^ **" haVC a raPid 

insecticides against aphid, ZI . UScd commcrc""y « contact 
«fled research b¿ ,^Ä„f ""* T* a"d °th" smal1 --cts. Inte». 
compounds havL 1Zn Za      °" ^-^ ÌMCCtidd" rcvealcd «vend 

fe potLiit  broad-spectrum msccticidal  properties.  Of these 
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cirbaryl (marketed under the trade-name Sevin) has aehieved widespread use- 
as a broad-spectrum insecticide effective against many insect pests of fruits 
vegetables cotton and other crops. Carbaryl. however, is relatively ineffective 
against aphids and spider mites. 7 

HERBICIDES (WEED KILLERS) 

Though chemicals have been used for many years to control weeds, no 
large-scale applications were made before 1930. Up to 1942. the chemicals in 
use were contact herbicides and soil stcrilants, such as arsenical., chlorinates 
benzenes, chlorates, sulphuric acid, sulphates, substituted phenols and oils. Sodium 
arsenite was widely employed for weed control along railroad tracks, and diesel 
oil was used along highways. The discovery of the berbicidal action of 2,4-di- 
chlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) in 1944 had far-reaching effects on weed 
control. Within five years after its discovery and the demonstration of its selective 
action, 2.4-D was used to control weeds on more than 18 million acres of small 

fZñlr/rif "Ï        T'\     "^ " ^ ^^ *>«*• This »Paular «sc stimulated the chemical industry in Europe and the United States to synthesize 

¿.Tí3n V :l ,m? Pr0pi>rtÌCS °f himdrcds °f chcmicals- As * result, 
about 135 effective and selective organic herbicides «re today available to farmers 
and home owners. The chemical formulae of herbicides cover the wide range 
of phenoxy compounds, aliphatic acids, phenols, benzoic acids, carbamates 
substituted ureas tnazines and others. The use of herbicides in the United States' 
more than doubled between 1959 and 1963; an estimated 85 million acres or 
about 20 per cent of the cropland was treated in 1962. 

Oils have gained commercial use as weed killers since about 1940 Most 
• are by-products of petroleum distillation. They act as contact herbicides and 

may be selective or general as weed killers. Diesel oils which are usually moderately 
heavy low-grade oils are generally too toxic to plants for selective weed control 
In addition to treating cropland, herbicides arc used to control weeds that clog 
irrigation and drainage canals and interfere with the use of ponds, lakes and 
streams. r 

In view of the susceptibility of many vegetable crops to injury by hcrbicidal 
sprays, treatments may be made prior to emergence of a specific crop or weed 
Mich treatment is spoken of as pre-emergence treatment. Post-emergence treat- 
ment ,s any treatment after emergence of a specified crop or weed. For example, 
~,4-D gives effective post-emergence control for most broadleaf weeds in maize 
sorghum grains and grass pastures. * 

FUNGICIDES 

Fungicides are used to control plant diseases on many crops. The fungicides 

Z Ä t0A t01rCVem r0tt,ing °r t0 fo,ia8c as Wor dusts » protect 
the plant by destroying the spores of the fungi before they penetrate the foliage 
and cause infection. Every crop plant is prone to one or more plant diseases, 
such as blight, smut, scab, wilt, mildew and rust caused by fungi, bacteria and 
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viruses. Nocffmivo d.emical ¡, ..v,il;,hlc for ba«on.,l di«« „r viruw ,|thol,E,, 

.tir:':r;r """y,'in h-! K-- •* *—•—*- ¿AS 

,..,>.) «   ftu^iuts. Mircunc chloride was recommended .,« ., 
wood prc.scrvat.vc m the eighteenth century. |„ 1882  Mil! ,rde  of R„r I " 

•íAwíSí:^mixturc'From ,w 
<o preven, fl,„gm di•• '£ÍZt^M TZ" T*' 

w cnioraiui   tctrachlorobenzoquinonc   was intr^A„r^i „, •   1       , 

of AmethyldidLarbamiLcid á„d capí "" and "•*"« a',S 



4.   THE EVOLUTION OF PESTICIDE ANALYSES* 

hy Gunttr Zweig** 

Í« the good old days before the 19411k. fêrmen „mm{ ty w<Jfy . 
their crops w.th well-tested insecticide, such as lead, anonic $ZZ£A 22ÏÏÎ 
exotic natural extracts like nicotine, pyrethrin and rmcnoTlwl^£ 
day. when the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) onH^ioîX ZZc^ 
and analysed fruit, vegetables or dairy products J rrSi^ATCÌ 
w.vcs remmjd their children to wasl/the fruit before ST^Í" 
removing surface residues of die inorganic pesticide*. It ¿ZmZ Ö 
a worm arya of the codling moth) m¿t tTaW, ollt of ^Zl Î3 h 

rotten spots had to be eviscerated from raw fruits and vegetable ^ 

iwîïïLTiw. tho$crdlfdays'thc CaHforn,a Government,« 2/ msttut d a law i regulating the permissible residue for Paris green and 

K«t^ ;nfd uoriac.";raw agricu,tura, •» * M -"» pp- tw«H ram per kilo of fresh weight). Quantitative analytical methods devL 
by Hoskms and Ferns 2 and by Cassil and Wichmann * were used by ZcnZ« 
inspectors to enforce the pesticide laws. > 8tmrnn*«" 

However, the peaceful days of pesticide usage were soon to be simtered 
While screening insecticides in 1939, the Swiss organic c^iíw^í 

DDT) which had actually been synthesis! in the nineteenth century byZdsT* 
Dunng the Second World War, Gem» chemists discovcX new Ä 

SZh f "TC,dCl' thC «*«***«»•> A» *c same «me, Am^aTand 
Bntish research workers came aero« a completely new ,-la. ciJ^SiZ 

^ÄÄIT" by "* pabmet fmm *"* * 15"w«r.*"«• " <***» 
a.«. New S" LÌfC SCknCeS DÌVUÌm' Synm* Unhe"ky H««n* Carpo***. %yn. 

Co^eS^^Z^t DMSÌm l ***** <*"** *""* *•"** - 

«WA!vOi.S!pH'¿ WÍChmann (1939)->'•' ^** ^-^ ^QflfcW ,4^ 
* Zeidlcr, O. (1874) &•<***, Vol. 7, p. 1180 

Verlag cT^ """'' ***** ^^^^ *- **• 
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synthetic pla.H hormones of the rlie.ioxy.,lkyl acid type with ,ts best known 
-vprescntat.vc 2.4-1 > (2.4-du hlorophenoxyacct.c and)/ \ ¡lllv llllrill|! tlu, mi(|t¿ 
*N „,agricultural revoluti.,, oí synthetic organic msctmdes ami herbicides 
ook pace; 2j years later „ shows no abatement. The production and use of 

ihcw chemicals during the r.„, tuo .u,d one-half decades have grown to in- 
proximately **> .».ll.o., kg , ,llH,| at $75«» .„¿Ilio« m the Unica! Stat« alone > 

»h.clwo^M SUh'" Vmvr,n,|,,"1 
U>ok t,U" »,iriati" -»Hi «'acted regulations 

« hi h HOU Id a« commodate the synthet.e pesticides under existing food and drug 
Ration. J>ubhc Law 518 (the Miller Bill) was an amendment to th FcdeTd 
hood. Drug, and Cosmetic Act of im The concept of the amended law p¿ 

lunmal in the daily diet of the population was undesirable unies, a "«ate ' 
tolerance for then- chemicals had been established by the go ven, nun, Safetv 
wa. band on factors such as the .nullest cmanuty that induced ph^Ä 
changes ,„ cxpcnmental annuals, a built-in safety factor of im. tk3Xe 
o a ««am food m the daily dirt of the populat.on and the possible^X2£ 
o I «mer ,„ ju. or annual. Tus last restnct.on, known as the Pelanev CW 

Vm r       U mantf0,r>' ** thc «»W^«u* of - mo tolerance of any caneer-mducmg pesticide chemical. * 

Tue CONCEPT of TOLERANCE 

Tin- zero tolerante 

t^.A% a!rrCat<> mtmkwd- «•* fcgWaton introduced the concept of a zero 
•¡W far ce«*,« pendes used in agncultural crops wi^nch concern 
,kn« chenucal reality. Furthermore, analytical cki could ToT accept f„ 
good convence the- concept of "no rendue" used by the United Jtate^W 
ment of Agncukurc (USIM) ,„ the reg,strat,on J fcMà^^JSk 
J-Vr good agncultural practices could be shown not to leave 'my SduI" oí 
the raw agncultural crop (see chapter 2). Y 

An additional complication was that the Secretary «f u^hk c i     . J 
Welfare «mLI ».».Jr      *•      ••    i !•   w:rttar^ of "<*a"n. Education and 
a W     "   L       M     , fCro   rdcfä,ncc for «*"*" fi»* wh as milk on the 
advice of a knowledgeabe grout» of srirmi«*   TUu ¿„ i   7        l 7e 

issrriwwu-M ». J      f,u"P w *wnti«s.   I his indeed was the case for 

Zt IN        " *7nMdC Ma,cd '" Structwrc to ,>DT  ** which the E T 1*1 Pont de Nemours ( o»„pany rt.Qucstcd a 0 B ^ l"1 VJÎ» 

£*d. The «ero tolera.« for any precide chemical in milk and milk produm 

ocT^l ri ,he fêt rf ^ ^ wai «taWished and found to be <*«cptaWe The situation was complex and untali«;    c#^ .    c 7^ 

/.««.
Z

VTJT""<IJ * ""'
A
 ' H,K,R"cà "•«) e»«*».«e*,«*, T*«,«« 
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Ihrce incidents took place during the past decade that disturbed the scioli- 
nile community and resulted in modifications of the zero tolerance. The first 
incident took place in Oregon and Massachusetts one week before Thanksgiving 
m \%% when the MM confiscated most of the cranberry harvest tor that year 
and even tins of berries from harvests of previous years. The reason for the 
seizure was that small traces of amino-triazole herbicide had been detected by 

DA chemists. A zero tolerance for amino-triazole had been established previously 
based on the observation of a cancer or tumour m experimenta! rats durum 
acute-feeding studies. The method of analysis which had been used to detect 
finite quantities of amino-triazole was ion-exchange purification followed by 
the production of a colour and spectrophotometry determination of the ab- 
sorbency. This period m time is referred to by some pesticide chemists as B I 
and A.C.. (before and after cranberries). It marked a critical turning point for 
the analyses of the proverbial zero molecule. Once a zero tolerance bawd on a 
certain analytical method had been established and its inherent sensitivity and 
specificity were known, a new, alternate procedure developed later might be 
used to detect zero molecules, which, if enforced, would result in seizures of 
food and crops by government inspectors. 

The second incident was the problem of contaminated dairy products. On 
2N January I960. Hawaiian newspapers reported that United States Government 
health authorities had seized about 920 pounds of butter contaminated with 
insecticides. The butter had been shipped from the mainland but none of it 
had been sold. The impracticality of the zero tolerance in milk for pesticides 
was clearly demonstrated by the analysis of paper chromatography of chlorinated 
pesticides using methods perfected by Mills« and Mitchell.« A large number of 
milk and  butter samples which were examined contained finite, detectable 
quantities of chlorinated pesticide residues probably as the result of the presence 
of these pesticides in the feed of dairy cattle. Zweig and associatesi« showed 
that 0.5 ppm of DDT in the (ccd of dairy cattle resulted in no detectable residues 
»n the milk on the basis of the colorimetrie procedure of Schechter and Haller " 
However, 1 ppm af DDT in the feed resulted in detectable residues of this 
insecticide in the» milk. These studies have been verified by Archer using gas- 
hed chromatography with a much greater sensitivity than the colorimetrie 
procedure.'2 The revelation that pesticide residues were found in a great number 
of milk and butter samples, even though present in quantities less than 0.1 ppm, 
nevertheless, caused a dilemma for the government. Milk and butter samples 
containing more than one molecule of pesticides should have been subject to 

• Mill», P. A. (1959) faW a/ ik, AswMm, ojí Ofíuitl Agrkuhw*! Oumim, Vtil. 42, 

• Mitchell, L. C   (195H) >«„,<,/ of ik- Atsodttim 0/Officiti A#MM*I Ommat, Vol. 41, 

1  -' " Sd^.htCf* M ?•' ,S B S«*•^ R A, Haye« and H. L. Halkr (1945) fah*r*tf mé 
l-Mgmnmg CJmmsny, Amlytkal Hditítm, Vol. 17, p. 704. 

» Crmby, |). Ci. a»d T. E Archer (I9fifi) BHIMH of im^mmmiét Ctmhrnmum, me 
loxmhyy, Vol. I, p. If. 
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"i 11 «.7i Viomft, .<«,»^a,. Vol. 217. ., LI. 
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detected by conventional colorimetrie methods, it seemed that the applied 
pesticide chemical had disappeared as if by magic. Perhaps some of the applied 
¡>est.c.de had disappeared by translocation in plants, volatilization, chemical or 

TABU. I. CONVERSION rA»i.i. or WEICHT UNITS USFD IN RLSIUUI ANAIYMS 

Of PESTICIDES 

(I M     to* mg     iO*ftx -, wng     ton ps) 

Vmt glam 

picogram    (pg) KM 2 
nanogram   (ng) KM< 
microgram (p%) KM» 
milligram (mg) 1(*-J 

iïmre 1. Ut /mm* ^mmlYlkal ,mk^é of miète amlym firn tm n hroufh 19m 

? mon MITI* 

•te 
J> <M<MCQWi«l*ttt) 

£t' 

¿î"jB'"  ±    JÊg* 
VtM 

ife?. au: - m 
thmmM^fiphy; ffc 
»««fry 

^MOm^m^^y; autm -êmmmmy; TLC -êMmm 

Iw^i^t^f0? ^^T; m +"* ******* metiwd 
cftd not always »veal duet about the biological tramfofmation «f the •«* 

para-oxt», heptachlur to the epoxide and aldnn to dieldrin. 

va«J.    iJL*i ,UWÎTy ^ »flp»«»** I«»««» of detection of p«tìci«i« by 
vino«, méymé teck,«,»*,, in fi*«* I. »he l.m.ts o( àmmmÇZ^mZ 
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ää ^ì::tì ^"rr'•1,s m thM •'— ^ 

1 ABl t  2. Al'HIOXlMATI. I IMI I  », mTlt „„ lmi:i:1U)S 

MtihcJ ¡'/".J/I,I/)JI. "" i  i 
M'MiWé' Urte « tdtnliiy 

Col>rimetr\  . '#> 

Fluuromctr    .          « >« >T, Parathio,. f0_. 

Infra-red spectrophotometrv  p ?   T ,<M 

OKHiograpl.v   . '   E,,f"*Uifa" IW 
„ n,?T 5 x KM 

Paper chromatography   .. •Jlon * x KM       * 
Th.n-laver chroma^raphy..  .. ' ".'.'      '       chk^ ^ »'^ to KM 

(avhquid chromatography Phosphate ,^7 ío ,{M 

Defector 
Katharonwter ... c   , 
Electron-capture  Ei»*Slafl 2.5 x KM 
Mitrmoulomctrv   .          "¡JI «*-,J 

Thcrnihwik   .... ' *?T HM 
Flame photometry (pho^, 'mi*, |SS¡L ¡^ 

     Fl*"*'^«"metry Memorici . '• , «** 

*t «A» S *„„, t^ir r^'í! ,hown in '"Wr 3- «**« 

 _ ,.t5v_ ^ r^_ 
EB«§r¿n  ,. ,*,J T«i 
IMJT                                            tafebafte 0.2 «.,« 
W>T                                     _         *«*« 0,1 W(ö 
Istoriane j                                          *»*»»« and atutwl fat 2.5 OUI 
Heptarhkir I                                                 tlr.uuidmit* o i #. m 

Ai*«    ... ft**»** »J (M|| 

»i>T  ^fa <M <».0! 

v* vSüírsat isa ««.•%* ÄÄtfv*.—*—, rzrs- 

y «* U«w, method » „ , „„,„«„, volume.« nUm.mnhod.,7 T£ ScK 

^HHtfHt*f    §-    à    »,   i  H 

•rini« IHiMtihm, New York    * ' (,*^} *4,,,,',"" «* *•«"**«*' *** <%**•*,, fc^ 
't^U    <    amHiJ WKh,„,„„,t¥(i« 
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ter-Haller colorimetrie procedure for DDT mu) the Avcrcll-Norris method'« 
for paratli.on extended die range of sensitivity to about 2/ig. The advent of 
paper and thm-layer chromatography increased the detectability to ().] „g and 
added another parameter, namely the physical separation of mixtures of pesticides 
.md metabolites, by the use of specific colour spray reagents, different pesticides 
and metabolites could be identified. By using an enzyme spray reagent containing 
cl.omestcrasc, the biological activity of spots separated by chromatography"* 
could be ascertained. r ; 

Gas-liquid chromatography with specific detectors for halidcs, sulphur 
phosphorus and nitrogen has further enhanced the case with which complex 
mixtures of pesticides can be quickly separated and identified. The specific organo- 
phosp hate detector is capable of detecting as little as 0.04 ppm pesticide in water 2<> 

he electron-capture detecto^ is capable of producing a significant signal for 
o.l pg of lindane and 1 pg of* DDT. 

Attempts to link gas-liquid chromatography to rapid infra-red analysis or 
mass spectrometry are still in their infancy. However, as instrumentation is 
unproved these sophisticated and absolute methods of identification should 
achieve the sensitivity required for pesticide residues and be within practical 
reach of the residue chemist as was predicted by the author22 ¡„ 1964 

ClEAN-Ui» PROCEDURES 

The search for zero as discussed above may be misleading; by increasing the 
absolute sensitivity of the final method of analysis, the over-all dctcctabtlitV of 
pelade residua in crops is not necessarily improved. The final extract must be 
suniciently purified m order to minimize possible interferences in the last analytical 
step. These interferences may be caused by natural constituents in foods and 
crops such as oils fats or pigments. The substances may cause tailing of Chromato- 
graphie cluates, clogging of syringe needles and overloading of detectors, columns, 
papers or thm-layer plates. Ckneral clean-up methods are desirable and have 
been attempted along the following lines. 

Chromatographic techniques using Fioristi adsorbent (15 per cent MgO and 
H4 per cent Si02) have shown the greatest popularity. Three independent labora- 
tories tested the standardised and commercially available absorbent Fioristi PR 
and found excellent reproducibility for the clution of seven chlorinated pesticides 
m malic and spinach.*' Nearly quantitative recoveries were achieved when the 
clution voluntes were adequate. 

'» Avere« P. R „id M. V. Norm (1948) AmtytM Ckmisiry, Vol. 31, p. 7$3 
'» Menn, J. J. »ml J. H. MtBaiti (19«,) «V*w?, Vol. 309, p 1351 

M 2•$ ° "* S M ,X"VWH'(I%9) kisi4m Hg¥kwi' V,»l- *. P »7 
-   Bondit, E J ^H. Harrntann awl K. I». Dimki (!9u4) Jmtml «f Ammttmtl me 

/<><'(/íJfHMíírp, Vol. 12, p. 333. içr«*n>•r^ 
11 Zweig, tí., up ril. 

v.a.w.^Sr' H " *'°*,7) hmmi i,ltk' Asm,Mim ^'W '^M 
CJ*mi«'< 
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AM attempt was nude In the author-'* to Jcv.sc a general clean-up „uthod 
by "t.h/n.g a tías d.romutographv apparatus without detector that was supplied 
with a sunple glass collector at the end ot the colui..». The collector was fashioned 
iron, a length „I tapered ,dass n.hng packed with solvent-moistened glass wool 
Ih.s techmepu  proved effective for the residue analysed of two isomers of 
ocultan m a variety ot crops by infra-red spectrophotometry as will be dis- 
cussed .„ detail IK low. A snudar approach has beet, suggested for the clean-up of 
imples pnor  to  tmn-Uer chromatography,^   I lu   riaw ,n  these  method, 
how cur. hes m the unpredu table chromatographic behaviour of pcst;cides ¡„ th'J 
presence oí large ..mount» ot interfering substances which may be causing retarda- 
it and asy.nnu.try ot effluent peaks. Since «he work is performed without a 
Jcjator s,gnal, ,t ,s concevable that low recoveries of pést.cid- residues may 

Another novel approach to a general clean-up method has bon the sweep 

o   tlu sweep co-d.snllat.on assembly.:* Thl. advalUagt, uH|m mc*Jiod ow{ th 

preMously described gas-chromatographu clean-up are the effective removal of 
« «er enng ^stances by adsorption in the first vertical column and the co- 
puliation ot solvent and pesticides at elevated temperatures (25t)A    ami f," 
n-trogen gas How <«,-   „|/imn). Thc <m. ^ <        J^»     ' 

o, er Auront and the solution ,s collected ¡„ the receiving tube ,n winch ,t cant 

Since „nm crude plant extract, must undergo some measure of clean-up 
s recommended   ,rst to attempt ucetonitrile parution followed by FlorïS 

the se^vt ^[,,a^VrUp,mir th'rt**^ of distinguishing between 
L t, ^t       r    "a m"r *" thc and>sis a,ul tht> »V«^»M sensitivity of the 
pc.de residue extermination.  The following  factors may be conridered' 
hypothetical sensuivity of detection of 1 „g, fmal volume of thc^t actó1 0 ml' 

".«»! ml. Ihc calculated over-all sensitivity of the method is Ü.Ü1 ppm In most 
^  Ins sensitivity ,s acceptable to prove the absence of a par icul 'pestickk 

ZÏZ P^o^ram range which is certainly possible with electron 
capture detection (HT table 2). the over-al! sensitivity of the resWue method 
-y be unproved to «,,„„ ppm or m pam ¿^ ^ajy  the 

< 1.HCÄ
C

, 3^ R   "   Bre,ile,,b3Ch (,%,) AmCrka" Che"ikal ***y Meeting, 

^ ^ JMimnun, K   I. (IW,7»><m<t/ ^^ „,wtW).,H of WfcM Apical Clnvüsts, Vol. to, 
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ligure 2. The sweep co-distillation assembly for general clean-up of pesticides in oily 
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crops 

0U55 
WOOl 

3 mm CHAME TC* 
OUSS  11*0» 
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düuric* factor may be omitted or the ^m m fe «y^ éxnm^, At» 
stmpïtryittg the expérimentât procedure and mirumùing interference«. 

SMCntOfHOTO*iTItlC METHODS 

With the availability of commercial spectrophmonietcfi scanning the ultra- 
violet, visible (colorimettic methods) and intra-wd regions, tpecUk method* for 
residue analyses of pesticides were developed. The Miller amendment of the food 
and drug laws made it mandatory that a company furnish a spedate analytical 
method to be applicable for the purpose of enforcement before an omctal tolerance 
would be granted. 

Limited by radiation intensity of the source and the sensitivity of detectow, 
niost spectrophotometry methods are useful in the microgram range. Setnitívity 
can be increased by greater path lengths of cells foe the ultra-violet and visible 
regions or by microbeam attachments for infra-red spectrophotometers. How- 
ever, with increased sensitivity often the interferences of extraneous substances 
are enhanced, or the noise-signal ratio may not be improved cormpo«dt»fly. 
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Besides the limited scusiti vit y for spcctrophotoinetric methods, another 
disadvantage iroiiie.iiK is the specialty of these methods, thus a multi-com- 
ponent mixture has to be analysed by multiple methods. Conversely, possible 
metabolites, like para-oxon (the oxygen analogue of parathion) cannot be 
distinguished by the colorimetrie methods^ Some colorimetrie analyses are 
extremely lengthy but are still useful for formulation analyses or for a large 
number of routine samples. Once the routine even for a rather lengthy procedure 
has been developed, a skilled laboratory technician can handle eight to ten 
analyses during a working day. 

Colorimetrie procedures 

I he necessary steps io develop a co'ourcd derivative or to read directly the 
absorbency in the ultra-violet or infra-red region are given as illustrations of 
colorimetrie procedures. The procedure tor the colorimetrie residue method for 
aldrin is as follows.-'0 

After solvent extraction and chromatographic clean-up, the solution is 
reacted with phenyl azide reagent which must be prepared in the laboratory and 
purified daily by column chromatography. Excess reagent is removed by evapora- 
tion, and the resultant triazolc is coupled with diazotized dinitroaniline. After 
acidification, the adsorbency is measured at 515 nm; appropriate crop blanks 
and standards ranging from 5 to 4u>/m! arc taken through the colour reaction 
steps and final readings corrected for interferences. One may compare this 
laborious method with the single-step gas-chromatographic technique (sec below) 
by which a complete analysis requires less than 10 minutes at a sensitivity 1,000 
times greater than that for the colorimetrie method! 

Probably the best known colorimetrie method of analysis for a particular 
pesticide is the Schechtcr-I lallcr method" for DDT. The plant material to be 
analysed for traces ot DD I is extracted with a suitable solvent and evaporated. 
The residue containing the suspected insecticide (DDT) is nitrated with fuming 
mine acid; the resultant tetranitro compound is extracted into ether, washed with 
dilute base, taken to dryness and finally reacted with sodium mcthylate. Thecolour 
reagì -it should be prepared in the laboratory using anhydrous methanol, which 
must be processed. The resultant colour is measured with a spectrophotometer 
at 3% nm at a sensitivity of about l0/tg yielding an absorbency of about 0.1. 

Although ten years have passed since the author and associates5* have analysed 
milk samples for DDT by the above method, it might be of interest to calculate 
the approximate time period involved to analyse four milk samples for DDT 
including a calibration curve of four points in duplicate. The assumption is made 
mat all reagents are ready for use. The following approximate times (in hours) 
have ixen calculated : ' 

-•* Aveuli, I'. R. and M. V. Nurrii, o« tit 
'« I'oiur, I». I. 

I-MI i / vUr',   i M t
(l*'4) ,Aualy,iul M<M > ft*tó*'. «**' Growth Rtfuk**,, mt4 

I-.W W/.Í,,.,. i ot. II hwauiJes, edited by (¡. Zweig, Académie Pre«, New York, «p. f  -24 
,( S*heclitcr, M. S  , t ai., op. at. * * 
'-' Zw tig, t.. »i a/., ,»p, dt. 
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Evaporation of samples 2.0 
Nitration 1.5 
Extraction and washing 2.0 
Evaporation 1.0 
Colour development and reading 0.5 

TOTAL 7.0 

To the total time should be added at least another hour for dish-washing and 
30 minutes for lunch. During one working day, four DDT samples can be 
efficiently analysed. As will be discussed below, chromatographic methods of 
analysis (paper, thin-layer and gas-liquid chromatography) are much less time- 
consuming, more sensitive, more accurate at low levels and suitable for multiple 
analyses of closely related pesticides. 

Infra-red spectrophotometry 

Although infra-red spectrophotometry is a highly useful tool for the quali- 
tative and quantitative analyses of pesticide formulations." its adaptation to 
residue analyses is greatly restricted by the relatively large quantities of pure 
material which must be isolated. The development of microbeam condensing 
units for solid KBr samples and long-path cells for solutions has increased the 
sensitivity to the microgram range. However, the noise-signal ratio of the 
instrument and interferences by solvents and plant constituents have not been 
favourable to increase the reliability of infra-red techniques at the submicrogram 
level. 

Zweig et al.• detected 4/ig of endosulfan from pears and alfalfa after cleaning 
crude plant extracts by gas chromatography. Fractions were collected in solvent 
traps at prc-detcrmined retention times under rigidly controlled conditions. The 
final solution was made in 0.2 ml of carbon disulphidc in 3 mm path-length cells, 
and the unique peak of endosulfan at 8.37 pm was measured at a fivefold scale 
expansion of the instrument. A slight modification in the collection trap consisted 
oí condenting the effluent gas stream directly on powdered KBr which was 
pelleted for micro-infra-red analysis." 

A similar procedure as that described above for endosulfan has been extended 
to the fig range of organophosphate insecticides in a vai ¡ety of fruits and vege- 
tables.^ At levels below 20/«g, however, even qualitative identification became 
uncertain due to losses of insecticide at each stage during the procedure and the 
lack of sensitivity of infra-red detectors. 

It was anticipated by the author in 1%U that the combination of gas chro- 
matography and infra-red spectrophotometry would be widely accepted fat 
pesticide residue analyses provided that the following equipment was developed: 

" bruce, R. B. (t%J) in Amlytkal Air/W.« for iV-rfo'<K Plant t'.rowih R^uhuom, *t«i 
f;«W AMtitrs, l'ohmu I, edited by G. Zweip, Aiatkmic ¡»rcM. New York. pp. 149   H.7. 

M Zweig, G. et */., op. tit. 
" (iiurtrula, L. (1%S) fmm,tl ot th<> Afuniatim Oí''Offriti Atrimliwal ( :hemi<n, V»>l 4H, 

p. m, 
•• Croiby, N. I. and E. Q lawi (1%4) Analyst, Vol. 89, p. 3|y, 
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scnsmve  thermopile  detectors.  I.uuid flow-through  cells   mir    -i 
¡nfra-rcd   spectrophotometers.    Although   npid^lZ       ' /^.^»»»»B 
have become available commerci ,11 v rh'T;P ^"ning   spectrophotometers 

the submicroçram r^H¿ ' 7 T* ^ '^ ***" cxtendtJ ¡nt° 
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Fluorescence techniques 
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PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY 

By 1952, paper chromatography had become one of the most useful analytical 
tools tor the separation ami identification of a diverse group of chemical com- 
pounds and inorganic ions in microgram quantities. Reports appeared on the 
paper chromatography of amino acid, sugars, steroids, inorganics and almost any 
chemical compound, natural or synthetic, with the possible exception of hydro- 
carbons* However, it was not until 1958 that Mitchell published his monumental 
work on the paper chromatographic separation of 114 pesticide chemicals.« The 
advances of Mitchell were the use of reversed-phase paper chromatography for 
rat-soluble pesticides and a sensitive spray reagent for the detection of chlorinated 
pesticides The reagent was an acetone solution of silver nitrate and 2-phcnoxy- 
cthanol. The sprayed paper chromatograms had to be exposed to ultra-violet 
light to reveal black spots due to colloidal silver, which indicated the position of 
chlorinated compounds. Mitchell had solved the problems of speed (1.25 to 
2.5 hours for ten simultaneous analyses), sensitivity (less than 1 ^g) and the 
resolution of closely related insecticides (sec figure 3). 

Figure i. Pwr chroitnUogram ofmixed chlorinated pesticides 

The detection of organophosphate insecticides was accomplished by using 
an enzyme spray (carboxylcstcrasc from beef-liver homogenates) and 1-naphthyl 
acetate as the substrate spray.« Wherever the organophosphate insecticide had 

~J pL?St V" E" t^T"? ">d G- Zwei* {,9M) A Mmmal 0fp^er Chromatography md Paper Ekttrophoreas, 2nd ed., Academic Pirn, New York, p. 71Ó 
« Mitchell, L. C, op. tit. 

mánLUSSÍ^'^i' P-<,«?> Í«*W ***> PtstUúks. Ptmt Growth Regular, 
mi Food AéÜÜvts, Volume I, edited by G. Zweig, Academic Press, New York, pp. 227-252 
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The advantages of the latter technique are the use of untreated plates (versus the 
impregnation of paper with immobile phase-), the greater speed of separat on 
^•sus ,5, minutes), better iolutL ("tight« spoEvc^Ä 
ilongat d, diffuse spots) and greater :ensitivity (10 ng versus 1 «g) In the first 
comprehensive report on thin-layer chromatography of insecticides VI .licer and 
kW" studied 33 phosphate and 29 chlorinated pesticides. Silk. ,el G w h 

USO« as binder) at a thickness of 275 nm was used with chloroform, bezene or 
1-hcxanc as solvents ,n combination with small quantities of polar liquids The 
diction procedure consisted of, quick oxidation step with bromine vapours, 

^^¡r^r vy'thcn a ^rof s,,vcr ",trate *« --• plunoxyethanol and finally exposure to ultra-violet light 
The above method was adapted to residue analyses of pesticides in foods« 

using a carefully cleancd-upsample a, described in the above discussion of paper 
chromatography.« Pre-washing of aluminium oxide G (neutral) and silk g Fc 
with distilled water to remove chloride, prior to coating of the plates increased 
the sensitive of the method to 10 ng fo/many chlorinated ¡»«SdïLTSt 
lists migration values compared with the movement of DDD; an arbitrary 
R-value of 1.0 has been assigned to DDD. -•war> 

IA.,1 5. R|JÜD vAtws «* vmumnio mrmom s»A«ATw> »v THIN-IAW« U«OMATO- 
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DDT                   ]~* î74 
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DDD            }£ 0M 
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Endrin    ¡"J 0M 

DWUrhi  '**',  J*} °22 

KcMune           JJJ *» 
  <M* 0.21 
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chroniogemc spray reagents used in succession are tctrabromophcnulphthalein 
ethyl ester AgN03 and citric acid. Although the colour of the spots (blue-purple 
on yellow background) will fade within a short time, as little as 50 to 100 ne of 
common thionophosphatc insecticides can be detected and estimated semi- 
quantitativcly by visual inspection. 

An even more sensitive thin-layer chromatography method detects as little 
as 1 to 10 ng of organophosphate insecticides.« The required adsorbent was 
cellulose powder without binder; silica gel or Horisil adsorbents were found to be 
unsuitable for this technique. An enzymatic spraying procedure consisted of 
successive treatments of human blood plasma spray (source of Cholinesterase) 
inr-oanon tor 30 minutes and mixed spray consisting of bromthymol blue in 
dilute base and acetylcholine chloride. Blue spots on a yellow background 
indicated the presence of Cholinesterase inhibitors but faded within 1 hour A 
variation« 0f this procedure specified 5-bromoindoxyl acetate as the substrate 
indicator and resulted in blue spots on a white background (see figure 4). 

Figure 4. Thin-layer chonutogram (K.esclgel G-HR) of organophosphate insecticide, mim 
an mzymahc spray md 1-fcxaw-acetone (ft:2t volnmefvotwm) solvent 
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« Menn, J. J. and J B. McBain, op. tit. 
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The ready availability of pre-coated, thin-layer plates on plastic films with a 
variety of adsorbents will undoubtedly popularize this technique for the routine- 
analyses of pesticide residues.?'» Although there seem to be no published reports 
on their use for pesticide analysis, there is no reason to believe that this elegant 
technique would fail with the use of pre-coated films. A comparison was nude 
ou the separation of plant pigments by paper chromatography and by thin-laver 
chromatography on pre-coated cellulose sheets. Little difference in cbrom./to- 
graphic behaviour was noted," although the resolution on thin-layer plates was 
a little superior. 

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Gas-liquid chromatography flourished during the 1950s in the analyses of 
complex mixtures of chemically closely related homologues of fatty acids and 
hydrocarbons. It was not until 1959, however, that Coulson and co-workers 
published their classic paper on the separation of pesticides by gas chromato- 
graphy. « The second paper on the subject appeared in I960 and described the 
quantitativ ; analysis of the two geometric isomers of endosulfan by gas chromato- 
graphy.?» The experiments were conducted isothertmllv at 2509C using a 
6-foot (183 cm), ¿-inch (0.6 cm) diameter, stainless steel column, packed with 
30 per cent by weight of Dow-11 high-vacuum silicone grease. Effluent fractions 
were detected by thermal conductivity with a catharometer at an absolute 
sensitivity of 25 m based on an acceptable noise-signal ratio. Infra-red analyses of 
trapped-out fractions showed no isomerization or decomposition of endosulfan 
isomers. 

These early experiments on the gas chromatography of organic pesticides 
illustrated tne following significant findings about the instrumental analysis of 
pesticides which were to usher in the new era of submicrogram detection of these 
compounds that is significant to agriculture and public health: 

(1) The chlorinated pesticides usually have a high melting point (c.g 
endosulfan A isomer 203* to 205° C) and could be put through a 
chromatographic column at a temperature of 2508 C wilhout signi- 
ficant decomposition ; 

(2) A mixture of related pesticides such as aldrin, dieldrin am. heptadilor 
could be separated on a suitable column; 

(3) The sensitivity of the method at that time was not satisfactory, and 
detectors with greater sensitivity had to be developed; 

JtJ* W¿*7 J J;.(,9^7) ^m'r,i(al Methodsßn PMkUet, Han, Ctowth ReyMm, md lood 
UkttwtebmeV, „fated by G. Zweig, Academic Pre«, New York, ¿,47-k 

" S**•4' J-and G. Zweig (1967) Jmmml ofCkromXogHpky, Vol. 31. p. 439. 
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(4) The catharometer detector was non-selective and unsuitable for pesticide 
residue analysis in foods and crops due to interferences from extraneous 
substances present in much higher concentrations than the suspected 
pesticide residue. 

The past ten years have seen great progress in more selected and sensitive 
detectors, and the gas chromatography instrument has become more sophisticated 
to give higher reliability and reproducibility. It is safe to guey» the gieal majoiity 
oí pesticide residues are analysed today by gas-liquid chromatography using 
detectors with the highest sensitivity (electron-capture) or selectivity (N, P, S or 
halogen). These advances are discussed below. 

Columns and packings 

Pyrex glass columns have largely replaced the older columns made of 
stainless steel, copper or aluminium. Metal columns tend to decompose some of 
the chlorinated pesticides, and glass columns are easier to fabricate into a variety of 
shapes and sizes. It is desirable to observe through the transparent walls of the 
column that the packing is uniform. 

Anakrom ABS is an acid-basc-washed siliconized solid support and is 
recommended for general use in pesticide analysis.*»« The preferred stationary 
phases arc Dow-Corning-200 oil (10 per cent by weight) or a mixture of DC-200 
and a hWosiliconc grease QF-1. Depending on the chemical nature of the pesti- 
cides to be analysed, the choice of the stationary phase may be a rational one 
(polar versus non-polar) or in some caws an empirical one. 

To illustrate the empirical nature even in the choice of inert support, it was 
found*! that methyl and ethyl parathion, and para-oxon could be resolved by 
QF-1 on Chromosorb G but not on Chromosorb W. Table 6 summarizes the 
choice of stationary phases coated on Anakrom ABS for several classes of t»c vi- 
ride*. 

TABLE 6. STATIONARY PHASES ron GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY OF PESTICIDES 

*******    Stationary phtse 

Phosphate  1-3% SE 30 (0.2% Vcmmid) 
10% DC 200 

Chlorinated  io% DC 200 
Triènne herbicide   5% Carbowax 20 M 
Pyrethrin  5% SE 30 plus 5% QF-1 
Carbamate  2% DC 200 
Phcnoxyaikyl ester herbicide...... 20% DC grease 

nuises for Uas Ckfommogr^k]/, Andate, Inc., North Haven. Coraiecticw, pp. 56-60. 

The support is Anakrom ABS. 

1037 BWke' f A (1965)-/<,""",, °fthe Ass<xi*ti• «fOffuM Agricultural Chemists, Vol. 48, 

•' Bcvrnuc, A. and F. Erro (1965) Aerograph Previews mi Reviews, May issue, p. 6. 
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Combination methods for detection 

First attempts to achieve selectivity by gas chromatography with non- 
selective detectors consisted of the preliminary separation of pesticides by (¡LC, 
followed by the analysis of condensed fractions. The following techniques are 
probably more of historical interest than of practical value, since in the meantime 
specific on-stream detectors for different classes of pe acides have been developed. 

GLC-cobrimetry**2 

Trace analysis of the herbicide a mi ben was accomplished by passing the 
methyl ester of amiben through a GLC column (Dow-11) at 275° C and collec- 
ting fractions two to five minutes after injection. The collected fractions were 
diazotized and coupled with naphthylethylencdiamine and the resultant colour 
read at 528 nm. Standard curves of 2 to 15 fig amibengave straight lines. 

A similar procedure was followed for the residue determination of the 
plant-growth regulator naphthalcneacetic acid in olives.63 After a rigorous 
clean-up with acid-base extractions and silica-gel column chromatography, the 
final extract was treated with diazomethane to form the methyl ester and chroma- 
tographed at 210° C on Dow-11. Fractions were collected at the appropriate 
retention time of the methyl ester, and the nitrated products were measured with 
a spectrophotometer at 360 nm. 

(ÌLC— ultra-violet spectrophotometry*** 

Plant interferences from potatoes proved to be much less of a problem than 
for olives in the determination of naphthalencacetic acid (NAA) and its methyl 
ester (MENA). Gas chromatographic conditions were identical to those described 
in the preceding method. The collected effluent fractions were dissolved in 
ethanol and absorbencies determined at two peaks in the ultra-violet region. The 
method yielded a sensitivity of 0.4 ppm with respect to the crop material. 

GLC—infra-red spectrophotometry 

Methods for residue analyses of endosulfan and organophospbatc insecticides 
by infra-red spectrophotometry following GLC have been discussed above. 

GLC of radioactive derivatives^ 

Residue analysis of the herbicide 2,4-D in field crops was carried out by gas 
chromatography of the l4C-methyl ester of 2,4-D. Effluent fractions were collected 
directly into phosphor solution and counted by liquid-scintillation spectrometry. 
Background counts were reduced by acid-base washings and extractions and 
column chromatography on basic alumina. The final extract was treated with 

«2 Zweig, G. and R. E. Breidcnbach, op. cit. 
« Zweig, G., D. L. Gutnick, R. Gulli, T. E. Archer and H. T. Hartman (1964) Journal 

of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, Vol. 12, p. 59. 
<* Zweig, G., T. E. Archer and D. Raz (1962) Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, 

Vol. 10, p. 199. 
« Zweig, G. (1962) Progress Repon W-45, University of California, Davis; Gutnick 

L>. L. and G. Zweig (1964) Journal of Chromatography, Vol. 13, p. 319. 
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I4C-diazomethanc and gas chromatography performed at 250° C on Dow-11. 
Fraction! were collected at retention times between 2 and 6 minutes. The sensi- 
tivity of the method was 5 ,<g of 2,4-D, which corresponded to a net count of 
2,(NH) counts/minute. 

The radioactive derivative method was extended to the analysis of the three 
related phcnoxyalkanoic acids 2,4-D; 2, 4, 5.-T and PCPA. The retention time» 
were 1.2 minutes for PCPA, 2.25 minutes for 2,4-1) and 3.75 minutes for 2,4 5-T 
A fraction was collected for about 2 minutes duration close to the retention time 
(sec figure 5). 

Figtm- ß. Cas ihrotnatiyraphy of thrte methyl titer kvbkuks 
ViicuuiH grease at 210* C 
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E*£ i"**. *?**"" i,k ***""** Sector by Lovelock and 
Kta th,s ted»¡J«. * radioactive, beta-emirtmg source ioni.« the molc- 
ctdeso(the earner gas N2 to produce slow electrons* which migrate to the aiiodc 
i«e figures 6 and 7) under a fixed potential producing a steady currm^ 
compound ,, an electron absorber, the current is reduced aJme^« d£ 

of ntawum tnt.de (figure 6) or »Ni for a higlwemperaLe detector (figure 7). 
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The extent of electron affinity of various molecules is shown in table 7; CC14 has 
more than 400-billion times the electron affinity of hcxanc. If is seen that chlori- 
nated compounds are efficient electron-capturing molecules and can serve as the 
basis for a sensitive detection of chlorinated pesticides. 

TABI E 7. THE RELATIVE SENSITIVITIES OF HIE ELECTRON-CAPTURE DETECTOR 

FOR ORGANIC COMPOUNDS  

Compoma ¡XV. I t¡g 

Hcxanc  09 
Heptane  j ^ 
CXtane  j 5 
Detane   2.6 
Chlorobcnzcnc   55 
attuine   3f00o 
Dkhlorocthane   20 000 
Lead tetraethyl  3o]u(M) 
Iknzophenonc  100,000 
2>*-D  125.000 
Tedton  180,000 
M Jathion    250,000 
Diethyl malcatc  550,000 
Thiodan   600,000 
2.4,5-T  800,000 
Kelthane (decompoùtion product)  1,600,000 
DDD  2,000,000 
1>DT (para and para')   2,000,000 
l>DE  3,200,000 
Heptachlor  4,800,000 
OfcMrin  8,000,000 
^ndtin    8,000,000 
AMrin  10,000,000 
L'odane    ll.OOO.OOO 
Dibromoethane  11,000,000 
Fluothattc  16,000,000 
Carbon tetrachloride  400,000,000 

The values are not necessarily optimum and do not represent ultimate 
sensitivity. They are based on practical detcctability. The value D.U./^g is based 
on peak area measurement by a disc integrator using a 60 rpm motor. Each disc 
stroke is 100 disc units. 

The first reported application6« of the electron-capture detector for the 
analysis of pesticide residues in crops clearly demonstrated the following basic 
advantages of this technique over non-selective detectors: (high sensitivity 
10 12 g of lindane) and low background due to interferences from endogenous 
plant extracts. The sensitivity of electron-capture is illustrated in tabic 8 which 
lists the pesticides most amenable to this detector.«» One-half full-scale deflection 

« Goodwin, E. S., R. Goulden, A. Richardson and G. G. Reynolds (1960) Chemistry 
mUnétstry, Vol. 39, p. 1220; Moore, A. D. (1962) >«»»,«/ ofIkmmnkFMomobqy, Vol. 55, 

« Burke, J. A. and W. Holswade (1966) Journal of the Association of Official Analytical 
Chemists, Vol. 49, p. 374. 
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l-'igun- 0. The I 'arum-Aerograph comaitiH-tuU, chrtroti-capturc dt'ki tor 
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(MD) is produced by as lut e as 0.3 ng of lindane. On the other hand, this detector 
» not statable for the herbicide CIPC or the insecticide Meta-Systox-R The 
detectabihty can be increased by a factor of at least five by choosing >/tûFSÏ> 
instead of % FSD as presented in table 8. * ' ° 

TAME 8. RESPONSE OF PESTICIDES TO BUCTION-CAPTURE DETECTION 
.  (TWTIUM SOURCE) 

Pesticide 

DDVP   
sym-triazine  
TCNB  
2,4-D methyl ester 
Lindane     
Heptachlor  
Aldrin  
Chlordane   
Meta-Systox-R ... 
TEI»P   
Endrin     

Jlttponte «j fot yt FSH* 

300 
0,5 
4.0 
03 
0.5 
0.6 
2.0 

2000—3000 
5000 

2.5 
• FSn-fuH-icah- deflection. 

However, electron capture is no panacea for the pesticide residue analyst The 
plant extract containing the suspected pesticide Sue must be tffiiy 

present at much higher concentration than submicrogram and will be detected 
by electron capture; i.e. the detector is not specie for halogenÏomSg 
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I igure 7. High ttiupcraturi thitroit-uiptttrt thtectw with *>>S'i >oim< 
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molecules (see table 7). Plant extracts and bleeding of the stationary phase from 
the column cause the tritium detector to become contaminated and lose sensitivity 
due to lowering of the standing current. (In this event, the tritium foil can be 
cleaned by ultrasonic treatment.)7» The latter problem has been partially resolved 
by using «Ni electroplated to a stainless steel foil.'« After more than one year of 
continuous operation at 300° C with a Ni detector, there was no observable 
significant change in standing current or radioactive leakage. 

Practical hints 

A few basic rules for the successful analysis of pesticide residues in vegetable! 
by gas chromatography with the electron-capture detector should be con- 
sidered:72 

(a) Keep applied voltage at less than maximum sensitivity to reduce 
background signals from crops and solvents. 

(b) Use electrometer setting where linearity of response is obtained. Use 
pre-purified nitrogen and keep detector (tritium) temperature at 200 • C. 

(c) Use pre-conditioned (4 to 5 days at 250* C) column of 10 per cent 
DC 200 on Anakrom ABS for chlorinated pesticides. Condition the 
column further by injecting milligram quantities of pesticides. 

(à)   Sample clean-up should be thorough and follow the procedures described 
above. Acetonitrile and petroleum ether should be redistilled in glass. 
Keep away from polyethylene containers and bottle caps! 

(Quantitative analysis 
Quantitative determinations of pesticides based on retention curves are 

related to standards put through the gas Chromatograph. The only absolute 
method based on microcouiometry is discussed below. A detailed study7» hat 
revealed that the following six different methods of calculation yielded comparable 
results: 

(a) Peak height alone is used for slim peaks, but operating parameters must 
be held closely; 

7» Dimkk, K. P. and H. Hartmann, op. tit. 
7» Ahrcn. A. W. and W. F. Phillips (1967) >OTM/ of Agricultura! muí hood Chtmistty. 

" Burke, J. and L. Giuffrida (1964) Journal ofik- Assodati• of Official Analytical Chemùts, 
Vol. 47, p. 326. 

71 Caul, J. A. {I9(d,) Jmrntal of the AsuHMtum of Official AnéftkalCkemhK, Vol. 49, p. 389. 
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(b) Product of peak height ami width of the peak at half-height; 
di    "Area" as a product of retention time and peak height; 
id)   Cutting out and weighing the peaks; 
(c) Mechanical or electrical integrator attached to recorder; 
U)    Triangulation (a triangle is constructed by inflectional tangents to form 

an apex). 

If peaks are not resolved, symmetrical curves are drawn; sloping base lines 
arc drawn by connecting the lowest point of deflection. Even with all of the 
imperfections of resolution, experimental pipetting errors and interfering peaks 
it is not too difficult to obtain quantitative data with a deviation not greater than 
2.5 to 6.1) per cent. 

Flame ionization detector for phosphorus 

As discussed above, selective detection of organophosphatc insecticides was 
not greatly improved by the electron-capture detector. An important discovery 
was made simultaneously by Karmen* and Giuffrida* who demonstrated that 
different alkali metals in the hydrogen-flame ionization detector enhanced the 
response from halogen- and especially phosphorus-containing compounds. The 
explanation of Karinen*- for this phenomenon was that compounds contamine a 
halogen and phosphorus reacted with the metal probe to increase the rate of 
release of the metal. The resultant vapour was excited and ionized, thus hrr^ûnsL 
the electrical conductivity of the flame. Giuffrida" named this special flame 
ionization detector "sodium thermionic detector". The construction of the 
detector was a slight modification of a standard hydrogen-flame ionization 
detector by replacing the positive electrode with a platinum-iridium coiled wire 
coated with Na2S04 (figure 8). A graphic illustration of the selectivity of the 
thermionic detector is seen in figure 9. A mixture of a chlorinated compound 

Fmm H. Modification of the standard hydrogen-flame ionization detector to construct a 
sodium thermionic detector 

«MOM w»t 
|MHJH  UÈ ti tul1 

müSSsSm p*wt 

«L una 

« i*S* A; (,964) ^W Chemistry, Vol. 36, p. 1416. 
p. »3 *     (l%4»^ ** ***** *Q0k* AnoiytM Chemists, Vol. 47. 

« GÄ^iy•" 0fGaS Ch•»«#*l*r. Vol. 3, p. 336. 
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ligure 9. Analysis of lindane, partition and methyl stéarate by hydrogett-flan* ionization 
and sodium thermionic detector* 

MMjtt£tfM»«C 

Wfwe tbCmMMkmlskkk oftk Varum-Aerograph thermionic detector 

^ÄM;, fa.pDimkk ** C H ltotraa,,,, {xm) Vmim ***** 
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Ftgtm 12. Standard curves of fem insecticides showing the linearity of the thermionic detector 
response 
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(lindane), organophosphate (parathion) and hydrocarbon (methyl stéarate) was 
resolved by gas chromatography and all three compounds were detected by the 
i j Jrogen-flamc ionization detector, but only parathion was detected by the so- 
dium thermionic detector at a three-hundredfold attenuation. 

An improved version of the phosphorus detector developed by Varían- 
Aerograph is shown in figure 10. This is a modification of the commercial 
hydrogen-flame ionization detector with the addition of a salt tip made from a 
pressed pellet of caesium bromide. The phosphorus detector requires a carefully 
regulated flow of air and hydrogen. The response of the phosphorus detector is 
shown in figure 11 depicting the separation of two mixtures ot organophosphate 
insecticide» containing 5—40 ng of each component as indicated. The linearity of 
the phosphorus detector may be seen in figure 12 showing standard curvet of 
three organophosphate insecticides ami one metabolite ranging from 2—25 ng; 
tnthion gives a significantly higher response than the other compounds. Many 
organophosphate insecticides may be detected at a sensitivity of 0.5 ng to 1.0 ng at 
10 per cent of full-scale recorder deflection and a corresponding noise level of 
5 per cent.7* When helium was substituted as carrier gas in place of nitrogen, the 
sensitivity fix phosphorus-containing pesticides was increased eightfold7* with a 
potassium thermioruc detector. 

* Raw**, J. J. Thomasn ami B. B. Wbeali (1967»»MI «fC^mrnmgt^kf, Vol. 30, 
p. «I. 

» Feri,J. H. and M benwa (ì*U\)$mmi«ftkt Amdmím efOffiml AméfüséCktm- 
t*. Vol. SO, p. IM. ^    * *^ 
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Microcmlometric gas chromatography 

Coulson et al. pioneered the gas chromatographic separation of pesticides and 
developed an ingenious microcoulomctric gas chromatography system.• In it, 
the gas chrono tography column is connected to a combustion tube furnace under 
oxidizing (for halogen) or reducing conditions»» (for phosphorus). The ¿asses are 
then passed into a coulometnc detector where halides (except F ) and S02 are 
titrated with silver tons which arc electrically generated. The titration cell is 
shown in figure 13; the reference electrode for a halidc is a Ag/Ag* cell and for 
S02 the reference electrode is a platinum-l2 couple.« The coulometer is based on 
a continuously balancing system in which the titrating agent is kept at a fixed 
concentration during the titration. When a sample enters the titration cell, the 
electrical current und to maintain a constant silver concentration is recorded as a 
function of time that results in a normal graphic representation of retention curves 
(hgure 14). The area underneath the titration curve is proportional to the number 
of silver ions generated and can be related theoretically by Coulombs law to the 
absolute quantity of pesticide which passed through the gas chromatographic 
column. This is a real advantage of mierocoulometrk gas chromatography over 
other detectors. Another advantage of the system is that as long as endogenous 
plant constituents do not alter the gas chromatographic behaviour of the pesticides 
under investigation, the sample clean-up is greatly simplified. The reason is that 
only a hahde or sulphur is detected, and both elements are rarely found in an 
organic solvent extract from biological materials. The sensitivity of mkroccmlo- 
meme gas chromatography ranges fwm 0.1 ft$ tp 0.9 m depending on the 
sulphur and chlorine content of the respective pesticide. 

figure if. Tlie mkm0uhmetrk áromalopaphy of mim-l 

Key: (A) Carrier gat pawing mto the titration «B; <B) with throutatoerapltic tube of 
«he« gel; (C) with subtraction tube of aluminium oxide. 

•• Cotdmn. D. M., L. A. Cavatogli, J. I. DcVrics and B. Wahher (\9mjmtmat of 
AxnathiMl amé Feed Chmémy, Vol. S, p. 39?. 

« Chalbcombc, J. A and). A. MtNuIty (19M) Rtsiè* Rtvkm, Vol. 5, p. 57. 
•» Bwchfidd, H. P. H ai., 0f. ùt. 
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A  m..Jlt¡,J  inicrocouloroetric  gas chromatography svstem" emnlm«  , 
reducing atmosphere at 950° C lolknvmg separation on the « L„ ïï   ^ 
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- Brody. S. S. andj. E. Chancy (ajourna, of Co, Ch^n^apky, 
Vol. 4, pp.42 -46. 
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Figure il. The flame-photometer detector 
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phatc or organosulphur compounds at subnanogram levels. When sulphur or 
phosphorus is present, a characteristic flame emission occurs which can be separa- 
ted easily by narrowband interference filters (figure 16). The filters used are 
3M nm for sulphur and 526 nm for phosphorus. The emitted light is shielded 
troni interfering substances by an optical arrangement whereby only the sulphur 
and phosphorus compounds arc burnt in the hydrogen-rich rlamc in direct view 
of the photomultiplier (figure 17). 

To test the sensitivity and specificity of the flame-photometer detector, the 
pesticide omite, which contains sulphur, was chromatographed with a commer- 
cial isothermal gas Chromatograph connected to the detector with the 394 nm 
filter. As is seen in figure 18, over 30 per cent FSD was achieved with 20 ng of 

Figure 18. Gas chromatography of 20 ng omite in 2per cent Se-JOw, AnakromASB at 190*C 

Note: Ite «ame-photomcter detector is in the wJphur mode with a 394nm filter. 

"ÄSatiLSS* u,Uto,"1 Company - l"-" u°iveni,y »—* 
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omite. Preliminary results from residue analyses of a variety of crops indicate a 
minimum of clean-up necessary for interference-free analysis. With the phos- 
phorus filter in place,* ng each dimethoate and its oxygen analogue gave excellait 
response as ,s seen in figure 19. The one deficiency of the present commercial 

Figure 19. Gas chromatography of dimettiate and its oxygen analog* ¡„Upe, (eHt DC-200 
tmd 0.01 per cent vtrsamtd m gas chrom Q at ISO9 C 
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Electrolytic conductivity detector 

Many pwticides contain nitrogen, for example the symmetrical triazines or 
paratine«. Und recently there was no gas chromatographic detector for nitrogen 
until Coubon developed the electrolytic conductivity detector (see figure 20) 

Figure 20. Electrolytic conductivity detector 
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Figm 2h Electrolytic conductivity gm chromatogram 

(i 8 mT^^TJl" Pf ^ SE M «fW» «ah ga, chrom Q, inner diameter 6 ft 
^ÜSr.Síf? tefPCratUre: m C: tolct'tranrfCT ,ine •» •<m valve tem- ere: 230*C; Oxjdattve furnace temperature: 850«C; Carrier ga*-hcl»umat 120 cm^mj- 
nute; Pyrolytii gai-moi« oxygen at 60 cmJ/mìnutc. ' 

Jftr.- (1) 10 ng lindane (4) »      h^u«,,        ide 

2 20 ng heptachlor (5) 30 ng dkldrin 
(3) 20ng akbm W 40ng DDT 
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In the operation of this system, the effluent fractions from the gas chromatonanh v 
column are passed through the pyrolizcr i„ a hydrogen ^3 
mckel-wire catalyst converting organic nitrogen to ammonia. InterferingwL 

ttHttS "* abSOr^ r Str0mium h>'droxi^ ^ ammon.umTs ar" 
X Ti/ mCaSUnng t,d,a!,gC Ìn CO"d-tlv»y ^'tween two platinum   le _ 
xccLf Tnsr \of tlm drris about 25 to 5o ** h»< ^ «**** - excellait. In the oxidative mode-of-opcration, the conductivity cell measures 
Monde ions with httlc mterference from C02 due to its ¡nabmty to Isle 

rapidly m the water during ,ts passage through die detector and us slight Ä 
—n.«« As „ shown in figure 21, 10 to 40 „g of chlorinated £k£ arc 
well resolved and detected by this gas chromatographic system coupled tò an 
electrolytic conductivity detector. «-oupica to an 

Summary of chromatographic systems 
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men.. Microcoulometrie ga> chromatography in me hand, of exDeri•l7.l 
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the limit of detcctability was in the microgram range. Twenty years later the 
sensitivity had been improved by a factor of 1 million. 

Progress in pesticide analysis in the next decades will no longer be in the 
search for the proverbial zero as may be suggested by the line of progress depicted 
in figure 1, but it will rather be in devising methods of greater selectivity and the 
development of methods of positive identification of nanogram quantities of 
pesticide rendues. The reader should have become aware that the tremendous 
increase in sensitivity of detection, as for example by electron-capture gas chroma- 
tography has aggravated the problem of mistaken identity of chromatographic 
peaks. Absolute methods of identification, as for example gas chromatography 
coupled to mass spectrometry, arc not within the financial capability of modestly 
equipped and funded laboratories. However, this equipment should become 
more readily available in the next ten yean. 

I 





5.   ESTABLISHMENT OF A PESTICIDE LABORATORY 

by Kenneth K. Krmsche* 

A venture into pesticide research in a developing country should be destined 
to stimulate the agricultural and industrial development of the country, to help 
satisfy the food and fibre needs of the people and to contribute to the economic 
well-being of the nation. It follows that any specific project design and plan of 
operation will vary in accordance with local problems and requirements. 

A pesticide laboratory in almost any conceivable situation in a developing 
country should include among its first and primary functions the investigation 
and development of local resources for the formulation of pesticides and testing 
the effectiveness of pesticides in the laboratory and in the field under local condi- 
tions. If pesticide products are already being formulated or will be formulated, 
or if pesticide chemicals arc already being manufactured or will be manufactured, 
the laboratory should be able to provide technical advice on the processes in- 
volved. The laboratory will have to advise on optimum conditions of application 
of the finished products, so that they fulfil the purpose for which they are designed 
m a safe, efficient and economical manner. The responsibilities of the laboratory 
will include establishment of product specifications and probably a role in regula- 
tion, registration and certification of pesticides. 

Since this kind of research and development laboratory has a practical slant, 
the question of production control by the laboratory may arise. The answer will 
depend on the available production facilities and the available laboratory facilities 
in the production and formulating plants. In general, it is better for the production 
control laboratory and the research and development laboratory to be in separate 
but co-operating units. 

REQUIMMENTS 

. y^)^ "ft""*1 of ** laboratory will include personnel on all levels, 
physical faciline, (that is, a place to work) and laboratory equipment (instruments, 
reagents and supplies). The required investments in manpower, facilities and 
equipment will vary widely. The following discussion describes some typical 
project needs based on a hypothetical average situation. 

* Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, New York. 

71 
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I\rsoiiinl 

The project manager must be a highly competent individual. « ho pr, tir.iblv 
is outstanding both as a pesticide chemist ami as an administrator. I he minimum 
scientific staft should include a formulations chemist, a pesticide analytical chem- 
ist an insect toxicologist and one or more specialists in entomology, plant 
pathology ami plant physiology depending on local needs. 

The role of the formulations chemist will be described below. The aiulvtu ,1 
expert will carry great responsibilities in the project in the macro-determination 
or percentage composition of technical products, raw materials and finished 
formulations as well as in the micro-determinations of pesticide deposits on 
treated crops and residues on and in raw agricultural commodities. The insect 
toxicologist will play an important and practical role in determining the incidence 
nature and causes of resistance to insecticides by insect pests and in deciding how 
to combat resistant strains in the field, if and when they occur. 

The specialists in entomology, plant pathology and plant physiology will be 
famU-ith the practical problems of controlling the insect pests, the plant diseases 
and the weeds. Rats and certain other rodents cause- grave losses in the food 
supply all over the world. Possibly the hypothetical laboratory should have a 
specialist m the use of rodenticides and in the application of other methods of 
rodent control, who can investigate the local problems and design practical 
control procedures. r 

Other staff may include a specialist in biometrics and an instrument engineer 
or technician The biometrics expert win function not only in the mathematical 
and statistical interpretation of data derived from biological experiments, but 
more importantly, in the design of experiments so that derived data will be 
statistica ly significant. Because instrumentation is now an essential part of 
chemical analytical procedures, an instrument expert should prove valuable bv 
maintaining the instruments in proper condition. Often, much time and produc'- 
tion can be lost when instruments break down and expert help as well as parts 
and tools may not be available for their repair. 

In an internationally sponsored project the foregoing types of specialists are 
tmially recruited by the sponsoring agency. There will be counterpart individual, 
.migned by the host government for each of the internationally recruited expert*. 
Whether the project ,s internationally sponsored or entirely a national institution, 
many more scientific p-rsonnel may be assigned depending on their availability, 

rlrn* tC,C.hmc,
1
a"s'1

asftan^ office help and manual labourers will be 
cqu red A well qualified administrative officer is required to expedite procúre- 

le" vil 1 iT ' T COrrC atC OHke prOCcdurCS a,,d buiWinS *••< a»d *» supervise local office and service personnel. 

Training of personnel will have to be an integral part of the laboratory plan 

traiXT;   du,or°traincd «^ p*•*1- «*»» <*« i-Tei raining are important. Scentists may receive their formal education and gain 
h    sk Is ,n their home countries, or they may have the opportunity to conlL 
c.r educa ,on and gam expertise in pesticide specialities in foreign countri^ 

through fellowships or other arrangement, Bur a working project Lis traced 
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.1 link un*, who LUI assist scientists and thus allow more ctfclcnt use of scarce 
Hktitihc manpower. In developing countries, the need for skilled or semi-skilled 
i.-.lnikiai|* should not IK- overlooked; dependable personnel must be abb to 

.Icly and adequately handle reagents, equipment and simple instruments, count 
„.„pies, measure, weight and draw significant samples. Trained technicians can 
..«unie greater responsibility as they gam skill and, therefore, should enjoy 
incentives ami prestige beyond those of the errand boy. 

I'hyskttl faàlitics 

The building or buildings for the project may be renovated structures or 
¡hoy may be newly constructed. A greenhouse, an insectarium arui controllcd- 
envtronment chambers may be required. Adequate provisions must be made for 
power and maintenance services for the operation of the laboratory. 

Some countries may be able to supply a good portion of their own needs. 
However, usually the machinery, formulation equipment, reagents, glassware, 
saennhc apparatus, instruments, control room and greenhouse equipment, fume 
hoods, and books and journals for the library must be imported. The journey of 
the glass apparatus and analytical and electronic equipment over land and sea is 
expensive, time-consuming and hazardous; it has not been unusual to find 
evidence of rough handling as well as an appalling breakage of equipment. This 
kind of damage might be avoided if the project management is able to arrange 
through the appropriare government officials for special supervision and special 
handling oí its incoming crates and packages at the docks and en route to the 
laboratory. 

Safety 

Very early in the planning stage of the project, serious thought must be 
given to safety. « In ordering supplies for the project, the usual laboratory safety 
equipment.such as goggles, rubber gloves, aprons and similar items, should be 
included. The installation in the laboratory of fire extinguishers and safety 
sprinklers with quick-opening valves and drenching shower heads must not be 
overlcwked. First-aid equipment and facilities for personal cleanliness must be 
provided. 

Many pesticides are highly toxic to man, but these hazards can be controlled 
if handled carefully and knowledgeably. When highly toxk pesticides arc 
involved, disposai oflaboratory residues and wastes presents a special problem. 
This » especially true when relatively large quantities may be present, such as in 
the effluents from a pilot plant or small-scale production unit. Wastes and effluents 
«nay require special handling, such as chemical treatment or bio-degradation 
in holding basins designed for that purpose. Other methods consist of special 
incineration or disposal by burial in a sanitary landfill area set aside for the sole 
purpose to receive such wastes. Even the empty containers of some of the pesticide 
materials require special handling ard disposal. If problems of disposal are an- 

1 See also chapter* H and 10. 
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ticipatcd orif compounds arc involved whose possible side effects on man and the 
environment are not clearly understood, expert consultation should be prov d^ 

pZnlmUSt bC Pr0tmUl aml adw~ ^ » ** -v,ronmentPL;; be 

Project management will have to emphasize the necessity for safety to ,11 
personnel connected with the project. The understanding of safety and the 
art, udc toward prevention of accidents may not be as prevalen   as in   omc 
highly developed industrial countries. Improvement in this shu tio      alls! 
educano» and patience Probably one of the first steps should K^lTîb•uJ« 
of a safety commutée by staff members. The committee should ë tab^n 
implement a practical safety programme including enforcement of ,sLl 
fundamental code of essential rules of safety. * "pIc 

SCOPE OF THE PROGRAMME 

sSSE-irsr Frissi: 
tnn,£«f        i      ? y    °r adtlmonal so«rccs of technical assistance and oDDor- 

=i ¿it *E -¿F-*=--F^ gaiiom arc recommended TI•       Tj>«rf°";. co-operative technical ¡nvesti- 
ratory project "'" of ^'^"S -he useful «ope of ,hc lab* 

P-äSS^IT"
1
 
thc Taml u,fcrian *** °f " — 

problem, in Y• L??    1 cons"1««">» of the common agricultural s. ïïr. xii ite-«1 T,,is may iMd *°a ^ "»' 
inCTca,ngi,!0pcrad„jbt:dXr;;:r„fZc:n"Ubora,ory- 'hut 



6.   PRINCIPLES OF PESTICIDE FORMULATION 

by John Flanagan* 

Pesticide formulation .s the protesi of transforming a pesticida! chemical 

"Í a *r ? "">" appIicd by PUC,ical mcthod» to F• i» effective 
s ah, and econom.cal use It is not the intent in this chapter present a compel 
dium ofrecí,« and cookbook procedures whereby different ty£, of formulation» 

• t an be made. To attempt tins would be outside the »cope of the present publication 
a» wel as totally m» cad.ng. There must be a practical and realistic objective and 
procedure for developing any pesticide formuiation. A presentation of the 
pnnc.pl,s a„d guulc-l.nes of pesticide technology will be of practical use to those 
engaged m the development, manufacture, testing and use of pesticides. 

The material presented here is the result of efforts by many work«, in 
government and private industry. Although synthetic organic pesticide, have 
attained spectacular success since their introduction in the middle 1940» all 
specialists m pesticide formulation recognize that the technology is still hkrhlv 
empirical and primitive. ^' g   y 

TM PESTICIDE FOIMlilATlON 

Definitions 

A pesticide formulation is a physical mixture of one or more WoWiadiy 

Controlf nfT3:    £th inC", "grCdiem, Whkh ? °Vkte» «**" •d «•*£ ontrol of pests  Because the great majority oí all pesticidal chemicals require 
ormulatio» to be used economically -ad effectively, the term Wide" 

throughout this chapter will refer to tk finished product rather than to d* 
aet.ve ingred.ent «tself. Indeed, to the majority of the user» of pesticide», the 
term pesticide is accepted as the total form of the finished product. Pesticide 
ormulation is the art and technology of developing a formulation of a pesticide. 

<> pcsuc.de formulation plant is a manufacturing facility in which pesticida! 
mgred.ents are formulated into a final product. 

Pesticide formulations are classified into two general types regarding physical 
t-nn, e.g. the liquid and dry formulations. There are a number of varying type» 
of formulations within each general classification. A description of the« tyL ¿2 
fluir general purposes follows. ^ 

* Manager, Technical Services Laboratory, Velikol Chemical Corporation Pmeatlv 
S.-im,**, Agricuhural Chemical For.uulat^ PPG y»^ Ä» ? 
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Liquid formulation ¡ypes 

Oil concentrate arc liquid formulations containing,  preferably,  a hich 
concentration ot active ingredients. They are generally used after dilution to i 
practical or convenient low concentration with an inexpensive hydrocarbon 
solvent as tue  clor diesel oil. The concentration may be expressed either in 
terms ot weight ot active ingredient per unit volume of concentrate or in terms 
ot per ca« by weight ot active ingredient. It is necessary that the concentrate 
be miscible upon minimum agitation with the diluent to be used. Aromatic 
hydrocarbons such as xylene or heavy aromatic naphtha are generally used as 
so vents for the act.ve ingredients in oil c< ,u entrâtes. There are pesticide chemicals 
vho* soluhhty m these aromatic, is so limited that they are impractical as 

solunts. To overcome this hnutation. it j, necessary to use a more powerful 
solvent, tor example »sopropanol or cyclohexanone. The necesssary qualification 
or tu use otany ot diese polar solventi is that the concentrate is miscible with 

the diluent oil which will be used. 

Buulsijiable concentrates 

Emulsifiablc concentrates are similar to the oil concentrates with the CXCCD- 

uon that they contain a surfactant or cmulsifier to permit die dilution of the 
concentrate with water for practical application. FoVbcst results, the solv n 

xvW I'   ^ rUSab,C WÌth "TI- lhc mOSt ^ra»y »"* so1•" «* * 
of      „*E   M  laVy ar°maninaPhthf «ypc or. occasionally when the solubility 
ot the pesticida! chemical «s sufficient. aliphat.es of the kerosene range 

Because ot their convenience for the user, cmulsifiable concentrates may be 
considered the most popular form in winch pesticide formulations are u^cd They 

jcti)r mr]irIcraw:dcy•yof •,ä-^-«*•* 
coZnrlt   »CTtm" I ParkaFng aml St0ra«C- A,thou«h th' ^ cmulsifiable concentrate ,s frequently sought, it is seldom attained. It will be shown that 

cnXfnhì.       B Fatt,ta  for CC"ain ^St,cidal chtmi",!- FunctionaX, 
rS^°ar?

ra,ir1^ t,SPtTSC SP°m—s »y in •- of all hardneî; 
î^ytogpaSoï     gC       ag,tat,0,l rtmaln UnÍf0r,llly ***** *•ghout the 

Aqueous concentrates 

„„.? TT'" 
CT'"ra"'î *" con•"»'" of pcrickW chemical. di»olvcd in 

water. The nu» frcuuemly encountered pcticidal type found ir, thi. tTm , the 
«J ot a hcrb,c,dal aad. JW the herbicida! acid Tthc „orni,,í"c^" ¿Ï 
d,,u concentra.«,,,, arc generally express! in ,„•„, of pound, of acidi u.vX. 
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( hi solutions 

Oil solutions arc rcady-to-usc formulations containing, generally, a low- 
odour, colourless solvent of the kerosene type and a pesticide"chemical in low 
concentration. The concentration of active ingredient is usually under 5 per cent 
by weight. Oil solutions of insecticides are generally used for household or 
institutional insect control. In addition to low odour, these formulations must 
preferably be non-staining and have a high flash point to minimize the fire 
hazard. 

invert emulsifiable concentrates 

Invert cmulsifiablc concentrates are distinguished from the normal cmulsifiable 
concentrates by the fact that their dilution with water results in an emulsion in 
which the external or continuous phase of the emulsion is the oil portion, whereas 
the internal or discontinuous phase of the emulsion is water. These concentrates 
are used principally in the formulation of oil-soluble herbicidal esters. The 
solvent is usually an oil having relatively low vapour pressure. Field dilution is 
generally at a much lower ratio than that used for conventional cmulsifiable 
concentrates and often less than ten parts of water to one part of concentrate by 
volume. The distinguishing feature of invert emulsions is that they form signi- 
ficantly larger droplets than conventional cmulsifiable concentrates when emitted 
from special application equipment. Because the external phase contains an oil of 
relatively low vapour pressure, evaporation of the continuous phase is minimized. 
As a result, there is no reduction in the size of the droplet from the time it emerges 
from the application equipment until it impinges on the target. The probability 
of drift of the particle during its fall through the air is, therefore, greatly reduced. 

Dry formulation types 

The important dry formulation types arc dust bases or dust concentrates, 
wettablc powders, dusts, granules and pellets. All dry formulations with the 
exception of wcttable powders are applied in the field in their dry form as dusts, 
granules or pellets. The dust bases or concentrates and wcttable powders are 
intended for further dilution to field strength before final application. In the case 
of dust bases, locally available low-cost diluents such as clay and talc are usually 
mixed with the concentrate at a regional formulation plant. Wcttable powders 
are generally mixed with water before field application and then applied as a 
spray. In general, the packaging of dry formulations is considered to be less of a 
problem than packaging of liquid formulations. The characteristic differences 
of the dry formulations follow. 

Dust bases or concentrates 

Dust bases or dust concentrates arc dry, free-flowing powders containing 
a high concentration of active ingredients which varies generally from 25 to 
75 per cent. Such products are seldom applied in this concentrated form. They are 
usually diluted or cut back to a practical concentration with a suitable inert 
material for final application in the field. Pesticide-fertilizer mixtures are often 
made by mixing the dust concentrate with the dry fertilizer. If granular fertilizers 
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arc being mixed with Just bases, a sticker is often necessary to nrcve-u tb, « 
pnon oft,,e fine r,rtlA, rf ,k. pt,„cuk. basc whld, JJ^^ £3 

Writable powders 

Wettable powders are similar to dust bases except that they are formulated 
for d. ution With water into a final spray. The qmlitv of w.rlw   J 

upon the itcncTof e/oíSilT,  r     P0';1'",'•« ¡"«"Ant depending 
flowing JTh« ,Lv „„ £ e ra'C,of »PP1'«1•- D>'«» mu« be finí 

which i, iimitx a x f irrí ir •• fr-1" »-*"« " • prod« 
to 80 mesh. For any S tltwfí (Un"C,d ^ rJ*d Skve "M 
at least 90 per cent cVEnXT 't CXWn,,l

L
e' * l"'oduc, '»^Ucd 30/60) 

-ge, and fhe rcZit?££?.£?£ £"? .V?" * 'P^ ¿«A 
•perilled mesh sizes. The presence Of fif 1dT'buttd on c"h« "^ of the 
crosswind durine ano iati• ? í, " Wh";h cuJr bccorae 'iri**»c by a 
granulacele,    '* " «"""j' COniÍdcred ,0 "» objec.ior.ble ií a 

pcrJ^ura^pKin^r^' ** """*'« duri"S -*• To 
be ftee-flowing. 1££Z~'Z^ïït""0" *"'' *« «~^ — 
fa« or slow ¿¿SdÄ ^»'••>.,the granule, may have 

b cnaractermics in the presence of moisture. The disinte- 
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gration characteristics of granules after entering the soil have a direct bearing 
on the release rate of the pesticides. 

The concentration of active ingredient in granular pesticides may vary from 
as httle as 1 per cent to as high as 42 per cent depending upon the properties of the 
active ingredients, the characteristics of the carrier or upon other factors such as 
the potency of the insecticide and the desired rate of application of the finished 
product. 

Pellets 

Pesticide pellets are dry pesticide formulations in which the particle size 
is larger than that specified for granular pesticide, e.g. greater than 4 mesh. There 
are no established maximum sizes for pellets but, in practice, diameters may be as 
large as 0.6 cm and possibly 1.3 cm. Pellets are generally formed by mixing the 
active ingredient with a suitable inert ingredient plus a binder, if necessary. The 
mixing is followed by pan-granulating to the desired size or extruding (and 
crushing, as required) to the desired size. Concentrations of active ingredients 
may range from a fraction of a per cent as in the case of baits, in which an attrac- 
tant, inert ingredient is used, to as high as 20 or 25 per cent, if fertilizer is added. 

Other formulation types 

A number of other possible formulation types are used for special purposes. 
These arc better classified by themselves rather than with the familiar types 
because of their unique physical form or their unusual application. Both liquid 
and dry formulation types are encountered. 

Aerosols 

Since their development for insect control during the early years of the 
Second World War, aerosol insecticides have become a familiar form of pesticide 
formulation. As generally understood, aerosols are solutions of an active ingre- 
dient m a suitable solvent plus a propellant which is a gas dissolved in the insecticide 
solution and/or contained under pressure within the aerosol dispenser. The type 
ot spray pattern and panicle size of the spray are controlled by the design of the 
nozzle which is used and by the pressure in the container which forces the concen- 
trate through the nozzle. The internal pressure is determined by the properties 
of the propellant gas. There are many different approaches to the formulation 
and packaging of an aerosol pesticide product including both non-aqueous and 
aqueous solvent systems. 

Seed dressings 

Seed dressings may be either a liquid or a dry type; indeed, there ate varia- 
tions within each type. Two of the most important requirements of a seed dressing 
are that the seed dressing must not interfere with the plantability of the seed; 
and that the seed dressing must not diminish the viability of the seed. In addition, 
it is most desirable (however, seldom attained) that the seed dressing is non-toxic 
and does not constitute an adulteration if the seed is later to be fed to livestock. 
Seed dressings must often contain a dye which colours the seed to indicate the 
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chemical treatment Certain seed dressings have been developed in dry concen- 
«*c torn, for the addmon to seed grains i„ a planter box as controls o/^ r 

Asea es from the time of planting until after the seed has germinated   S 

Pobo// fa/ft 

Poison baits are special formulations designed to nttnrr ,n,l L-ill       , • 

;ra„°d oragi"8,imccts and roj•- **•» ¿ »« ä »A 

cable Zv htr ''7 '"""T" pl,ySi"1 fonm •""' •«PoS,.¡„». Where .„.pli- 

Capsulatcdformulations 

varie, from a fcCn "o a" •'S,r 0r • "W" Pa"iclc <"""«" 
»cive ingredient .C/AÍSf" «"—ntrati• „f the 
up to and aDDnnchiiio , inn c! früm -1 f««ion of 1 per cent 
nL «Tärr* -ve ¡„gredien,. Although the .heMthick- 
cncapuLg she! n^^ali„S °",t tir0'"',"'0 *"*»* °( "« 

concentration. inversely with thc per cent of 

Fertilizer mixtures 

« of pemcidc, withXfcXer 2,;jlaU" ^"B^»'•*» «he /    rnnzer mixturo has become generally acceptable, 
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• lu- me of pesticides emulsified or dispersed ,„ liquid fcrtiliZc-r» ha, ,,„t attained 
.,ceptance. The- concentration of pesticide in dry forili« mixtures ¡, ,à v 
,       low and usua ly under .15 per cent. To mec, field requirement,, ." „- 

suppliers to order. furthermore, because liquid fertilizer, are usually applied bv 
spec alists. the special pesricide formulation „,„« be added ,„ ., liuLTe Izer 
mixture prior to transportation to the field. '".mirar 

j'esticides are incorporated in dry fertilizer, by spray impregnation or bv 
Mending of dust bases and granule, Because of ,he low conccntrUS, o pesticide 
.n d» products, great care ,,„,„ be exercised through efficient blcndfng   cc 
.... « to obtain a .„ufo• product Because of the trend towards the use of granular 
fcnd«n. care mus, be ,aken in ,he formulario» of,hese mix,,• ,o prete,, ,h 
po.hl.qr of segregano« of the pes.icide from ,hc bulk of ,he ferrila m!x,,re 
* k. „sing du«, base, ,„s often necessary ,o use a sticker ,o preven, segre^ on 
o  thepowdered insecricde. Granular pesricide, should be roughly „fAe    m" 
Mze or ma,, as the fertilizer granule, ,o avoid separano,,. When adding " 
conce, rate, of pesticides to granular fertilizer,, only a small quantity of"L 
concentrate should be lBcd to avoid a we, or «icky product ,ha, can w« and 

SI a Íí Wa,,! 0f ti,Vl,Í|,pÍnf ^ •<^ «f V¡d «He M itti the density and porosity of the granule. 

FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES AND CHAHACTEKISTICS 

The formulation of pesticides is a property-oriented technology To the 
formulation chemist, the physical propertied of the pesticidal chenil arc of 
greater concern than their chemical structure or their biological amities 

Active ingredients 

The active ingredients arc those portions of a formulation which possess 
-ological properties. All other ingredients in the formulation are used to faSe 
he application of the active ingredients to the desired target. For a given type of 
ormulanon the physical properties of the active ingredients limit fhe choke of 

formulation ingredients. "" m 

Physical state 

occur?n„5lySÌCal T °i * ****** ChemÍCíÜ dcfiae» the form in w^ « 0 cur under normal ambient temperature conditions of shipping and storage. 
i he physical state provides the first clue to the preferred method of handlin«X 

technical pesticidal chemical in the formulation process g 

fine cP^lCh!TCÍIS
fl
Ínt thdr

|
t

J
ech,;íca, form "»Y •* encountered as liquid,, 

hne crystals, powdered flakes, solid cakes or small lumps. The fine crystalline or 
powdered matenal is generally preferred when dust &, or wettable poZ£ 

1 d ron^í, y d^fettáuf fo,,0Tcd hy **"*»* F<* the preparado« of 
•quid concentrates, any form of pesticide may be used. Heat is generally applied 

m dissolving solid pesticide for liquid formulations to increase the rate of solution, 
»tcause spray impregnation is the simplest and most effective way of preparing 
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granular pesticides, the solid pesticida! chemicals are generally dissolved in a 
solvent M facilitate spraying. Some low melting solids, however, are heated 
suHit-iciuly above the melting point and sprayed through heated lines and nozzles 
to obtain proper spray characteristics. 

Some technical pestieidal chemicals in their normal state are waxy or semi- 
solids and are most suitably packaged in thin-gauge metal containers or special 
leak-proof, lined or coated fibre drums. Pestieidal chemicals are removed from 
their containers by stripping away the container walls or by melting them and 
then pumping or pouring out the contents. Waxy or semisolid materials are 
processed by dissolving them in a suitable solvent with the aid of heat. 

Melting or setting point 

The melting point normally refers to the temperature at which a pure 
substance becomes a liquid. The setting point of a pestieidal chemical is the 
temperature at which a molten or liquid pesticide becomes a solid as a result of 
withdrawing heat from the system. The melting or setting point of a pestieidal 
chemical defines its physical state at room temperature. 

The melting or setting point suggests the ease of grindability of the material ; 
the grindability generally improves as the melting point of the pesticide increases. 
Materials with melting or setting points between 60° and 90°C can often be 
ground with the addition of dry sorbent carriers. However, care must be taken 
especially with lower melting materials, to avoid a build-up of heat in the mill 
Materials which melt below 60° C arc more conveniently processed after inchini* 
or by dissolving in an appropriate solvent. 

Boiling point 

Most pestieidal chemicals have relatively high boiling points. In processing 
pesticide formulations, it is unlikely that temperatures will be encountered which 
approach the boiling point of the active ingredient. 

Specific gravity or density 

The specific gravity of a substance is a measure of the relative weight of a 
substance relative to the weight of an equal volume of water at the same tem- 
perature. Liquid and molten pesticides arc pumped and metered into formulation 
equipment on a weight basis by applying the specific-gravity factors with tem- 
perature corrections In this way, materials-handling and weighing problems 
can be greatly simplified. In the development of liquid formulationf such as 
cmulsifiable concentrations, the probable concentration of the active ingredient 
m the finished product can be reasonably estimated from the specific gravities 
ot the active ingredients, solvent and surfactants. 

In the design or preparation of liquid formulations such as cmulsifiable 
concentrates, the volume of active ingredient and/or solute and the volume of 
so ventare not additive. Therefore, it is necessary to compute the volume of the 
active ingredient on the basis of its apparent solution density which has been 
shown in some cases to decrease with dilution. 

quantity of liquid which can be held by a dry solid is a function of the volume 
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« »liquid rather than its weicht. Therefore, when the volumetric sorptivity limits 
or a men „mer are known, the probable maximum weight pcrcenta ge of the 
.ut.ve mgrcdient winch CM be absorbed by the earner can be limateci 

I 'ixosity 

TI* visc-miiy of a pesticida! chemical .s a functional characteristic which 
"u*c be consumed in all handing operations. Although viscosity is usually 
.vociata with lujuul procnets, it is likewise an inherent characteristic of molten 
;uu sohd chem,, als. In the transference of technical pestici Jal chemicals from 

»ur bulk containers into pressing equipment, the power requirement 
at   a g.•  rate   of flow   increases   as   the   viscosity  increases.   For   pump- 

pump (vv  h a bypass) „ preferred rather than the use of centrifugal pumps. This 

relate lowfUC '" "^ ^ ^ tcm^1«» ofthc liquid may k 

In the spray impregnation of powdered or granular carriers for the prepara- 
ion of dry formulations, a low viscosity ,s generally required for a good spray 

pattern lo reduce viscosity in the operation, it is necessary to warm the liquid 
to a suitable viscosity or to add a solvent winch is miscible with the active ingre- 
dient. If heat is used to decrease the viscosity of the liquid being sprayed the heat 
oss u, the transfer lines from the spray kettle to the iLle shoulfl b^mized 
by insulation so that the proper viscosity will be maintained throughout the 
entire spraying operation. * 

The viscosity of a pesticida! chemical is significant in emulsif.ablc conccn- 
t ates; a tlc concentration of the active ingredient in emulsifiable concentrates 
mercases, the viscosity increases. In general, the dispersibility of an emulsifiable 
concentrate in water improves as the viscosity of the concentrate decreases. 

Solubility 

The solubility of a pcsticidal chemical is an inherent characteristic dependent 
upon m molccu ar structure and molecular weight. Although it is possible to set 
orth certain rules of solubility relating to molecular constitution, in practice 

^necessary to experimentally determine the solubility characteristics of each 
new_ pesticdal chemical m representative solvents. In liquid concentrates, the 
olubility of pc.oc.dal chemicals is usually expressed in terms of pounds of 

ptsticnU chemical (act,ve ingredient or total technical material) per gallon of 
tf? A,tCrnflvcI* m «pcrimental work or where the metric system is used 
solubility may be expressed in terms of grams of active ingredient or grams 
of technical pcst,cidc/100 ml of solution. Other units such a! weight of fctivc 
mgrcdient or teclmica material per volume or per weight of solvent may be 
used, but practical application of these units requires additional calculation based 
upon density or apparent density. 

n„r JlT Tlubilit5i °f * KCSÚdáÚ C!1Cmical is of hi8h economic significance. It is 
normally desired that each pesticidal chemical has a very high degree of solubility, 
o that h,gh concentrations can be prepared in low-cost solvents, such as kerosene. 

« the solubility ,s low, more expensive solvents may be required and even then 
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only low concentrations may be attainable. If th, cost of product.^ a lmuid 
concentration becomes excessively high because of poor solubility properties 
ami it a spray-type formulation is required, alternative formulation types such 
as wcttable powders or rlowablc concentrates, should be considered.    ' 

Stability 

1 he stability of a pesticidal chemical is its ability to withstand the degradative 
effects encountered in storage, formulation and the environment to which it is 
subjected after application. The principal concern is the stability of the molecule 
under all stresses rather than its stability under lowered temperatures or its 
persistence as a residue. 

Although many organic molecules may decompose spontaneously during 
storage, this cannot be tolerated for a pesticidal chemical. If there is a tendency 
for decomposition, a stabilizer must often be added to the technical pesticide to 
significantly retard the tendency. Heat and the presence of impurities such as 
certain met* substances or oxides may occasionally cause breakdown of 
pesticides. When tins i, the case stabilizers are necessary or the impurities must be 
removed. During many formulation processes, the application of heat is often 
necessary to dissolve the pesticidal chemical or to reduce its viscosity. Therefore 
the heat stability of the active ingredients must be studied. Regardless of the type 

d,VnTT !? t0 r ?rk% thc,chcmi«1 compatibility of the formulation ingre- 
dients must be studied for prolonged periods of time. To accomplish this, it is 
necessary that sensitive and specific methods of analysis be- developed prior to the 
initiation of the study (sec chapter 5). 

n« U°mu ^f "|U í"ÍCals an> n,bjCCt to imposition in varying degrees by 
w th „TiueH ' "'ir' thÌS tyPC rf*•P**» -ight be encounter d" 
Mth mineral earners and diluents or, in certain cases, with the particular surfac- 
tants winch are used. When working with pesticidal chemical, which are sensée 
o strong acids or bases, care must be taken to avoid formulation ingredients w h 
k e properties. Other organic chemicals are very sensitive to hyfrolysis by Z 
Con of water If the rate of hydrolysis is too great or canno be œntJlled 
a serious limitation is placed upon this chemical for use in emulsif.able   r   „y 

EEÍ;,atT After •«*«*»• Ac persistence of such a c£S 
» ot such shor duration that pest control is not provided. The ability of a pesticidal 

tZÍ¡°•h7d dt'8Iatti0n by Út 0r B& may be a factorTo conStd 
flTn    TT        °r h8htrrCening aScnts can »* «*<H although they are generally ofonly temporary utility. g        y 

Other properties 

Althl^ 0tíer dlara5tcristics of Pacida! chemicals are odour and colour. 

fit mavi" V "°r 'TTf in «8*«*««« ^cations, odour Id 
co our may be significant for household or institutional sprays. The avoidance of 
colour in spray formulations of insecticides may be accomplished in s^aseÌ 
by the removal of impurities through decolourizing procLs in the t^hnkal 
product of the formulation. Where colour develops after Sit on ÏÏ 
» made for formulating ingredients which will nofreact wZÄÄ 
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the technical 

H5 

in the technical material. Odour can sometimes be removed or greatly diminish^ 
by processing .if the pesticidal chemical. However, it is generally more expedieni •nt 

the to funi a suitable aromatic masking agent to make the inhennt od.-ur of 
formulation less obnoxious. 

Powdered carriers mid diluents 

The most important dry carriers and diluents used in pesticide formulations 
are inorganic materials principally of natural origin (see table 1). They include 
minerals such as diatomitc, vermiculite, attapulgitc. montmorillonite, talc 
pyrophylhte and kaolinitc. They are processed for use in pesticide formulations 
by many techniques ranging from simple drying and pulverizing to washing, 
a.r-noatmg and calcining. Their properties are imparted by the crystalline and 
molecular structures as well as by the composition. The properties of these carriers 
and diluents are often enhanced by unique processing conditions. The properties 
of powdered carriers and diluents are now described. 

¡\irticle size 

The powdered carriers and diluents are distinguished from the granular 
carriers and diluents principally on the basis of particle size. Most pesticida! carriers 
and diluents are finer than 2U0 mesh (United States standard sieve series). In 
general, dry carriers and diluents are used for the formulation of dusts, dust bases 
and wettable powders. Generally, the finer the particle size, the more suitable 
the material will be for wettable powder formulations because the suspendibility 
111 water of a wettable powder is inversely proportional to the particle size. For 
this type of product, a minimum of 95 per cent of the carrier or diluent should 
pass through a 325 mesh (44 /im) screen. 

Sorptivity 

Relative sorptivity is the usual measure for distinguishing between dry 
carriers and diluents. Sorptivc carriers are necessary when liquid or low melting 
pesticida! chemicals or solutions arc to be formulated as dust bises or wettable 
powder concentrates. For the formulation of dusting powders of pesticides, 
sorptivity is of minor significance for all practical purposes. 

Sorptivity may be defined as the opacity of a powdered inert material to 
maintain the addition of a liquid in a quantity up to but not exceeding the tran- 
sition point between dryness and plasticity of the total mass. One laboratory has 
adopted the term "sorption index" as the weight of technical material which 
can be absorbed by 1()0 g of the inert powdered mineral up to the point of 
plasticity as defined above (sec table 1). The method for determining the sorption 
index is «nular to the method used in the paint industry for determining the oil 
absorption value of pigments. 

In practice, the quantity of liquid pesticide added to a carrier never approaches 
the quantity which is designated by the sorption index, for to do so would very 
likely produce a highly non-rlowaWe mixture. For example, diatomaccous earth 
which has a sorption index of around 270 may be used with care to produce 
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''HINCIPLES (» reSTICtPB FOHMULATION 

«prion ¡„dice, whe"^ pZÎv L    Cî' dT"t f"1 f *,aI,ul8itt h""= %"> 

TA*. 2. SomivITV or MINt,Al TVWS COMMON v%m M mrifH>t 

CABMfcKS AND Mi UE NTS 

Carrier — 
Silka (iynthetk)   
Diatomite (salt water) ..    *°° 
Vermkulite (expanded)' .'.'.'.' ".'.'.'."" "  2? 
Atupulgitc    "" 
Intornile (fie* water)'.'.'.'.'  ¡2? 
Vetlite          ^W 
Mootmorillunite (m^^ü) [  J¡¡¡ 
«Caolinite       " * 1W 

IMlitem   im 

Pyrophyîlite  
Bentonite   ' * " ' *^ 
Hunucc ...  * * " * * W 
Tak '.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.',[[  7B 

SiJka (naturai) ......!...  ^ 
time««» (CaCO,)....'.'.'.'  %f 
Oypwm (Ca$Q4) ........,][  Ï 

I^^ÄS?y " '****"* ***** ta *• «*^t ««tei d/M», Z 

absorption or «orX »ufe,^3^^^ " 'T^ *" cWofdanc 

«*. by the ration Äg^Tto *"* «*^ 
BHM? dtnstty 

I* mc^cd by £2EÄ£ Mk JCm"y <*""*»<* J"»». « 
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/•lifwri- /  Sorption JW.-.V .is ,t fiuutio,, of Mk damty 

300 •* 

Î0O 

'ÍO 4 

'3 i!> 33 *^ 60 ¿~ 

«MtK    OSíTf   Cib'lt1) 

70 t3 » 

»Hi« oí randomly oriented pártales dl  „.   M T " Th" IS a measurt- 
-d «o ,ttlc w,tho„t ora 2r        a ,S .i' n U  * ^ * """T^ dilí~ 
amount of «mer or diluent which mlhtÍ " T"» ,hc ma*ini««* 
Wendet i, in operation. Äjfr I tV" * ^ "^ Wh• » 
being ««bJT» «lut J^tóÍS¿hí '! •*» » •*""% 
material after ,t has been vibriti »« «•gaV^unMofPl,wd"^ 
b• co-npletely dcacnS ILdl ft«M X,BIUm ^'f ^ Tí* »¿mal has 
«able geometric ali^nuít  pi f"f\"ct««•^ to settle i„ thcir most 

^htofthc^wdíTm^^ ", thc Ímkx »'«'* V"** 
¿* (- table j). The- rat2^^^be

BS7,
1
,ll * ^T rf"* *• 

or vibrated density varies from ntl!I, ^f ^ and thc P^'d »>ulk 
particle shape andana^JLÄ. *""* ^^ » 1** gravity, 

«ÄSÄ occurring 
*nd molecular »tructu " o £ X? t*? ^^ ^ ** "* 
^oportionatc distribution rf ££ ^* "^ }* *" - * 
'urfa« with positively char *cd CITT       

g thc Vmaú to Prod*** a 
or rfectro^^e^^^^^^ «T* • «^ to as acid «te* 

•" the structure which bL, 1   t Ik    I d dlc ik»we of di«°«^ 
electrical surface charges       g " d,H•J*>«.onate distribution of the 

of ^li^x^rtrwith otkr *•** * ««** 
Hammettnnhcators whkh Ä¿J ££? ""T «' kn" angi colour at very ipecfic „j $trcngth^ Theit. 
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Mr electro,,,) „f ,hc average ^ ^    "ua,,lri »f «•"! «raigth (i.e. tlic affinity 

I" practice, 'lie itrcmrtli ,,f ,hc icid «i,.. ;.   r 
•' ;-¡ «to ¡» a given ma, o    y^of «£ „TTr " ^ " dk*nun*« 
-"ve acuì sites «f kaolin«, probably J   ve ,nK ** T"^' th« m• 

•'^ut onc^hird as many and S,te sa   110mf T^T* bo,ini* "« only 

»«r tbe ability or rate «f clcoZ   ^"T <*?"?* »fe• ¡mpoiance 
formulation. F       " oí tht act,vc «ngredient in the finished 

Fcsticidal chemicals vary sreatlv i» tu ;, 
me result of the ' «idyric" ÌX^h • l"^^^ '° ^^«¡t.on 3S 

- be deactivated wulLrtam "g^c cknÄh^*1* ^ ^ S"^ 
^ctrom with the mineral to form acoy'et hî Tí f *,fo•¡% ««fc their 
formed between the pesticidal I em cal n ^ ^ * """«^ than ^»d* 

—* — i,L ether E¿ ? *-££££ ^ 

tl-ylcMttttaminc an- excellent deactivator« fi f ^ '"" a"d luxan*- 
- 41« anil emir,,,. «^cd^Td^^í^Tf S""U' DBwU' ,wh 

.rmuLti,• wnm. „ (|i£m„ j^Sn• T^ «» « ¡n heptachlor 
licptachlor ami chiedane dicthvl. „TT ^ n"*h-","m » «..countered. For 

."*«» we« a, deaevator, Ä ¡ALT' ","'" r'"' "*»»"» 
"» «.ve .„gredien,.. U,„ally „ ..r^" c n,2 7 ^P*** '""im' Ki'b 

''» »• «HTM« the cm, „f 1,•,,,^ *k d'»'•or material i, added. 
"» 'I* carrier ami diluent are J, ¿     v £* " "^P"--« ami characteristic, 

«luju. lea« .urfacc «i&yZX^lZ'S"' ""U,"'°"' '" '"'" "U'•1 

'1 »orage tcm do ,lot a¿c 2^V,1T 7 m'tK'i"na whid>in ***«- 
tormulation. The acidity XÎu 7 *1 ,h"",ld ** Cm^^ » »h« 
*.•% di«u«d above' Th, «di,       ^rCW|'rdi'^"a""''"rf^ 

^ -tr;-dtsxm:* irr^ a;ir°° »^ - «* 
• "mical i, «„itív,. t0 tmtalKcTm'S       """.T*"1 lf ** i•*idaJ 
i" ''«contain «tractabieì•! J•?"   "% m"m*h lh""ld •» »'^«Twhkh 

w^,; 5Ä rr „fC1K wi,h wl;Kh *» -*«   *Wid' " » «k-pendent upon partkle shape, denmy 
CHI 
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and to a lesser extent, particle size. Its significance in the formulation process is 
that as flowability increases, the power requirement for blending or working the 
material decreases. This is a significant factor in field application because, as 
flowability increases, the flow through the dusting hopper and the meter im- 
proves, and the rate is more easily controlled. 

Dmtabiiity 

Durability is a characteristic of powdered diluents relating to the ability to 
flow through the air, to be transported by air currents within a limited area of 
application and to ciing to the surface of the crop after application. There are no 
precise laboratory methods for testing the disability other than practical appli- 
cation under actual or simulated conditions of use. 

Abrastwims 

Abrasiveness is the property of certain carriers and diluents to cause wear of 
processing equipment, metering devices and orifices of application equipment. 
Wettable powders prepared from abrasive carriers and diluted in water can cause 
the continued enlargement of fine orifices of spray nozzles through the abrasive 
process. This action significantly changes the flow characteristics of the nozzles 
thereby increasing spray volume rates. The spray pattern is changed and the 
resulting applications are inaccurate. Abrasive materials include pyrophyllite, 
pumice, silica and diatomite, while non-abrasive materials include kaolinttc 
ami talc. 

Granular carriers 

Granular carriers are particulate materials which fr(m the basis for most 
§ra»uJar pesticides. These carriers may be of mineral or vegetable origin, but 
clays such as attapulgite and montmorillonite are predominantly used as granular 
carriers. Because granular pesticides are most conveniently prepared by impregna- 
ting the granular carrier with the pcstictdal chemical, sorptiviry is a desirable 
property. ' 

Pmtkkstze 

An unofficial designation of a granular carrier is that it must have a particle 
«*elytng within the range of 4 tmA to 80 mesh (4 mesh is approximately 
T imV "       m^ In F**«*. »his broad particle size range is not 

used. Much narrower ranges are conventionally used for purposes of product 
umfornuty, minimum segregation, accurate metering and optimum particle 

ÜlTSS^ T^nt2í rfgeS TY fe °f the fo,Iowin8 ¿«fenaüoiii: 8/15,16/30, 
30/35, 20/40 and 30/60. A number of suppliers of granular carriers have adopted 
the standard that at least 90 per cent of all particles in a given designation shall fall 
within the stated m«h range. As an example, the designation 16/30 states that 
90 per cent of the particles should lie within the range of 16 and 30 mesh, and 
that the remaining 10 per cent may be distributed on the 16 mesh screen and 
through the 30 mesh screen. 
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TAB« 3.  VARMTIO* XN D|STWBUTI0N of ^„^ ^ 

RANGE OF TWO CARRIERS 

20/25 
25/30 
30/35 
35/40 

10 
30 
40 
20 

20 
40 
30 
10 

o 

A 16-mcsh screen has a size desienatinn nf 1 ion . ~     i 
screen is equivalent to a 590 ^m opeZ Ztk^î ^ ^T" * 30*nc"h 

not define the distribution of theTS I thf¡    ^TTT ,h°WCVCr' docs 

particles can be in the 18 to 20 ,„S V     ^^ Iadccd' thc maJor"y of 
Lsh range for anoth r pro! t  Y?T f* ^ Pr°duCt and in ** 20 «»25 

distribution is encounter^ Li lu   A-    L Whcrc thc fincr Par«de size 

"ppcitc direction „r towards lhc 1^g^^Jet£•'£ » *« 
«w and partie c/lb ratio It may be «LJVÎA I! . . 'IImtri"c! «I« mesh 
may be obtained by a CTanuTr „LTl f'" dmributi°» ¡» application 
range. However, tWrcTni evi" f•8 ^Tí" ?WMd ,llc *» •* 
»hot« that ttó, factor i oflM ' % P"Ctlîal '*"'*"• FicU ««««h ha. 
granular r^,rd; "di ^rr"00,- ^ "T*" °f partiele/lb of a »d ,he ha de„,;;y „rwS trr* "*•di,,ribu,ion °f <»"* - 

16/30 
18/35 
25/50 
30/60 

1,210,000 
2,330,000 
9,200.000 

11,250,000 

SctpHvUf 

«ÄÄSS Sä 'hc Ti tfoaá »•*« - "» 
and the availabk surfaccTe  of Z ¿ZTf** '.hC CrySÜ"Ín,: "rUC,ure 

« relatiyely W. cb" °f S'"iuU' CMricrs' »T«« capacity 

¡«*AS*¿lE "ltd Ín ,h> PrOC"l°f m»uf--ng gran.de, to 
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Aíri" Wa,lT: T,,° MlowinS d«V•¡• -e used to identify the type aiut decree tit processing: 7 '" 

A - uiicxtrudcd; 
A A     — extruded; 
RVM — (regular volatile matter) 

uncalcincd, rapid wavr break-down ; 
LVM — (low volatile matter) 

calcinoti, resists disintegration in water. 

Granular vermiculite is a laminar mineral which can be expanded bv hear r„ 

SÄTÄ ¿Ä ¡££- 'aml pran ***" "" -« 
Bufi density 

granules arc ^tabt „ ZÄ'bth ÜkT^ "T^ '^"^ 

.hro„8l, adjustait Xlfe cd^inT^n ^ """"^ "T** 
fore, it is necessary that the buttlw•f,h f f í" "? c^'Pm•'- Tl>«» 
addition to the effect on bulk iti^7 " d pr°duC' •* «""'"««l- In 
«he weigh, of solvent £Z,,Z ,h TT8 ru""•0", °f thc I»"1** » 

Airfare arra// 

accaddi,, aid Ü'^ed^l^ **> ^ * — «"* <* 
Mechanical strength 

When «ri*» d« S  he'"ti0" T"* »•*«*» *««" «d -e. 
«He nation «^£tt3&TJS*£$ 
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the RVM grades) generally have satisfactory mechanical strength   M ,   • 1    c 
vegetable orign, such -K mii»* •k     •.       J    *,VIW,uca' strcngth. Materials of 
arc „torn ¿ nurfc,, b Bn*S •1"d P0Ca" '•d wJ»«» *<•« S•-!«. 

li'(iter break-down 

type) have the pronertv of hrrakin» J «•  ^csPccu,,y ot the bentonite 
TU-    i Frupt"y ot breaking down or swelling as i rosult nf K«^ *• 
This phenomenon makes mtiuM,. »lJ? - i        r i        .ë f ot «ydration. 

Solvents 

concern,,» „Tfö Ae lt^rrfTrf V? (°•]*• « Bqu« 

factors «ncUnrecZmcs wdítfl f ' r^1'* t0«Cther with oth<* 

Distillation range and boiling point 

To dete^ne^ST     hydrocarbons that **•> has its own boiling point. 

through LS^Tnt      v«l        mU,al drOP 7"^ in the ovcrkad a»d 

samplf is Sed SL « ? T ^ untü no furthcr matcrial *• ^ 

i~ AHphatic hydrocarbon solvents are used in large quantities; they are 
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ZffisZ?* ^ ** »J «' » "» «"* fro,,, ,*,. c to approxT 

sPc«ficgravity (density) 

»Ivcnt « obtained. The c'n ,v of 11' W-'g ' '?. •""'"* of » B3""" of 
pam, per m,II,l¡,re W) £hen defain' ,7 " ""'^ CXfrCSScd il1 -*» "< 
Was determined, the de,,nvtl g JC ""l*•"« « which ,I,C density 
>olve„„ uscd in r* foLuhZrr ti'"tC ^ °f "" M'ocarboT 
•he lowest den/y valucs Z r»gTut ofe? T^'1 ^ ¡"" 
.»termechate density vah.es in the Lge fi«"« ^¿sV^ W?t

,"VC 

"ornane naphthas range from 0.92 to 0.97 dcm">r of he»v>' 
~— -~..„v ,,,„,„ ln [nc ran„c irt 

aromatic naphthas range from 0.92 to 0.97, 

Kami-biitauot value 

(= 105)5. For mos a „me hvdrocl "T^ a"*«Bl ,0 ,h" °f **«£ 
«It, is nearly ^"Ä^Ä^ "* *» 
solvent. c Pcr ccnt oi aromatics available in the 

Arowatics content 

»olveney power of the solve, mLlel T, ^ ""'• *' ' gCnCral ruk> >** 
cost of the solvent incrasc,V, tS^ ? """""'í COntCllt increaM- The 
aroma,,« contcm ofTyknc  vt 17 TL•' 

a"d s°'"»cy increase. The 
from 85 to more than 95 £ 'em ""' '*"* •"""* »**• range 

••ÄÄ^Ä^! by -»"» «* -lude 
aromatic, content of i^ °be telVatS S"*"*''? «»" 
«cation gtven as minim• 90 or 91 pe Tent wh• / P* ""' "ï* a 'i**- 
o,I concentrates with pesticide. I,„in„ 1 j , . V devdoP">8 cmtdiifiable or 
formulation chenus, .ffiÄ*^?"^ "low «^atures, thé 
having KB values and £ crnTn^£"*f* ttsts "*f "*£ of solve«« 
of Ac specification for a^ticX sXrn " PM!,b,e «° * ,0W"limi« 
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conclu on. using standard test apparatus. In selecting a solvent for pesticide 
ionization a solvent should be chosen with the highest flash point consisten 
vu h other desirable properties. For most liquid formulations, the minimum flash 
pomt should be 7°C. Any liquids determined by the Ta, Open cZ fl h 
pomt method as having a flash point below this temperature should be p Tkag 
MI a container carrying a Bureau of Explosives red caution label for flammable 
SK^r the regulations of United States Department of Transpor- 

tation (USD1) If solvents having a lower flash point arc used, extra precautionary 
measures must be used to avoid fire hazards during both formulation and shipping. 
Solvency 

Solvency is the ability of a givcn solvent to dissolve a specific material or 
class of materials when tested under prescribed conditions. The solvency of 
solvents used m pesticide formulations usually increases in the order of aliphatics, 
aronut.es to polar compound, Even though this is a broad generalization, it i 
a liable for formulation chemists and permits a few tests of new pesticidal chemi- 
cals with the minimum number of test solvents of each class 

vuvronsnlV WCyr?UÍíC,nCmS fTtl,C dÍffcrCnt daSSCS of P««cidal chemicals 
1 clnX   hí y'   tC ' Tn W,thmf gÍVCn daSS °f Pesticides*such as thc diene chlorinated hydrocarbons, there .s a wide range of solvency demand. For example, 

n. mite wcignt of technical chlordane. However, endrin has a very limited 

SOL1" thc,aromati" and **"?» formulated at concentrations higher 
than 20 per cent by weight or 1.6 lb/gal. 

Solubility may be expressed in a number of units such as thc weight of the 
Mrfutcin grams per 100 g of solvent, the per cent by weight of the solute in grams 
per 100 g of solution and the weight of the solute in grams per 100 ml of solution. 
Solvency tests cover a range of temperatures usually extending to -16 ° C. Where 
extreme cold weather conditions are encountered, cold-stability tests are some- 
times performed at temperatures as low as —39 ° C. 
Water miscibility 

In preparing enmlsifiable concentrates, it is important to choose solvents 

sTJvtr     ?lY lm0lublc in TCr< The aliPhatic and aromatic hydrocarbon 
when LTl > r

f
Cf ,rCfCnt: h0WCVer' the ProbIcm **»»« morc acute when the polarity of the solvents is increased, since it is usually accompanied by 

increasing soability in water. Although solvents such as cyclohexane and isopho- 
rone are slightly soluble in water, they can often be used effectively, particularly 
i" COmbn;cdwith •»alfc hydrocarbons. Solvents of increasing polarity 
such as glycol ethers and amide solvents may be used usually only sparingly in 
mixtures with hydrocarbon solvents. V     By 

Viscosity 

o(Jt ÏTïF haS a inÍn0r' yCî real Cffect uP°n thc quality or characteristics 
ot aiiiemuJstfiable concentrate. As the viscosity of a solvent used in an emulsifiable 

-*¿%a¡£ &#&SM!?ChmiMl Am,YSis ofIndm,rM Solmus'Inter- 
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'"- bo oxacid Jmt¡ ,(llJ.   b""   :'""•"";" I»».. Therefore. ca„tio„ 

period „f ,„„, t„ avoiJ >£tcrn, „S " '"^"""r1 ''"ri"« » """>»>""> 
'<• fact. ,l,o lor,,,.,,,,,,, of cry,,,!«*,,1      >     ''íí'•' ,,m'•l><•"rc when, 
v«•.)- apparcnly r,„rils ,K        ,   ;;>,'?'',tratl

|
,S,""l> «Xi A high 

Tau, aro bo« preparod wit,î ., J .,      XK a l„ v"^ """-W°"» -"«'"- 
ma,„,a„„„g ,l,c most j,sirabl, «(„bilityS^Zi^"^'0 '" P"SSÌblc whilt' 

It is necessary in formulating pesticides to •„iA U • •      , 
appJ.cat.on to crops and phntt^vl^TT•1"*^'^•'*^*1 

Phytotoxic than Xr solvit^îfer T T'*TV* ^"^ "^ 
phytotoxic than the lighter solved g "g Wwcarbons "e „»ore 

Colour 

The colour of a solvent In« •   i   • 
Jgrici.lt.ml formulano,,«. For horn ILK I S'.8"i,,ra"«' wl,ra ''< " '«cd for 
however. rl,o colour of a »h^^^JT^ Paride formulario,,«, 
f°rn,„a„o„ i, ,„ bt. u!,d in ,|,c Lmc ór ta     ! '"""T 1W°"- if *<•• 
apphed surface« i« objectionable, Icol• "ho lïî T ^««¡»B of tin- 
lightmcoloor.MoMofthopcrroloim-, •        , c"hcr "* «>lo„rlcss or very 
Próvido «pocial bn»JKSISTT "''V' "W1? >M.a.ic solvent«! 
<* «pcciallv for ,hc pcstSc £££ °"r'CSS •d "*"'*» "'«ridde base 

Odour 

d.ange« in ,hc odour tf ^ol"Xv ¿T haVC a ?ha»«•¡c odour. G?oss 
should be checked for possible cic"o„ „ vf ' ^M" "»V*» «"" 
of the material. "«* • phytotoxiciry as well as on the solvency 

•f^^ïlZ^sZ!:^! fT"!"latio" '"""* l^ <° » 
°doU*""'^ri*basooilSaregZ r'S, IP "T. S°,VC'm m»k««1 « 
spccal fragrance« or risking aSsaro Z T"T *» "W«l. Occasionally, 
Jleasmg „dour. Mos, of tl]c «k £« •*« 'o the formulation for a more 

developed products especially foi ,1,1• PlTfumc !UPP,V "•«3 have 

Surfactants 
Surtaxants reduce the ¿utcr&ri,! »    •     i 

between liquids and solid surf'X S^LÍT?, ÍmmÍ*Íbfc »«"<<» « 
»ere are a number of functional classifications 



depending upon the predominantly surfcctirr rU 

"* for vvcttablc powders and cS^fCnSl ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A surfactant is used for rh,. », « h    V mulMhaWc concentrates. 

por.,,,,, „ricneed .„ward „no phaw  wh ? ,,     Î "'d ""*"* °f °"1' 

a"mi">l'yP'S«iwfMm,s 

^S¡^^^^^¡^ *f ««ionic chemical type, „ 

A ¡hough ,hc c„i„„ics hold theoretic?! nt•, IvT        ''I!'• ,UrfaCUn,!' 
cally to any ,ignificiint d f " I"'""*; •Y •»« "« been wed ^„j. 

-bine, the ptopc^ of thc anionic J^^^J^^ 

F** 2. Schematic function ofsm/ktmit mohath. 

Ott 

***** »«iMewefwi 

tTMOJtnATIO Wim w,,,,^ 

***** A*wme twt 
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cither type depending upon the pi I of the total emulsion. The nfm-ionic emulsifiers 
are compatible with either anionic or cationic emulsifiers. Canonie cniulsifìers 
and anionic emulsifiers are, however, incompatible with each other. 

1 he wetting agents used in wcttable powders are usually of the anionic 
type; oí these the largest number are probably the sodium salts of alkyl benzene 
sulphonates. Dispersing agents used in wcttable powders function by imparting 
the same electrical charge to all particles in suspension. The effect is that the 
individual particles repel each other and, consequently, resist flocculation and 
agglomeration. Dispersants used in the formulation of wcttable powder pesticides 
may be of the lignosulphonate type with cations such as sodium 01 calcium or the 
sodium or calcium sulphonates of polymeric phenols. Dispersants are generally 
dry, powdered solids which facilitate their incorporation in wcttable powders. 

Solubility ami miscibility 

In order that a pesticide emulsifiablc concentrate be a completely homo- 
geneous liquid, all components must be soluble in each other in the complete 
system under all conditions of storage and testing. In the development of an 
emulsifiablc- concentrate, the first step is to find a suitable solvent for the toxicant 
which is to be formulated. Then the emulsifier is selected which gives the best 
dispcrsibility and emulsion performance. Subsequently, storage tests are per- 
formed to establish the solubility and compatibility of the emulsifier with th. 
toxicant-solvent system. Normally, and especially when aromatic type solvents 
are used, surfactant systems will remain miscible in the formulation. Howi «r, 
when the solvent is aliphatic, such as kerosene, and the concentration of the active 
ingredient is relatively low, such as 20 per cent chlordanc, the emulsifier system 
may separate from the concentrate. This separation can be avoided by working 
with emulsifier systems which are soluble in or miscible with kerosene or by 
partial or complete substitution of the kerosene with a xylene or other aromatic 
solvent. 

Compatibility 

In selecting an emulsifier for an emulsifiablc concentrate, tests must be 
performed to verify that a chemical reaction is not taking place between the 
emulsifier and the active ingredient. Such degradative action may result in a loss 
of toxicant strength in the formulations as well as a loss in the emulsifiability of 
the system. Special caution should be taken in the use of emulsifiers containing 
amine salts of anionic emulsifiers wliich may react with certain chlorinated 
hydrocarbons or with phosphate-ester active ingredients. A clue to this type of 
interaction may be shown by a rapid darkening of the system. Furthermore, the 
interaction is found by assays and emulsifiability tests after accelerated storace 
tests. & 

Stability 

The anionic and the ether-type non-ionic emulsifiers used in pesticide 
formulations arc for all practical purposes stable. On the other hand, ester-type 
non-ionic surfactants may decompose under long-term or accelerated storage 
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Physical state 

The surfactants used in pesticide formulation arc solids or liauid« Th,r, 
»»o known volatile surfactants for the formulation of cmuld^M " "* 
lor their formulation, h.uid surfactants «HÜSÍ They^ 
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Because of variations from lot to lot of solvent or from batch to batch of the 
pesticidal chemical adjustments may be required in the hydrophile-lipophile 
balance of the emuhificr system in order to obtain uniform emulation in thc 
timshcd product. The adjustments are greatly implemented by the use of the 
paircd^nuilsmer system. When satisfactory performance cannot be obtained 
with the existing paired-emulsifier system or with either one of the pair separately 
the manufacturer supplies a supplementary emulsif.cr, which is usually required 
on the hydroph.hc side of the hydrophile-lipophile balance. This supplementary 
emulsificr together with the paired-emulsifier system extends the versatility of the 
paired-cmulsificr concept. J 

Adjuvants 

Adjuvants arc added to pesticidal formulations to improve quality or t>cr- 

• trrriStÍCS- ?CC«1USVhc íjCCtÍVCS of thc V**dàc formulations are 
opttmum effectiveness, safety to desirable crops and ease of application, adjuvants 
may be of different types and perform different functions. A few of the more 
important types, their usage and available matenals for these uses are described 

Deactivators 

Many of the clays, minerals and inorganic substances used as carriers and 

tTclZ  ^f0rmratiOn ,UVC thc Pr0pcrty °f Surfa- aci%' which^ataCs íL^TTP/ ttuny organic
L
i>cstiddal chcmicals- The surfacc •*% mus be neutralized to overcome thc catalytic activity. Thc deactivators arc 

usually organic compounds which share or contribute a pair of cLctrontl the 
aad sites of the cata ytically active substance. These ofganic cmnpounds are 

ArfaÍTr   Ct011CS' ""i*' fmÍnCS' aCÍd ainÍdcS °r «Iphffi^ a^lesofpaired electron compounds shown in figure 4 are diethylene glycol and 
HMT. It ,s not sufficient, however, to select the organic compound at random 
because pesticidal chemicals may have different mechanismus for decomp^rion' 
and structural characteristics that are incompatible with the potentialSÄE 

* Fowkcs, F. M., e, al. (I960) Journal of Agricultural and Food Chmistry, Vol. 8, p. 203. 

ß 
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figure 4. Deactivators for pesticide formulation 
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thc P-^le, In £ form JatÍoTo Sy 
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nd WdfoTb Z'     ¿ rCqiUS,t7 for **??***** »gem are low bulk density 
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5 Malina ti al., op. tit. 
6 Fowkcs et al., op. cit. 
7 Sawyer, E. Jr., and J. Won (20 November I960) United State, Patent 2.962,418. 
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caking agents should furthermore be insoluble in any of the organic or liquid 
phases of the formulation. 

Dry lubricants 

Dry lubricants improve the flow or the slip characteristics of the formulations. 
Although anti-caking agents may assume part of this function, there are appli- 
cations for dry. sced-tautmeni composition» where the use of the formulation 
must not interfere with the plantability or flow of the seed from the seed hopper 
through the metering orifice. Materials useful as dry lubricants in pesticide 
formulation are powdered graphite, soapstonc talcs and certain metal stéarates. 

Protective colloids 

Protective colloids are used in liquid formulations or aqueous dilutions of 
wettable-powder formulations to inhibit the agglomeration and sedimentation 
of dispersed particles. They generally have high molecular weight or are poly- 
meric materials that are soluble or disponible in the continuous phase of the 
suspension. Th <y function by one or both of the following two mechanisms- 
by increasing the viscosity of the continuous phase and by imparting a similar 
electrical charge to all of the dispersed particles. Typical materials used as protec- 
tive colloids arc polyvinyl pyrrolidone, sodium carboxymethylccllulose, methyl- 
cellulose, blood albumin and collagen. The water-swelling beiitonitcs, such as the 
type mined in Wyoming, arc inorganic protective colloids. 

Stickers 

Stickers are adjuvants which can be added to a formulation concentrate, 
although more commonly, they arc added to a spray tank prior to application. 
I hey prevent the run-off of spray solutions when applied to crops. After the 
evaporation of water or solvent, stickers retard the wash-off of the pesticide 
deposit on the plant by wind or rain. Although many protective colloids and 
gelling agents such as blood albumin, arc used as stickers, other preparations, 
such as polyethylene polysulphidc known commercially as PEPS, can be used 
A number of proprietary compositions are used as stickers, but they arc generally 
intended for tank-mix application and not for incorporation in the formulation 
concentrate. 

Anti-dusting agents 

Anti-dusting agents reduce the dustiness of wettable-powder and «anular 
formulations. They are generally liquid substances which cause extremely fine 
particles of dry materials to adhere to each other, thus making them less susceptible 
to air flotation and drift. r 

Many wettablc powders contain active ingredients which are extremely 
hazardous to operators who handle them. These hazardous materials can include 
thiophosphates, which are used in orchard sprays, or mercurial fungicides, which 
are often used in seed-treating formulations. In order to protect tk; operator, 
these materials are treated with a liquid agent (frequently a water-soluble material 
such as glycerine) to suppress the dustiness. After adding the formulation conccn- 
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trate to water, the anti-dusting agent should not interfere with die efficacy of the 
product. 

Granular pesticides, which are usually shipped in multiwail bags, arc hv- 
c|uently subjected to mechanical attrition during handling or shipping; a resultimi; 
tine powder is caused by erosion from the edges and corners of the granular 
particles. Such fines arc undesirable because they may become airborne during 
application and drift upon adjacent fields. This drift can result in possible injury 
to the adjacent crop if the granular pesticide is a herbicide or leave undesirable 
residues as with insecticides. Water soluble materials, such as glycerine or petro- 
leum oil (diesel ods, SAH No 30 motor oil or crankcase drippings) may be used 
to minimize dustiness from fines. 

A nti-joamiiig agents 

Anti-foaming agents are surfactants which suppress the tendency of foam 
formation by other surfactants used a? cmulsifiers or wetting agents when the 
formulation is diluted with water. Foam is undesirable in spray tanks, especially 
those using a by-pass agitation, because it interferes with the development of 
sufficient pressure at the nozzles for proper spraying. To overcome the tendency 
of excessive foam, anti-foaming agents are added to the concentrate or to the 
spray tank. The anti-foaming agents are proprietary compounds, such as liquid 
silicone or aliphatic alcohol of eight to ten carbon atoms in length. 

FORMULATION I>ESK;N AND EVALUATION TKSTS 

The large range of physical and chemical properties of different pesticidul 
chemicals has been discussed previously. Therefore, the co^t for preparing a 
given type of formulation will vary according to the properties of the pesticidal 
chemical. When a given pesticidal chemical cannot be formulated inexpensively 
as an cmulsifiablc concentrate for spray application, an alternative choice would 
be a wettable-powder formulation. Similarly, some chemicals do not lend 
themselves readily to the formation of impregnated granules; therefore, an 
alternate technique, such as extrusion or pan granulating, should be considered. 
The cost of pesticide formulation reflects the properties of the pesticide and the 
performance characteristics of the formulation required for optimum control 
of the pest. 

Liquid formulation 

Liquid formulations arc among the most popular formulation types. As a 
general group, recommended dosages of liquid formulations are easily computed 
and dispensed. When realistically conceived, emulsifiable and similar liquid 
concentrates arc economical formulations since they can be readily diluted with 
water and conveniently applied. Regardless of type, liquid formulations all have 
one requirement in common, i.e. the solvent or the fluid diluent must be physically 
compatible with the active ingredient under all conditions of storage. Experimen- 
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¿ÄÄ; :;;!;:«,::rd * u- • -*•< « *^> -«i i,, 
ImuhißMc com attraits 

»untiu t>|v to ix um! ami the concentration which i« n..rni¡«¡ki f 

Solw.t ft-te>„ W A,/«/,//,^ U-nmuatbn. The first "sten in ,h. <• ,     j   • 
of an emu sifiabl«- mnr,«»,.! .        . P "l t,k torm«'ation 

Kerosene, xvlene-rm»,. «„J., ,.,..* i M,B «-••»»»•» ¡»nouia oe tested 
c. xyitnt rangt solvent,* heavy aromatic naphtha and cycloliexanom- 

AAÎr,!! ",cir pri,ptrL- " -J-*-Zw 
A sinJ,. „rJ        V        g     * alul P" ren« »"mutici of a tot solvent 

Burettes (5 to 25 ml) or pipettes (2 ml); 
Balance with sensitivity of (MM ^ 
Five, medium-sized test tubes; 
Hot water bath; 
Refrigerator. 

The experimental procedure is as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

P) 
(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(?) 

Ä^tesÄ.0' a rCPrCSCmatiVC »»* rfd* »*~ *» 
into each test tube, pipette 2 ml of one solvent. 
fcach test tube is warmed gently, if neeeswrv r« ..<r •    i   • 
To test nib,.* t»k ...     i i y     nc^ssary, to effect solution. 

* Such as xylene 5° nr vvlm,« ino  ti 
the range is, the purer is the JvL«        '       ** **" «° ^^.i.« range; the smaller 
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Data interpretation is carried out using the following illustrative f« mm. 

.S'i'/i'fMf toiiswmJ null .4;>firi>.viiiii<it' I'./IIIIM UiU lb .<••' > 
WI>I>MI ttmpet »Mir ff(. 

— 5.0 5.11 
2 2.5 2.5 
4 l.(»7 1.67 
6 1.25 1.25 
8 1.0 1.0 

L-xact solubility measurements with the most This test is the basis for more 
suitable solvents. 

Calculation and laboratory preparation of emulsißable concentrates. It is important 
that a representative sample of the technical pesticide be used for all trial formula- 
tions prepared for cold-stability tests or emulsification tests. The presence of 
impunties can seriously affect the solubility and cold-stability properties, density 
or the finished formi dation and selection of the cmulsifier balance. 

The concentration units for emulsifiable concentrates used principally in 
United States agriculture »re expressed as lb of active ingredient/gal. Because of a 
significant coefficient of cubic expansion for most liquid pesticide formulations, 
it is necessary to establish the concentration at a specified temperature. For most 
purposes the temperature reference point of 20° C has been found to be satis- 
factory. The calculation of emulsifiable formulation is complicated by the fact 
that the United States federal and state regulatory authorities judge formulations 
on a weight per cent basis instead of weight/unit of volume. The quantity of 
emulsifier to be used is calculated as a weight per cent. 

Plant formulation is generally accomplished using pounds and/or gallons as 
units of measurement with the final plant formulation being measured in gallons. 
Since pounds and gallons are too large units for laboratory preparations, it is 
necessary to convert to standard laboratory units of measurement (i.e. g/cm>). 
I he mathematics of this conversion is as follows: 

I pound - 454 g; 1 gal     3,785 ml. 

Since 100 ml is an adequate volume for a laboratory formula, the calculated 
concentration on a weight/volume basis is as follows: 

3,l5
1Lloc)mUii"4ß-!2g- 

Thus, 12 g/100 ml is equivalent to 1 lb/gal or 1 kg/ha. 
The laboratory procedure for preparing a liquid pesticide formulation is 

described when considering weight/volume (lb/gal). The following equipment is 
required: r 

Graduated glass-stoppered cylinder (100cm'); 
Triple-beam laboratory balance; 
Hot plate to dissolve the toxicant; 
Spatulas etc. 
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The experimental procedure is as follows: 

(i)   Weigh the empty, glass-stoppered graduate; 
(2) Weigh into the graduate the calculated quantity of technical pesticide 

as required by the formulation being prepared and calculated as iollows: 

pesticide weight (lb)/gal x 12 
tec imitai pesticide (g) =    —.—cr-—¡—T—¡ r-rr—, .- ; r m      purity ot technical pesticide (per cent) 

(3) Weigh in the eniulsiiicr on a per cent by weight basis; 
(4) Add iolvent to bring formula to 100 ml volume at 20° C; if heat is 

necessary to effect solution, cool before adding all of the solvent to 
final volume; 

(5) Obtain net weight of formulation by subtraction; the resultant weight 
is the weight of formulation per 100 ml at 20e C. Note that for all practi- 
cal purposes 

wcight/100 ml at 20° C 
specific gravity =     ~ 

To check the above calculations, the relations are given : 

weight of 1 gal of water = 8.34 lb, 

specific gravity x 8.34 — weight 1 gal formulation (in lb), 
lb of pesticide/gal -• weight 1 gal formulation X per cent pesticide X per cent 

assay. 

Hie per cent by weight for each formula component is calculated as follows: 

weight of component 
. ,   c       ,  .      -• per cent component, 

net weight formulation      r r 

The per cent of all components should total 100 per cent. 
TI« conversion of laboratory data to production batches is carried out as 

follows: 

(1) specific gravity x 8.34 (weight/gal of water) weight/gal of formu- 
lation, 

(2) weight/gal of formulation x number of gal •--•= weight/batch, 
(3) per cent weight of component X total weight/batch = weight com- 

ponent/batch. 

This method of calculation is not entirely satisfactory if the emulsifier content 
is to be as exact as possible, since the final weight of the formulation must be 
estimated. In desk calculations of formulations, this becomes even more trouble- 
some, particularly with multitoxicant systems. To overcome this difficulty, a 
multitoxicant calculation system has been designed for fairly precise estimates of 
weight percentages of formulations.9 

Emulsivi stkethn. In selecting the appropriate emulsifer for the concentrate, 
the formulation chemist must have the co-operation of the biological field research 
worker or the potential user to answer the following questions: 

* Lindner, I». (1%6) I-arni CktmMs, April issue, pp. 50—57. 
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At what dilution rate will the formulation be applied? 
What water hardness range must be considered? 
Is the water diluent temperature likely to be unusually warm or cold? 
Will agitation of the emulsion be available? 
Arc any specific properties such as rapid spontaneous dispersion, lona 
stability or excellent reconstitution particularly important? 

The selection of an emulsificr or an emulsifier blend for an cmulsifiable 
concentrate is one of the least understood aspects of pesticide formulation. There 
are many variables which can affect the performance of an emulsificr during the 
act of cmulsification or dilution with water. The following questions may be 
asked: Why is not one emulsifier as good as another in a çiven formulation? 
After finding a good emulsifier blend for a particular formula ion, cannot the 
emulsifier be used with equal success in another formulation? The answer to 
these valid questions is that a good or well-balanced emulsion involves the 
selection of an emulsifier blend whose average structure reflects the polarity of 
both the discontinuous (oil) and continuous phases (water). Both toxicants and 
their solvents vary considerably in their polarity; in the terminology of the 
formulation chemist, they are more or less hydrophilic (water-soluble) or lipo- 
philic (oil-soluble). '        r 

The following lists of solvents and toxicants rank them from lipophilic to 
nydrophylic properties: 

Solvent 

Refined kerosene 
Kerosene (plant) 
AR solvent (methylated naphthalene) 
Heavy aromatic naphtha 
Espesol 3fi 
Lspesol 5 
Xylene 5° 
Toluene 
Ketone (isophorone) 

Toxicant 

Malathion 
Parathion 
Heptachlor 
Aldrin 
Chlordane 
DDT 
BHC 
Lindane 
Dicldrin 

A simple explanation of the mechanism of emulsiners is that they reduce the 
mtcrfacial tension between oil and aqueous phases thus permitting one of the 
pilases (usually the oil) to disperse into very fine discrete particles within the 
continuous (water) phase. If all other factors are equal, the better the reduction 
of the mtcrfacial forces, the smaller will be the average size of the discrete oil 
particles. The size of these oil particles governs the relative rate ot undesirable 
creaming of an emulsion. For example, the larger the average oil particle size, 
the more rapid will be the rate of creaming. 

The second function of the emulsifier is to surround each particle with a 
mudar rcpellant electrostatic charge and to prevent these small discrete particles 
from colliding and recombining into larger particles, accelerating the rate of 
creaming and eventually coalescing into a second continuous pi,a-e or "oiling 
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out". In reality, no such sharp distinction exists between these two functions, but 
it helps to explain some anomalous behaviour of emulsions. For example, an 
emulsifiable concentrate may show excellent, spontaneous dispersion but poor 
stability on standing; other emulsions seem to produce much creaming but never 
oil out, while still other emulsions oil out with little prior evidence of creaming. 

These theories would be more helpful if they aided in the selection of effec- 
tive emulsifiers on the basis of prior calculations of interfacial tension, polarity 
or the hydroplule-lipophile balance. Although impressive attempts have been 
made to use the theories, the selection of emulsifiers remains a trial-and-crror 
process. 

The development of paired-cmulsiftcr systems is an aid to efficient formula- 
tions. Paired emulsifier: roughly reflect the approximate hydrophile side of a 
class of toxicants. Each member of the pair differs sufficiently in the hydrophile 
side, however, so that proper blending of the two enables the formulation chemist 
to produce a balanced formulation of virtually any of the toxicants in the class 
at any concentration and with any of the more commonly used solvents. There 
are a number of paired systems marketed, which the formulation chemist should 
have available for testing work. 

The simplest approach to determine the appropriate balance of an emulsifier 
pair is the preparation of two samples of the test formulation. Each sample should 
contain a member of the pair in an arbitrarily selected quantity (usually 5 per cent). 
Blends in ratios of Ü : 5, 1:4,3:2, 2:3, 4:1 and 5:0 are tested preferably at practical 
dilutions in one or a series of water samples of varying but precisely known 
hardness. After this initial screening is complete, more exact ratios may be 
derived for optimum performance. Although the standards are somewhat 
arbitrary, it is generally unsatisfactory for a formulation to oil out within a 
2-hour period, and the rate of creaming should not exceed 3 to 5 per cent of the 
emulsion. In selecting the proper emulsifier pair, it is wise not to select a com- 
bination that is too sensitive to slight shifts in the ratio of the pair. In any produc- 
tion sequence, the quantities of toxicant, solvent and emulsifier will vary. The 
system must be able to handle these variations without large changes in perfor- 
mance. It is more desirable to reduce performance factors in favour of a more 
adaptable system. 

A word of caution concerning the accuracy of the emulsion tests is extremely 
important. The tests must be performed consistently, especially in regard to 
water temperature, the manner of adding the concentrate to the water, and the 
type and duration of agitation. If not carefully controlled, all of these factors 
cause à significant variation in the results obtained in the test.,u 

Occasionally, it may be necessary to correct the balance of an already 
prepared batch or to make other adjustments. It is helpful to know in which 
direction to proceed. The following generalizations may be helpful in such 
cases: 

«o ik'hrcw, K. W. and W. C. Griffai ( 1953) Jtmnal *t AfkuUmtl W FcW O.^tfr,. 
Vol. 1, p. 720. 
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lìffècts of increasing the ratio 
toward the lipophilic side 

Improve performance in soft 
water; 
Increase tendency to oil out ; 

Provide better stability at 
higher dilution rates; 
Improve performance in cool 
water; 
Improve spontaneity. 

Effects of increasing the ratio 
toward the hydrophilic side 

Improve performance in hard 
water; 
Increase tendency to heavy 
creaming; 
Improve stability at lower 
dilution; 
Improve performance in warm 
water; 
Increase aging stability. 

Storage stability. The useful product life of an cmulsifublc concentrate 
depends on the mutual compatibility of toxicant, cmulsifer, solvent, container, 
dissolved mineral salts, the moisture which may be present in small quantities 
and the over-all resistance to oxidation. All toxicants deteriorate after a certain 
time. They usually release aridic products, which, in turn, may accelerate the 
degradation of the emulsifier or the container. The storage life can sometimes be 
prolonged by the use of stabilizers such as epichlorohydrin. 

Since it is usually impractical to wait several months or yean to establish 
the shelf life of a product before marketing it, the formulation chemist performs 
storage test!, at elevated temperatures. Ideally, the accelerated storage tests arc run 
at series of elevated temperatures ; if the reaction order remains constant throughout 
this range, the stability can be predicted with a fair accuracy at ambient tempera- 
tures through the use of the Arrhenius equation. The more usual practice, how- 
ever, is to make a working assumption regarding the relationship of storage at 
one elevated temperature to actual shelf life. For example, a commonly used 
relationship is that one month at 50° C is the equivalent of two years at ambient 
temperature. 

Storage tests should be carried out in the proposed container with control 
samples in glass containers. At the conclusion of the test, the toxicant assay, 
cmulstfication properties and acidity should be determined and compared with 
data obtained fro» a freshly prepared sample. The formulation should be examin- 
ed for stratification or precipitation, and the container should be checked for 
corrosion. 

Tests of cold-storage stability should be run concurrently with the accelerated 
storage tests. For cold-storage testing, small glass bottles or vials of approximately 
4- to 5-dram capacity are fitted with tightly closed stoppers. Approximately 
H to 10 ml of trial formulation is placed in each test vial. The studies should 
be carried oui at temperatures of—24°, 0°, 7° and 20° C. The samples arc 
seeded at the end of the third day and checked on the tenth day. If crystallization 
is noted at one temperature but not at the next higher temperature, the solubility 
is satisfactory at some temperature between those limits. If there is slight crystalli- 
zation at ()• or —24 e C, it is sometimes possible to find a solvent (if xylene or 
heavy aromatic solvents are being tested) with a higher percentage of aromatica 
«w a higher kauri-butanol number. If the higher grade solvents are not satis- 
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factory, the solvency of the system may be upgraded by the addition of small 
quantities of cyclohcxanone. The concentrations and temperature limitations of 
typical commercial products are as follows: 

Cold Slilbte ,, , 7'nmw,Uu>j 
cememtmion Comtmmon '"E*" 

    WS»]}  W*-1'* (*Q 

"5ftKh! *   2.0 ~l3 \Q 
AWr«n    2.0 4 10 
PDI'  2.0 3 50 

Many formulations are unstable in the presence of iron or are themselves 
of a corrosive nature and degrade the container causing leakage. As a consequence 
the steel pails and drums commonly used for emulsifiable formulations are lined 
with protective coatings, which are mixtures of phenolic and epoxy resins. 
Coatings with a high phenolic content are more resistant to acidic corrosiveness 
than those formulated on the epoxy side, but they suffer the drawback of being 
wry brittle. This characteristic results in the breaking of the coating frequently 
when the pail or drum is dented and exposes the steel. Therefore, it is economical 
to select a lining with the highest epoxy content that the corrosiveness of the 
concentrate will permit. 

Oil concentrates 

Oil concentrates are similar in dimensions to emulsifiable concentrate!. They 
are intended primarily for dilution with a low-cost miscible oil such as kerosene, 
diesel oil or fuel oil before field application, and do not require an emulaficr. 
Occasionally, the oil concentrates are used to mix pesticides with dry fertilizers 
or to impregnate dust or granules. 

The procedures for solvent selection with oil concentrates are the same as 
those tor emulsifiable concentrates. Acceptability is based upon cold stability 
at a reasonable or practical concentration. When intended for field dilution 
with an oil, the ease of miscibility with typical oils should be tested at practical 
dilution rates. Although the formation of a precipitate after dilution is seldom, 
its presence indicates that the solvent lacks sufficient coupling power or that the 
concentration of the active ingredient must be reduced. 

Normally, oil concentrates are not as corrosive to container linings as the 
emulsifiable concentrates. They should, however, be tested with stripTof mild 

ïr JL"1 ^ate Und?r„accc,cratcd storage conditions. Functional characteristics 
ot specific gravity and flash point should be determined. 

Aqueous concentrates 

Aqueous pesticide concentrates are water solutions of salts of organic adds 
(usually herbicides, which include dicamba, 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T). They arc mainly 
Amethylamine salts, although sodium, potassium or lithium salts arc sometimes 

Solvents. Because water is the solvent used for aqueous concentrates, there 
is a definite solubility limitation to the concentration of active ingredient contained 
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in the solutions depending upon the cation. The dimethylamme salts generally 
give adequate cold stability as well as good performance in the field. 

Effects of hard water. Some organic carboxylic acids, such as 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T 
and MCPA form insoluble salts in the presence of cations, such as calcium and 
magnesium found in hard water. Dicamba does not present this problem. Water 
hardness, however, can be overcome by the use of chemical sequestering »gents 
added to the concentrate or to the tank at the time of field dilution. Among the 
sequestering agents are sodium polyphosphate, ethylcncdiamine tetracetic acid 
and its derivatives, and citric acid salts. Some lignosulphonates have becu used as 
sequestering agents to prevent precipitation of the active agent by hard water. 
When iron is present in the water in quantities exceeding several parts per million, 
sequestering agents related to ethylenediamine tetracetic acid are used. 

Acidhy andpH. The addition of base to the herbicidal acids in stoichiometric 
quantities will produce solutions having different pH values that are usually 
alkaline because the acid strength, ionization constants and acidic impurities of 
hcrbicid; i acids vary. The stronger the acid, the closer the pH value is to 7. If 
di Methylamine is used as the base of the salt, an exeas will result in a product 
with an objectionable amine or fish-like odour. 

Storage and stability. The herbicidal acids are generally quite chemically stable 
in aqueous concentrates of their salts; however, accelerated storage testi should 
be run for any new herbicidal acid or aqueous concentrate in the normal manner 
at 50° C for periods up to 90 days. The packaging of aqueous concentrates of 
herbicidal acid salts in metal containers often presents problems of corrosion. 
For pails and drums, however, pigmented, high-baked phenolic linings as well as 
modified cpoxy linings overcome some of the difficult problems of container 
corrosion. For small packages up to one gallon in sire, high-density polyethylene 
bottles and jugs are satisfactory. 

Evaluation oj functional characteristics. Aqueous concentrates may be charac- 
terized by a specific gravity determination. Aqueous concentrates are subject to 
freezing at very low temperatures. Banvcl 4S is ti« 4 lb/gal concentrate of 
dicamba dimethylamine salt; it will rreeie at approximately —20e C. However, 
when warmed to room temperature, the properties of the formulane n «re 
unchanged. 

Dry formulation 

Dry formulations include dust bases, wettabk powders, dut» and granules. 
Dry formulation of a new pesticide ck .nica! requires prior study of its compatibility 
with typical carriers and diluents. 

Dust bases 

Dust bases must be dry, finely divided and flowaWe powders. They must be 
capable of easy dilution with a variety of inert powdered diluents to produce a 
uniform dusting powder. They must be sufficiently lùgli in concentration to 
permit economical storage and shipment and with concentration dimensions 
winch will allow simple calculation for the dilution process. They must be 
non-caking and rema« flowable under til conditions ot storage. They must be 
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chemically Mahle in storage for several years under normal «orage conditions  If 

tZfT ,S,Carnrt,
|°

Ut a? abir tU P•" 5 ^ «'« <>r '<» decompose,, tor 90 da> s under aece crated conditions, this requirement is generally met. 
Stab,l,ty «„dm md davano,, A practical method is to prepare a 5 per cent 

dm fornu.lar.on of a nu.nber of typical .nineral earner and diluent clasl-s su 
a» diatonuccous earth, attapinile, iiiontmorillonite. kaolinite. pyrophyllite talc 

»250 to 500 g of the fm.shed produet. The active ingredient can be nixed in a 
beaker of suitable s.ze by a slow-speed paddle stirrer or simply with a Hat metal 
sp*ul, If the pcscicidal chemical is /liquid, a porcelanaiIn    ? 
»cm m diameter and a matching pestle generally prov.de good n.ix ure 
5 ^" «hf» P-P-ed are ground further in a labofatory 
m* After gnnding the pulveroed product ,s blended in a jar tumbler or in 
a p.m. or uuarr-s1Zcd, twin-shell blender. The material is then ZratJd L 

rSLCT"a a sma"qua,u,ty mffKkm for tk ,iiity ¿Sii• 
One portion of the preparation is precisely labelled and subjected to rooni- 

ature oven at elevated temperatures for accelerated-storage tests   After 7   14 

A r f. f$m1ng °f thC ~*«*««W tests  snfaH LVe 
f J      ^u Í"' ffmU,aMom arc wit«drawn and analysed for active in- 

a^yTthf "i ' °f "if' "U COmParcd With ^ «S» attlni fa 
«£c«d S 2irr «  7tC CuCm,Cal inconiPatib'lity. If decomposition 
£¡2» , y ^"^ " lc"than í or 2 P» «"* «><" the active ingredient 

^SS^T^T^ Tarc conid **two and Ä iJecomposition proceeds at a faster rate with the more absorbent davs 

contain highly surface-active impurities that cause rapid decomposition Db 

rÄbs rr rr^posscss thc surfacc «*** -ää wc ctayi, therefore, catalytic decomposition occurs at a lower rate 

Äc Tt rí   /I  y ,! Cma'"ly inVolved in ,IK
 ^ompourion «c. 

if «hf,?  f! ,S    8,Mly alkalinc and ntontmorillonite is acidic. Therefore 

regions If the actív, If X F°bab,y ^^ to «M a,^"»c 
WH*Tl   ! I .V*"*"" decomposes at a very low rate or not at all 

r«tua,aijr* ¿ut at a/8nificam ** w^ «»««A •ttapmgm, .he catalytic surface acidity is involved. If, however, the rate of 
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disposition will, talc ami pyrophyll.te v. significant and „early equal to 
that fou.uw.th «iatoi.um.us earth as well as with kaol.n.tc. attapulgite llu| 
montmonllomtc the active ...gredient is thermally unstable at least at the eìev ited 
temperature o the tests. An additional cause of décomposai,,,, or decreasing 
assay is hydrolysis in the presence of moisture or volatili? uion 

Volatilization is usually a minor factor which can be minimized by conduct- 
.1* the storage tests in small, tightly closed containers. The effect of moisture 
can be vcr.hed by preparing a 5 per cent dust on a carefully dried sample of 
talc or pyrophylhte and conducting parallel tests with the same diluent to which 
small increments of 0.5 per cent or more of moisture have been added 

A word of caution concerning the accuracy of the assay method of testing 
is advisable at this point. Because laboratory stability studies must be based 
upon rhenucj, assay methods, it is necessary that all aspects of the assay method 
lv fully developed before chemical compatibility and stability studies are under- 
taken. Most assays of dry formulations are based upon the analysis of a solvent 
extract of the active ingredient from the carrier or diluent. This extract is then 
usual y analysed by chemical, infra-red or other spectro-chemical methods or 
gas chromatography. In these steps of the assay procedure there is seldom any 
great difficulty. However, the accuracy of the assay procedure is dependent 
upon the accuracy of the extraction procedure. Difficulties often can be cn- 
c ountercd because the extraction solvent must be capable of dissolving a significant 
quantity of the active ingredient, and the solvent should be capable^ displacing 
my active ingredient which has been absorbed by the diluent or carrier particles ft 
us been observed that polar molecules such as dicamba are very strongly absorbed 

by some clays such as attapulgite. Therefore, in order to displace them, a more 
strongly polar solvent such as acetone or alcohol may be necessary to effect a 
complete extraction. 

In all stability studies, it is desirable to determine the identity of decompo- 
sition products when instability of the active ingredient is observed after ac- 
ce leratcd-storagc tests. A complete analysis of the experimental formulation to 
obtain a material balance follows. If an experimental formulation is found by 
•may to contain only 70 per cent of the initial active ingredient, the remaining 

per cent of decomposition products should be identified and measured 
quantitatively. 

Carrier selection and a»i« titration limits as a function of physical properties. The 
most important physical properties of a technical grade pcsticidal chemical which 
determine the selection of the carrier used in dust bases arc the physical state, 
the melting point and the specific gravity. The simplest materials to handle arc 
the powder or crystalline pcsticidal chemicals with melting points of approxi- 
mately 90 to 100° C. Among the most difficult materials are low-melting 
solids because their waxy nature prevents convenient handling of them as solids. 
Although the liquid pcsticidal chemicals can be incorporated with absorbent 
earners by a straightforward spray-impregnation method, the necessary equip- 
ment is more complex to install and control than the equipment for dry-powdered 
pcsticidal chemicals. 

The most important properties of a carrier for dust bases are sorptivity, 
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pH and surface acidity. When formulating powdered, high-melting pesticida! 
chemicals, however, sorptivity is of little or no importance because the active 
ingredient can be combined with the carrier by a simple dry-blending process 
and the mixture reduced to the desired particle size by mechanical grinding. 
There is generally no serious problem in attaining high concentrations of the 
active ingredient in dust bases with pcsticidal chemicals having melting points 
above 1(X)°C. Indeed, with such materials even less sorptive diluents such as 
talc and pyrophyllite may be used. Fortunately, these diluents of low sorptivity 
generally have a low surface acidity so that only small quantities of deactivator 
arc necessary. These diluents are fortunately much lower in cost than the more 
absorbent carriers. Pcsticidal chemicals having lùgli melting points can be readily 
and more economically formulated than liquid or low-melting, solid pcsticidal 
chemicals. 

It was pointed out earlier that the sorptive capacity of a mineral carrier is 
inversely proportional to its bulk density, and that the sorptivity of a given 
liquid in per cent by weight of finished formula is directly propottional to the 
density or specific gravity of that liquid. In other words, a clay which can be 
used to formulate a dust base having 40 per cent chiodane of specific gravity 
1.6 can only contain up to 25 to 30 per cent of a liquid pesticide having a specific 
gravity of 1.5 to 1.2. Therefore, the chlordanc sorption value of the carrier should 
be known as well as the density of the liquid pesticide with the carrier relative 
to that of chlordanc. To determine the chlordanc sorption value, the "rub-out" 
sorption fest can be used. 

Two additional factors that limit the percentage of active ingredient which 
can be formulated with absorbent carriers in dust bases are the assay or active 
equivalence content of the technical pesticide and the quantity of solvent which 
must be combined with the technical pesticide to efficiently incorporate the 
active ingredient with the carrier. For example, technical methyl parathion 
normally contains 80 per cent active ingredient. Therefore, to prepare a 25 per 
cent dust base, it is necessary to use the ratio 25/0.80 or 31.25 per cent of technical 
methyl parathion in the formulation. Similarly, to prepare a 25 per cent hepta- 
chlor dust base from a technical heptachlor assaying at 74 per cent, it is necessary 
to use 33.8 per cent of the teclmical heptachlor. Because technical heptachlor 
is a low-melting waxy solid, it is convenient to melt it and add a small quantity 
of solvent to improve handling and spraying characteristics. Thus the quantity 
of liquid to be sprayed upon the carrier is increased to between 37 and 40 per cent. 

Technical chlordanc, on the other hand, is a liquid used on a 100 per cent 
active ingredient basis. Its sprayability can be improved by slight warming to 
reduce the viscosity. Because of its high specific gravity, chlordanc can be readily 
formulated up to a 40 per cent active ingredient concentration on absorbent 
carriers, such as attapulgite or diatornaceous earth. 

Chlordane and toxaphenc are among the few liquid or low-melting, solid 
pesticides which can be formulated in concentrations of 40 per cent or higher 
on simple carriers such as attapulgite. The reason is their high specific gravity 
and the fact that they arc liquids or very low-melting solids with a high degree 
of solvency or miscibility in solvents such as kerosene. If a high concentration 
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such „40 per cent active ingredient » required for pesticides as in hcptachlor 
.t may be necessary to use diatonuccous earth and to supplement the absorbency 
of the earner by the addition of highly absorbent such „ synthetic silica. Su h 
formulation prepared from technical hepuchlor and „sing an auxiliary solvcn 
will contain 65 to 70 per cent liquid. Because synthetic sihea is a relatively «- 
pensive material, it is seldom used a, a primary carrier but is frequently used to 
upgrade the absorbency of natural clay. 7 

f • ifîT StaìÌlÌty' ^CtC,fatcd St0ra^e Stabü"y A«** "* determined on the 
fuushed formulation by placing the sample in a sealed container in an oven 
maintained at 50 C Assays should be made on the initial sample and arW 
30 days storage Duplicate analysis should be made of both the initial and the 

than 2     rcem    "*"**       • ** ^ dctetnÚmd b? an aIsaX sho"W be less 

stored ÍI LTTAÏ thC fTUlatÌW1 CXhiWt »°»"»k«g tendencies when stored at 50 C tor 24 liours under a static pressure of 25 g/cm*. This is deter- 
mined by measuring the percentage of the powder retained on a 100 mah 
(United States standard sieve series) or 149^m screen using a Tyler Ro-tan 
sieve analysis machine.'» The quantity retained on the 100 mesh screen should 
be less than 5 per cent of the quantity that is retained on a sample of the same 
formulation which has not been subject to accelerated storage tests. 

IVettahk powders 

Wettable powders generally have the same concentration units (percentage 
by weight) as the dust bases of the same pesticide. Wettable powdersTrc «rntlar 
HI appearance and have approximately the same bulk density, but there are 
functional differences in their use. Dust bases are generally diluted with a dry 
powdered inert such as talc or pyrophyllite, while wettable powders are prim- 
arily diluted with water for a spray formulation. Although it i, possible to 
dilute a wettable powder with talc, pyrophyilite or other inert materia! to make 
a dust formulation, the wettaWe powders have additional functional ingredients 

iarioST*        lPedflCarioll, which «a»*« rf»"» «o« expensive than dust formu- 

Stability mites and deattivatim. Because wettable powders are special forms 
of dust concentrates, the procedures for determining stability and the necessary 
quantity of deactivator to prevent decomposition are the same as for the dust 
concentrates Certain wcttiiiR agents can function as deactivators. However, 
they are used in small quantities and only partially deactivate the formulation. 

Carrier selection mi wwmtratbn limits as «Jmtethn ofphyskal properties. The 
tormulaooti of wettable powders is similar to the formulation of dust bases 
«ncc absorbent attapulgite, montmorillonite or dtatomaccous earth carriers 
must be used for liquid and low-melting pesticides. For the medium to high- 
IM    IJ^l       ' k***"' hi8h,y absw**nt clay or material with low ab- 

dcJiL^T*fPJ th* r^Ì,tCfed "*£ mMk of the W S  ^ Cn- *-kvcland. tmio. A 
ísXw ¡SsÄrp•by Wortd *•* OVÊimrim mt) ***"'f« 
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sorboncy such as tale, kaolinitc and pyrophyllitc must be uscii as diluents. The 
detailed discussion of these points for dust bases is applicable to wettable powders. 

Storage stability, it should be tested by accelerated storage. The suspendibility 
and toxicant stability of a wettable powder should be controlled after the storage 
test. 

Wettability and suspensilulity. The wettability of the powder is the time 
required for a given weight of the formulation to be completely wet and sub- 
merged beneath the water surface. The shorter the period of time (in seconds) 
required for wetting, the better is the wettability of the formulation. In addition, 
a wettable powder must remain uniformly suspended and free of nozzle-plugging 
agglomerates in the mixing tank throughout the application period. 

The stability of a suspension of solids is dependent upon a balance of several 
torces. Stokes' law indicates that stability is favoured by int. asing the viscosity 
of the suspending medium or by reducing the size of the particle. Therefore 
it is desirable to reduce the particle size as much as possible by a suitable milling 
operation. Unfortunately, as the size of a particle is reduced, the small attractive 
forces on its surface become significant with respect to the particle's mass. This 
effect causes the joining together of several particles into larger agglomerates, 
which settle more rapidly because of the increased size and thereby plug nozzles. 
Occasionally, this behaviour results in the formation of a flocculent curd in the 
suspending medium. 

To prevent agglomerate formation, surface-active materials are introduced 
into the formulation as suspending or dispersing agents. They surround each 
particle with a like electrostatic charge and cause a reorientation of the mole- 
cules surrounding the particle into an electrical double layer. This layer develops 
a potential with respect to the rest of the system, which wards off collisions 
with other particles. Wetting agents reduce the interfacial tension between the 
powder and the suspending medium. 

The suspension characteristics of the formulation may be improved by 
increasing the viscosity of the medium. In practice, sodium carboxymcthyl- 
celluosc, polyvinylpyrrolidone and other water-soluble polymers are added to 
wettable powders. However, when added to water, these materials have little 
effect upon the viscosity because of their low concentration. Certain formulations 
benefit from their addition possibly due to the formation of a protective colloid 
around the particles to prevent agglomeration and settling. 

Surfactant selection. This is primarily an empirical process. Surfactant systems 
used in the formulation of wettable powders usually consist of a wetting agent 
and a dispersant. Wetting agents are generally sodium salts of alkylbenzenc 
sulphoiiic acids, although non-ionics such as the polyethylene oxide derivatives 
of alkyphcnols may sometimes be used. Other anionics such as alcohol sulphates 
and sodium sulphosuccinatcs provide good wetting performance. In some systems, 
however, these materials show excessive foaming tendencies. A number of 
trials are necessary before a satisfactory wetting agent is found. The dispersants 
are generally anionic materials ami are frequently salts of lignosulphonic acids 
and sulphonatcd polyphenols. The quantity of wetting agent and dispersant 
generally used varies from 1 to 1.5 per cent each. Their ability to perform satis- 
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tactorily witli a specific carrier pesticide combination is often very selective. 
The choice of the proper pair and ratio is based upon the results of selective 
testing of each wetting agent in combination with each dispersant. For example, 
it four wetting agents and four dispersants are selected from a number of typicai 
compounds, -Îx4 or 16 individual wettability and suspcndibiilty tests are per- 
formed for the surfactant system at the same concentration level. 

Procedure to evaluate the wettability. Weigh 0.5 of the experimental formulation 
on a 10 cm piece of glazed paper. Pour the powder rapidly but gently onto 
the surface of 100 ml of water contained in a 100 ml graduated cylinder. Measure 
the time with a stop watch from the moment the powder is placed on the surface 
of the water until 90 to 95 per cent of the material has become wet and submerged 
below the surface of the water. The time (in seconds) is the wetting time of the 
formulation. 

Dusts 

Pesticidal dusts are dry-powder formulations for application in the field 
without further dilution. Dusts arc identical in appearance and general form 
to dust bases or concentrates. However, dusts contain a much lower concentration 
of active ingredient which may vary from 1 to 20 per cent. Pesticidal dusts are 
prepared by the dilution or cut-back of a dust or concentrate with a suitable 
inert powdered diluent or by directly combining the active ingredient with 
the diluent in the desired concentration. 

A cut-back procedure requires a minimum of processing detail to obtain 
a uniform product. The cut-back process is preferable when dusts are made 
from pesticidal chemicals which are liquids or low-melting solids, or when 
powdered or high-melting, solid pesticidal chemicals arc present in low con- 
centrations of 1 to 3 per cent of the active ingredient. 

If dust formulations are made directly from liquids or low-melting solids, 
a solvent is usually necessary to improve the spraying quality. The sorptivity 
of the diluent should be greater than that of the talc, pyrophyllitc and calcium 
carbonate that is used. Possible absorbent diluents arc attapulgite and mont- 
morillonite, or kaolinite, which is somewhat less absorbent. One disadvantage 
of preparing dusts on absorbent carriers by impregnation is that often relatively 
large quantities of a deactivator are necessary to prevent decomposition of 
certain pesticidal chemicals, such as heptachlor and methyl parathion. If talc, 
pyrophyllitc or calcium carbonate is the diluent in the cut-back procedure, 
deactivation of the carrier often is unnecessary, or at the most oidy 1 to 2 per 
tent may be required. A further advantage is that the low-sorbency diluents 
are frequently less than one-half as costly as absorbent carriers. 

It pesticidal dusts are to be made directly from solids or high-melting pesti- 
cidal chemicals, the active ingredient should be as finely powered as possible. 
Furthermore, after deactivation and during the blending operation, representative 
samples should be withdrawn from various sections of the blender. The samples 
should be analysed for uniformity by assaying the active ingredient in each 
sample. Following blending by cut-back or direct blending, the finished mixture 
is ground by a suitable mill such as a Raymond mill or a micropulverizer and 
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d,* barged into a blender to assure uniformiiy. As most diluents consist of very 
tine-sized particles, tin- grinding operation is not for particle size reduction but 
tor obtaining a Vc.y thorough mixture of the active ingredient with the diluent 
to mn.nm/e segregano,, during storage and to assure a uniform product during 
the application. r b 

Uihunt „lectio,,  There is no generally accepted standard for the particle 
"""i^Kf"   i mC d,stribution of Lucius. The s«e generally nnges from 140 
mesh (imfnn) to 270 mesh (53„m); 90 to 95 per ce,« of »«/of tbc finer 
uiluent products may even pass through a 325 mesh (44 pm) screen. However 
or aerial application, the coarser dust, are generally more suitable because of 

lo wer dort than the extremely fine powders. For ground application to crops 
URha very dense tubage a very fine dusting powder should be used to obtain 
a unitomi coverage•<* all plant surfaces. Pyrophyihte is probably the most 
widely used diluent for periodai dust, It is followed in popularity by talc an 
cacium carbonate. A number of other low-cost mineral^ duuL.ro used, 
e g dolonutic limestone and kaohnite have good sticking properties on plan 

T!'.I k T    V°* °l lKAÌ ariÌ,abÌiÌty °f t,i,UCnti ^q«e»dy affect the choice. 
Ihe suitability oí any diluent, however, should be determined by comparative 
field tests ,n the areas intended for their use. "iptrativc 

Stability studies^ deactivate, Even though many of the diluents, such 

n on ¿ff: haVC ,CSS T******* and W add *» ** ««* 
lari   Í2TÍÍ    C,r r m ihim dmt forni latÍOftS t*0^* a rdati^y argy.umber ot active acuì sites per unit of active ingredient. Consequently! 

iLtry thC d,,UCntl tÜ FCVCnt *""*"«*» during storage is 

HrW«^« of physical charteteristics. To perform erliciently in dust application 
equipment, the rtovvability „f the formulation is important. Generalh   Z 

ctrur by cu -back or direct impregnation, decreases as the concentration of the 
acttve ingredient .„creases. The addition of 0.1 to 0.5 per cent of coUokW py* 
geme s,hca pigment improve, the flowability. Because Riddai daWmS 

tte7Tß Whtn ^ Md *»** <*£"- ** bulk" of the product is important and must be controlled. 

Gmmks 

ddJ^lf?      f • "•" Î" produCcd ^ *" 'fr ¡">P«gnarion of a pesti- 

ÏÏ  „I• T""T T °f aniVC '"B"*1« which "« 1« incorporated 

Pomcidal chcmicls that have too low «rfubilities for formulation by im- 

Srry k' rroTd '"'"„S•"1« f°• by technique, bLuZ o zr;,rr;' "ind p•?*** though the« «edL,,« arc L. 
formi« A        "7 'm'° ,,KCUÌÌKÌ CC1UiPm<•n, ,hat " n<" «Ible to many 
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Jhe two most important characteristics of granular pesti, ides arc lo-i- 
:cntrat..un and particle-size range. Although the niaxinu,,,, concentration"is 
muted by the physical properties „f the pesticida! dunucal and the carrier 

•t is as low as 1.5 per cent for an ciiJriii granule to as lii^h as .;«) per cent for i 
Movane granule when granular .atapulgtte .s the carrier. The panicle size 
or part.cle-s.ze range is normali;, based upon the selection uf the properly sized 
earner. Although granular pesticides range from 4 tu »»mesh, tvpical sieve 
S./C designations are 16/3«), 20/40 and 3o/(,, One granular carrier used fur special 
purposes is 20/23 attapulgite. f 

Other desirable characteristics of granular pesticides are storce stability 
as,stance ugamst attrition resistance against caking during storage and good 
howabihty The rate at which the granular releases the pesticide is difficult to 
controlliti; impregnated pesticides. It is usually an inherent characteristic of 
the pcsticulal chemical itself and the carrier. In actual practice, the release rates 
tor different uses vary; each use must be treated iiulividually. 

An important requirement of granular pesticides is the uniform attribution 
of the active midiem on all particles. Ta accomplish tins by sprav impregnation 
spray nozzles must have an extremely low discharge rate. Rotary or tumbling 
mixiag equipment should be used to minimize attrition of the particles. 

Several types of equipment which are suitable for the laboratory develop- 
ment of granules are the double cone blender, the Patterson-Kelly twin shell 
blende, and the Nauta mixer, lluy can be obtained in capacities of 2 ft-' or less 
and can be fitted with an internal spray attachment. The liquid handling system 
consists of a spray tank with a capacity of 1 to 2 litres with an agitator and heating 
facilities. The liquid is carried tu the spray noHc either by a small gear pump 
or in a closed spray tank ; it is pumped to the nozzle by compressed air or nitrogen. 
I lie liquid system should be capable of operating at 20 to (>ollvW pressure 
lo prepare formulations for which the spray liquid must be heaud, all spray 
nies and the pump must be heated to prevent a drop in temperature of the spray 

liquid and to avoid crystallization. A fine filter with a particle size- retention 
capacity less than that of the diameter of the nozzle is installed between the 
pump and the nozzle. To protect the pump 'Vom foreign particles, a 140 to 
200 mesh basket strainer is placed between the spray tank and the pump. The 
positive-displacement, gear pump should have an adequate by-pass circuit and 
a throttling valve for pressure regulation and control. 

Carrier selection. The principal carriers used in the formulación of impregnated 
pesticide granules are granular attapulgite and non-swelling montmorillonite. 
Kaoluutc, pyrophyllite, talc and calcium carbonate have been tested a, granular 
carriers but they are generally too soft (suffering attrition during the iinori-gnatioii 
process) or too low in absorbency. Swelling bentonite, which is a montmorillonite, 
is useful when high absorbency is not required. Granular vermiculite lias many 
uesirahlc properties for granular pesticides. However, because it has a relatively 
low bulk density, hoppers must be reloaded more frequently than is necessary 
tor formulations based upon attapulgite or montmorillom'te with the same 
concentration of the active ingredient. 

Vegetable materials which have been studied and used to a limited extent 
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arc maize cob grits and crushed walnut ami juran shells. Mai/e cob grits have 
many desirable character ist its such as inertness, fair absorbency, resistance to 
abrasion and a bulk density or* about 28 to 30 lb/ft \ 

The absorbency and catalytic surface acidity of all potential granular carriers 
should be studied. Because the sorptivity of a granular carrier is difficult to 
measure on a small scale, the carrier can be pulverized in a laboratory grinder 
and then the sorptivity is determined by the rub-out method. The sorptivity 
tor granular pesticides is close to the chlordanc absorption value as determined 
by the rub-out method. The catalytic surface acidity and the necessity for de- 
activation are determined by using the same test methods as for other dry formula- 
tions. ' 

i,wJVPÍCal farticlc"sizc rau8cs »ormally used for pesticide granules are 16/30, 
20/40 andI 30/60. These carriers should be tested to ensure that 90 per cent of the 
particles fall between the upper and lower limits of the particle-size range and 
the remaining 10 per cent are distributed randomly on either side. The maximum 
quantity permitted to pass through the finest screen should be specified because 
further attrition of the particles might conceivably occur during processing, 
bagging, shipping and handling, and result in undesirable fines, it is recommended 
that a maximum of 1/10 of 1 per cent be permitted to pass a 100 mesh (149/im) 

The bulk density of a granular carrier is an important property because 
it determines both the size of a batch which may be produced in a blender of 
a given capacity and the size of the bag which is to be used for the container, 
öccause the formulation of impregnated granular pesticides involves the absorp- 
tion of all liquid ingredients, the volume of a given weight of formulation is 
the same as that of the unimpregnatcd carrier which it contains. Table 5 shows 
properties of typical granular carriers. 

TABLE 5. PROPERTIES or TYPICAL GRANULAR CARMUS 

Bulk énsity „ .  . 
  (tdlfti)                Motive sorptivity 

INORGANIC 
Clays and minerais 

Attapulgiec       ^^ w h 

Montmonllon.tc   55/65 |o* 

'),atomi'e  20/30 high 
Vcrnucui'tc  8/12 high 

ORGANIC. 
Hrtmtical 

Maize cob  T>/V» J- 

»**•" :::::::::::: 3S       ¡•d,u"' 

Helaliiv har&Kss 

high 
high 
medium 
low 

medium 
medium 

The use of solid pesticides in dust and granular formulations may cause 
caking depending on the concentration of the toxicant, the volume of liquid 
solvent ant! the handling conditions. Attapulgite and montmorillonite vary in 
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their particle size and sorptivity, ami these properties are c.itical to caking ,n 
border-hue formulations. Because carriers adsorb and absorb differently,'the 
time of pesticide distribution is critical tor certain carriers. 

The semi-solid pesticides such as heptachlor and aldrin have more problems 
with caking than the high-melting pesticides such as dieldrin and endrin. Liquid 
pesticides seldom cause caking on granules or dusts. 

Deactivator requirements. The stability and deactivator level studies for granular 
pesticides are the same as those for the powdered dry formulations. Initial stability 
tests may be satisfactorily carried out on a small scale and at concentrations of 
3 per cent active ingredient. Because it is not convenient or practical to uniformly 
impregnate granules in small quantities, the granular carrier may be pulverized 
tor diese tests. The quantity of deactivator required for each mineral type is 
nearly the same as the quantity required for dust bases and concentrates. If the 
quantity has been previously determined, additional experiments with the pow- 
dered granular carriers can be held to a minimum. 

In formulating granular pesticides which require deactivation, every particle 
or the carrier must be uniformly deactivated. For pesticidal chemicals which 
are extremely sensitive and have an initial rate of decomposition which is more 
rapid than the rate of deactivation, it is necessary to deactivate the carrier prior 
to the spray impregnation of the active ingredient. If the deactivator is a solid, 
such as HMT or urea, it is dissolved in a minimum amount of water or other 
suitable solvent and sprayed directly onto the carrier. Alternatively, solid de- 
activators of this type are finely pulverized and blended with the carrier prior 
to spray impregnation. The spraying of a solution of a deactivator is generally 
preferable. Liquid deactivators are spray-impregnated directly upon the carrier 
with or without addition of water to attain a more uniform distribution. 

If the rate of decomposition of a pesticidal chemical on a surface-active 
carrier is reasonably less than the rate of deactivation, the deactivator is dissolved 
or mixed in the concentrated spray solution to permit simultaneous deactivation 
and spray impregnation. Generally, tins is a desirable procedure because the large 
volume of liquid sprayed onto the carrier increases the probability of a uniform 
distribution of the active ingredient and the deactivator. 

&»/IYM/ selection. Spray concentrates used for the impregnation of granular 
carriers are normally prepared in batches at the time of formulation. Because 
the spray operation is carried out at any temperature from ambient room tempera- 
ture up to 82 °C, there are no limits to the cold-solution stability as there arc 
for emulsifiable concentrates and oil bases. The solvent portion of a granular 
formulation has the following three principal functions: maintain the pesticidal 
ingredient in a liquid condition so it can be sprayed, provide sufficient volume 
tor umform distribution of the pesticide (and deactivator) upon the carrier and 
reduce the viscosity of the liquid or molten pesticidal ingredient for good atom- 
ización from the spray nozzle. Heat is applied to the spray liquid to maintain 
a temperature at which crystallization cannot occur and to reduce the viscosity 
for improving sprayability. The viscositv of the spray mixture at the spraying 
temperature preferably should be below 10 cp. Generally, the effectiveness of 
itemization increases as the viscosity decreases. 
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For economa ami safety reasons, hydrocarbon solvents such as kerosene, 
xylene ami heavy aromatic naphtha are preferred. These low-cost solvents have 
flash points of 27 C or higher. When hydrocarbon solvents arc unsatisfactory 
because of'poor solubility, polar solvents such as cyclohexanone, diacetone alcohol 
and noi inai propyl alcohol are used. Volatile solvents, such as methylene chloride, 
are used with suitable allowance for their evaporation from the formulation. The 
higher-boiling solvents, which evaporate more slowly, are included in the final 
weight of the formulation. 

For the simultaneous impregnation of the deactivator ami the toxicant- 
solvent system, all materials are combined in the spray tank, which should be 
heated if necessary to bring them to the proper temperature for complete solution 
and viscosity reduction. It the deactivator or deactivator mixture is immiscible 
with the toxicant spray solution, an efficient agitator in the tank keeps all material 
uniformly dispersed. It extremely high concentrates of pesticida! chemical and 
solvent are to be sprayed at elevated temperatures, all spray lines, filters, pumps 
and nozzles must be heated to prevent a loss of heat and possible crystallization 
during the spray cycle. 

The position of the nozzle in the blender must place it directly in the centre 
of the plane of granules when the blender is in motion. The axis of the nozzle 
should be exactly perpendicular to this plane, and the orifice should be at a 
sufficient distance from the plane of granules so that maximum coverage of the 
surface is attained just within the outer periphery of the spray pattern hitting the 
walls of the blender. A spray nozzle giving a full cone pattern with a 120 spray 
angle is effective. 

Sieving and attrition tests. A necessary condition for the spray impregnation 
and blending process is that the attrition of the particles to produce fines be 
minimal. A sieving test on both the finished product and the untreated granular 
carrier indicates excessive attrition; e.g. if the number of particles passing the 
finest screen designation of the nominal particle size increases by 5 per cent 
total weight of the formulation. The problem can be overcome in the following 
ways: select a carrier which is harder or less subject to attrition; select a carrier 
which is more skewed toward the larger particle size of the distribution; decrease 
the blending cycle: or redesign various steps in the loading, blending and dis- 
ellai gmg processes. Attrition that takes place in the handling of the granule by 
equipment such as a screw elevator can be substantially reduced by the use of 
bucket elevators or pneumatic conveyors. 

Stability and storage tests. Experimental granular formulations of the chlorin- 
ated hydrocarbons should be tested for storage stability by accelerated ageing at 
50* C. The samples are placed in tightly closed jars and kept at the elevated 
temperatures for periods up to 84 days. To begin the tests, each sample is analysed 
for active ingredient immediately after preparation. The samples in accelerated 
storage conditions are reassayed after periods of 7, 14, 28, 56 and 84 days. A 
maximum loss of 5 per cent active ingredient in 84 days is acceptable. 



7.   PESTICIDE PRODUCT QUALITY CONTROL 

by Mason H. Woolfoté, Jr.* 

An ideal system of pesticide quality control will be considered for a lame 
«mnufacturmg plant ,n the United States engaged in the- formulation of a wide 

Whng machine, an J Wending equipment presents all the problems likely to 

potency, correct formulation and packaging. No matter how small or how Urac 
the operation is some systematic control ,s «canary to «muti- that a «Ä 

ili Ä " Cd t0 lhC COnSUmtr- TWS " "" ***• rf Ä 
Pesticide quality control in the United States is a well-established conce« 

There are a few formulato« who practise very fa* quality control, but m«t 
larger operators have highly developed quality-control systems. The larger 1* 
plant and the greater the production, the greater ,s the need for quaHtv control, 
But in every formulation operation the minimum „eed is to verify compliance 
of the final product with specific standards. What are the results if the- Fod^t»on 
foreman leaves out the cmulsiher; if a parathion emulstfiaWe concentrate instead 
o a spccihed malathion product is put in the container; if glass bottles are over- 
t.iled with an organic liquid formulation which expands during warm weather 
and bums the container? All of these problems can be prevailed bv eitk^é 
quality control. 

The economic importance of quality control may be seen from the «,e 
o» the pesticide market. A survey' indicates that the ptodvmm of pesticide 
product, m the United States is growing at a rate of about 16 per cm annually. 
The »nanufactunng value- of pesticide production was »tore than $1 billion m 
i *M. The estimated retail sales of these products were about $1.7 billion, includi«« 
«Pi«, of about $2CR) million. By 1973. the retail pesticide- sales are expected 
to be more than $3 billion. ^ 

Although the demand for the products of the pesticide chemicals industry 
»> very great, the industry is highly competitive. Consequently, the failure to 
produce a uniform-quality product may result in loss of sales. The producer 
with a good economical system of quality control will consistently market Ms 
products. 

lewv* VUHÌWt QlW,,ty t:*w,rd,,,ator> A,
»M*»«« ( yanamW („mpwty, Hrinecttm. Nrw 

1 Ckmkai If'fWr, 12 April !%y, p. AH, 
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QlALITY CUM MOI 

Ohßittt'ts ami iinporhiiui 

The ultimate aim of quality control is to offer a produit to the customer 
that must satisfy his requirements. It is difficult tor production or laboratory 
personnel to know tlu. customer's needs since very few of them have direct 
contact with the customer. Production anil laboratory personnel must rely on 
information from other personnel within their own organization, for example, 
salesmen, agriculturalists and technical service representatives, who have close 
contact with customers and understand their preferences, needs and complaints. 
liood liaison, therefore, should be maintained among personnel in production, 
marketing, quality control and formulation in order to develop products that 
meet the specifications of each customer. 

The customer can expect that the product he buys will perform according 
to the manufacturers claims. The product purchased today should have the 
same colour, Hovvabtltty characteristics and emulsifiability as the product pur- 
chased yesterday or the product to be purchased tomorrow. These product 
characteristics are apparent to the customer and help develop confidence that 
the manufacturer will provide consistently high-quality products. However, 
product potency, compatibility of the pesticide with the containers or other 
ingredients of the formulation and the expected long-term stability of the product 
arc not apparent to the customer. Poor performance in any of these areas will 
probably result in the loss of customers. A sound, realistic system of product 
quality control is the best means for maintaining high sales. 

There are many definitions of product quality and of the system for its 
control. The following examples .m- representative: 

Qiutlity: '1 hi quality of a product is its degree of possession of those 
characteristics designed and manufactured into it which contribute to the 
performance of an intended function when the product is used as directed." 2 
Q«,i% amroi: "An effective system for coordinating the quality main- 
tenance and quality improvement efforts of the various groups in an organi- 
sation so as to enable production at the most economical levels which allow 
full customer satisfaction."-' 
Quality must be built into the product during research, development and 

poduction. Awareness of product quality should be a guiding principle from 
product concept through the various stages of development to final delivery 
of tin- produit to the customer. 

In developing quality products and in perfecting the system which will 
aid m the continuing maintenance of the quality, additional costs must be con- 
sidered. I he criteria is to maintain a quality product in the most efficient and 
economical way so as to be competitive in price. Therefore, it is necessary to 

• »., W /•„,*,/./«, on<>,«l<:Mlfol „ftMi/y ,„ ,/„. t>ril(, Mm,ry (1%7) Quality Control 
JKMHHI ot I'hutia.H.titiiai Manufacturers Adulation 

Hat! FT;t'','vA\W- {m)) QtM'"y Cmmr **«*'> ***»• «* Aèuinhtrmim, ;vitt ifju-j ti.'i, rsíc-w York 
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manufacture ami market products of consistently high quality, which arc as 
good or better than the competitive product. 

The functional responsibility of quality control should be delegateli to one 
individual. Moreover, the person chosen for this position should report to a 
sufficiently high level of management that supports a decision of disapproval 
of substandard product lots, even though this might cause a delay in meeting 
schedules Ideally, the manager or director of quality control should be on the 
same level as the heads of sales and manufacturing departments. Although this 
ideal situation is seldom realized, the function of quality control should never 
be relegated to sales or manufacturing activities. 

On the other hand, the quality-control function should not be permitted 
to become so independent as to become an end in itself and demand a degree 
of perfection which production cannot meet. The production department is 
concerned with meeting schedule deadlines, production costs and quantities and 
consequently often is impatient with interference from the quality-control 
section. On the other hand, the main task of the quality-control section is the 
maintenance of quality. When each department recognizes the aim of the other, 
a better balance of production and quality can be maintained. 

The necessity for quality control should be impressed upon every employee. 
Consistently, high quality cannot be maintained without the proper controls. 
The entire organization should be indoctrinated to accept quality-control proce- 
dures as a way of life. 

The management level to which the quality-control function reports should 
issue a written statement to all employees outlining the quality-control policy 
and programme.4 This is important for the following reasons: 

Quality control acts as a scries of "ground rules" within which the plant 
quality-control programme can operate; 
Quality control acts as a means of communication to inform all plant super- 
visors and employees about the quality-control plans and objectives of the 
company. 

Responsibilities 

An effective quality-control section should be assigned the following duties: 

Develop methods of analysis for raw materials and finished products; 
Develop specifications for raw materials, finished products and for packaging 
materials; 
Check equipment design and insist upon changes when equipment has been 
found to cause pour quality production; 
Run a continuing check on production practices and report any condition 
found contributing to poor product quality; 
Check incoming raw materials for conformity to specification; 
Check all finished batches or lots of production for conformity to specifica- 
tions. With this approval, the authority is given to release for sale lots 

* IM. 
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passing all specifications .nul  to reject all lots failing specifications with 
instructions to rework or destroy; 
Handle customer complaints; 
Inspect finished materials and proper fill of containers; 
Collect representative samples for analysis. 

INSPECTION 

1 liequalit) -control section of a company assures the high quality of product 
and prodi.ct.on. The staff should include inspectors whose functions are cle.rly 
understood. Properly trained quality-control personnel should be able to spot 
faults during production, such as improper fill of liquid or powdcr, poJrly 

affixed labels or any action which, in their opinion, would contribute to a re- 
duct.on m quality The action should be brought to the attention of the produc- 
tion supervisor who should cease production until the observed deficiency is 

^'     ,S Prcf7bli to disco,wr a «M** Problem at an early stage and 
not after the entire lot has passed a particular production step. Furthermore 
it is unacceptable to have a quality problem discovered by the customer or [ 
regulatory agency. J 

Individuals chosen for quality  inspectors should  be carefully screened 

2^7 mrtl0n mUSt bf P
L
Crf0rmcd in a CarciU diPbmaric »"»incr; othe^ 

wise the entire concept might be resented by the product.on department. Officious 

mdividuals would never pertorm satisfactorily i.uhis position; tact and intelligence 

3ÜÄÄ   qua,,ty"cont^o, pcrsonnd-Thc *»**« ****• 
Sampling of raw materials and finished products should be done by trained 
samplers from the quality-control section and not from thc production 
department; v W1 

SAfrî"*shoul^ •* carcfi,li>' ***** wi,h »p^ »«««io» to products needing special care; 

S
Sut!ay,>cPcrU,ÌO"S 5h°"'d bC 0bKrVd m IUnd"nB 'OXk md haardou' 

Sampln should be representative of thc batch or lot samples- 

«"«care Eft 0r riJCC,i
J°n °f Pr0dUC" dcpCnd' °n ,hc MraPk «*»• 

Seance C " Pr0pCr Mm|>li"g ^^ »* «•**•! 

CüSTOMEM COMPLAINTS 

A u TiiT* com^lamts should be forwarded to the quality-control section 

PrXt Z• I M      m thCc Pr0d,UCt aftd rCtlUÌre a maio< «vduSk» of the 
Äfc ^¿Z£•**°* Ä- **•*• material, change 
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There arc many varieties of complaint» and subsequent ct-rrcttiom. e.g. 
if the customer's problem is cinuKification. a generous sample of the water Ite 
uses should be obtained for testing. If no immediate eimiKific.itii.ti results his 
mixing equipment should be examined. It may be that the customer h -,ot 
using the products according to the instructions. Periodic held visits an important 
to observe how the material is being used. Customers may not read directions, 
«nd sometimes, the directions are too complicated and nvn\ revision. Observation 
of the mixing equipment in operation may suggest an idea for an improved 
formulation. 

Whenever possible, samples should be sent to the testing laboratory in a 
proper container. Polyethylene bottles and caps with soluble plastic linings arc 
unacceptable because chemical reaction between the liquid product and packaging 
material may obscure the formulation problem. Powder and dust should be 
forwarded in wide-mouthed bottles or in strong paper bags. Paper bags with 
a moisture barrier and resilient polyethylene bags are acceptable for this purpose*. 

Sfk'ajuatious 

The quality-control section should be responsible for specifications for all 
raw materials, finished formulations and packaging materials. Specifications 
should be developed by committee action, if possible. Members of the committee 
should include functional representatives from sales, manufacturing and quality 
control. The chairman of the committee should be a representative of the quality- 
control director. 

Specifications are the standards against which incoming raw materials are 
measured as well as the lots of finished products shipped to the customer. Specifi- 
cations are the allowable limits within which characteristics of a product or 
compound may vary and still maintain acceptability of quality and performance. 
Failure to comply with specifications should mean rejection of the product. 
Ï he spécifications should be sufficiently flexible to include any variation in assay 
or manufacturing but not so broad as to encourage sloppy production procedures. 
Indeed, when possible, specifications should be tightened as production experience 
is gathered for a new product. If production calls for a relaxing of specifications, 
the production procedure should be revieweu. Perhaps improvement in the 
production procedure may lead to an improved product rather than one t»f 
dubious quality due to broad specifications. 

Specifications must be developed for the raw materials used in formulations, 
the finished products and packaging materials. In most cases, the supplier of raw 
materials will furnish his own specifications. K reliable supplier will furnish 
raw materials meeting rigid specifications. In most cases, materials can be accepted 
on protocol from the supplier. It is prudent, however, to spot-check these mater- 
ials. This is especially pertinent if the presence of a known contaminant in the 
raw material can cause a breakdown in the pesticide formulation. Excess acidity, 
alkalinity or water are often the cause of product breakdown. Occasional checks 
can be made on raw materials to ascertain that these contaminants ilo not exceed 
the limits of specification. Screen siie of clay granulars should be cheeked period- 
ically, especially in cases where a problem of dustiness in the product exists. 
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Dust dduuits and tunnies should |H- periodically checked for the presence of 
»oreigii «natter «u h as „ails, twine from bagging operations, sticks, stones or 
any material likely to mtcrkrc with the operation of the customer's applicator 

No raw material should lv used for nunufu turine unless ,t passes specifica- 
tions and ,s released by the uual.ty-contml smini..* A system of tagging or 
markmg should distinguish materials released for manufacturing and those not 
vet tested. Materials recently received and not vet tested or passed should be 
«oral separately from accepted or passed lots. 

New sources of raw material» must be sough, to assure a eonstant supply. 
Occasionally, suppliers deplete the.r stock, and the lack of material may cLc 

urne' meSS ,0       nu,nilf;ic,uri,r smcc '* w>" be unable to fill orders on 

New materials, especially clay diluents and eimilsiiicrs, should be checked 
forcompatibility with the Companys formulario«. Sonic nisecticdes which arc- 
stable in technical tonn and liquid formulations slum marked decomposition 

^TTkl rr•?1 milu'ral "•rs •¿ i" the preparation of dust 
and wettablc powder formulations (see chapter 6). Ik-fore a new carrier is used 
m formulation. ,t should be tested by preparing a small batch and eh ckmu 

decomposition of the pesticide by chemical analysis (sec chapter 6). ** 

knoJn r T PrfOPCrÚr °f t!1C PCSt,CUlc' t,1C Camcr aMd M»• «»ust be 
ÎÏÏ£ P~duCC

I
f°"m,,at,0»s '»vins both a good shelf life expectancy and 

M «factory physical characteristics. The surface of sonic earners tends to be 
catalytic due to the presence of metallic ,ons. metallic oxides or other surface 
hotpots winch  contribute to  breakdown of the pesticide upon prolonged 

ET f Ctr,mt;mal CftCCtS arC C$PCCia,I> P~«»unccd in diluted formu- 
lations of some pesticides prepared directly on highly sorpt.ve clays and when 
dust concentrates are diluted. The use of deactivators ,»ay improv Im" 
earners to the pomt where they are compatible with the pesticide. The^e ctivTo 

& ar tr^r*for anothcr- ITOL ~" tó-< - 
New and old cmulsifiers should be tested from time to time by preparing 

a small batch and actually checking e,nuls,f,cat,o„ properties. OceLoX tt 
» advisable to obtain an advance sample before purchasV X 

and !Kf atl0n«l i°r SO,?ntS' in many Ca$cs' must ,ndudc »nur. for water 
aîkllL y,0r ,mïy SomC or^pboSphates are particularly sensitive to 
aikaW conditions and are rapidly degraded ,n pH values slightly high« *£ 
antral. For some pesticides, traces of metal cannot be tolerated Thh type of 
formation ,s usually supplied by manufacturers of technical pc-sticuS Soin« 
•hould be checked periodically for specific gravity and coW 

facturr, I'at,0m the tCCh'liCal ^StiCU,C arc ^ra,,y «W^ by the manu- 
^cturer on a mm.mum guarantee basis (e.g. not less than 95 per cent)  For 

SÍMTí 
u nur !r "T^ 

to obtain thc -tuarassa t h 
Zi », P Í "*?• °tamCa,S (pyrethrin' rotcno»c- Ridilla, ryania and red 

7m" andt'TL"" an ry ba/t,nf0rmatÌOn °n the ^tioiVcom- 
.Ippli gCmTa ,y aVa,1ablc in a ^«»«ion handbook from the 
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To develop specifications for the finished formulati»!!, the uuality-control 
section must know the end-use of the product. An cnulsinable concentrate 
should form a stable emulsion under the conditions of the method of testine- 
vvater-dispersiblc powders should pass realistic suspcnd.bilitv tests; dusts should 
have particle size requirements. Acidity, alkalinity, presence oí water, metal 
compaction, stability at elevated temperatures and a number of other variables' 
should be considered. It is important that the physical appearance, colour and 
iowabihty do not vary troni one batch to another. Prime consideration should 

be given to active ingredient content, which is usually expressed as percent by 
weight.- r - 

Specifications for pesticide content are generally based on the precision of 
the assay method used, variations in manufacturing and the length of over-age 
used to guarantee shelf life for at least one year. Batches of bulk product should 
be stored in a locked area until released for filling by the quality-control section 
utter they have passed all specifications. 

Specifications for packaging materials should be developed. Since moisture 
content is important for dusts and wcttablc powders, there should be a layer 
oí material in the bag as a moisture barrier. Some calcined carriers may take up 
water which can be deleterious to some pesticides depending upon' whether 
the diluent is inherently a base or an acid. Moisture uptake can dilute the product 
and result ma lower percentage of active ingredient. Some pesticides have an 
obnoxious odour and a tight seal is required, especially if the product is to be 
stored in an enclosed warehouse. 

Polyethylene bottles may be affected by the solvent of the formulation 
or the formulation itself. The result is collapsed or mis-shaped bottles after several 
months on the shelf. The lining of caps should be unaffected by the formulation; 
polyethylene inserts arc preferable to either rubber seals or plastic-coated card- 
board. r 

Glass bottles and polyethylene bottles should be inspected for volume, 
chips, cracks or breaks. Batches of bottles from one supplier may actually be 
several ounces less in capacity than a lot from another supplier. Care must be 
exercised not to fill bottles beyond the allowable head space to avoid trouble 
due to expansion during storage in hot weather. 

Many liquid technical pesticides and liquid formulations are unstable when 
packaged in metal containers due to interaction between the pesticides and 
metal. To maintain the stability of these containers, it may be necessary to coat 
the inside of steel cans with two layers of a high-baked resin properly applied 
and cured in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations. Continuity 
of lining is essential and all fittings must be properly coated. It is advisable, of 
course, to conduct storage tests on individual products before adopting a specific 
Itmng for commercial use. Metal containers should be inspected for adherence 
to specifications for volume and particularly for leakage among 1- and 5-gal 

l^r'u  fT^ §UI?C ÌS Wor,d Hea,th 0r8«»"«««n (1%7) Spcäßcations for Putrides u,ed in i HOIK Health, 3rd cd. 
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It the writing and printing of labels is a quality-control function, the text 

tor LibeK should conform to all federal and state regulations. Instructions for 
use of the products should he clearly written and not subject to misunderstanding. 
It statements of content are necessary or a requirement, the chemical formulae 
must be act urate. 

It labels are not a quality-control function, quality control should at least 

be responsible that the labels are correct in all details and are worded and printed 
according to all current regulations, furthermore, labels placed neatly on bottles 
and packages contribute to the over-all attractive appearance of the packaged 
item. 

\U tiwd of itihtlyits or h stiiio 

Methods of analyst1 tor the attive ingredient should be available for all 
formulations. I he methods generally supplied by the basic pesticide manufacturer 
are available on request. I he methods of analysis of concentration in the common 

formulations of widely distributed pesticides are readily available, e. g. the 
specifications of WHO or any similar collection (see chapter 4). These 

methods are usually rccogni/cd as official and are generally simple and free 

from interference from other components of the formulation. The results 
are reproducible and usually representative of the actual concentration of the 
pesticides even after consideraba degradation as a result of its age. improper 

storage conditions or other factors contributing to the decomposition of tIn- 
active ingredient. The analytical methods are generally used by government 
regulatory officials, and the results can be und in court action by a plaintiff 
against the company. 

Standard methods ot analysas Ù r all other tests to be performed can usually 
be obtained from various recogí ii*ed collections of methods. The methods 

include specific gravity, specific rotation, index of refraction, cmtilsification, 

apparent density (for dusts ami granulari), colour, pH, particle size, disper- 
sibility. acidity (as sulphuric and) or alkalinity (as sodium hydroxide). The 

qualtty-contol section may perform other tests developed in its own labo- 
ratory. These tests should be reproducible under » variety of conditions to be 

encountered in different laboratorkt. For example, a test might be a method 
to measure frothing (an undesirable characteristic) for a water dispenible powder 
to be dispensed from a field spray tank. 

In a plant producing a number of liquid formulations, identity tests arc- 
an absolute necessity. One should not rely upon odour, taste or physical handling; 
these techniques may be dangerous and result in injury to personnel or incorrect 
labelling of formulations. If the basic suppliers cannot furnish identity tests, 
the ingenuity of a control chemist can be put to work. Currently, thin-layer 

chromatography is often UHV. Most emulsifuble concentrates appear similar 
but may vary widely in toxicity. The same is true for dusts, wettable powders 
ami granulare it a variety of them are produced in the same plant. 

for euch raw material, technical pesticide, finished formulation and packaged 
item, a tilt  shoultl IH kept containing specifications, methods of analysis and 
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records of analytical results. Specifications should be reviewed periodic dly -nul 
changed whenever necessary. Methods of analysis should be chanced when 
improvements are developed. A specification change does not necessarily „K.in 

, method change. Sometimes change in a method may require a change m 
(vahcation ,f the new method is more accurate or prec.se. Specifications should 
v as light as a lowed by production, the analytical method and the stability oí 

product.  I he goal should always be the production of a product consistent 
ppearancc. performance and customer appeal. Realistic and soundly con- 

ci ved specifications arc very helpful in the achievement of this goal 

(IK 

HI a 

Stability 

Formulations of pesticides should be stable during the time they are expected 
to be used by the customer, o Products intended for agricultural use are prepared 
well in advance of the growing season for delivery to the customer when needed 
Sometimes stock will be carried over through the following year; therefore 
the formulation should contain the active ingredient at label 'strength for at 
ast 1.5 years after manufacture. Certain technical pesticides are quite stable 
In themselves, but under other conditions they will degrade quite rapidly 
v»ine organophosphatcs. for instance, hydrolyze quite readily even under mildly 
• Urne conditions, yet they are very stable on the acid side. Emulsifiers can 

• cgrade or react with a formulation ingredient, so as time passes, the product's 
ability to emulsify may decrease. In the formulation of pesticides, knowledge 
<>f the active ingredient is absolutely essential. This is gencrallv obtained from 
the original supplier, who knows most of the conditions under which the product 
is stable. The supplier s data include compatibilities, storage conditions, proper 
packaging materials, solubilities and the general, chemical and physical properties 
which can provide essential information for the formulator. 

In most cases, the original supplier does not know ail of the conditions 
under which a product may be use J. He probably has not determined the stability 
of the product with all of the em.-lsific«, conditioners, stickers, spreading agents 
and carriers which arc available. A formulator may develop combinations never 
envisioned by the manufacturer of the product. It this is the case, the formulator 
should conduct stability studies on the standard formulations before changing 
to an emulsificr or carrier with which he has had no previous experience. 

Liquid formulations should be tested periodically for a minimum of 12 months 
it room temperature (25° C), for nine months at 37°C and for two months 
it 45° C. These formulations should be tested for potency of active ingredients, 
'•nuilsihcarion and for appearance (formation of sludge, separation, change in 
olour and formation of odour). Powder or dust formulations and granulan 
lioiild be tested using the same time periods and temperatures as above for 
otency of active ingredients, suspendibility, wetting and caking. From the 

lability study, the amount of over-age of the active ingredient necessary to 
»aintain label strength for the specified period is known. 

*' Sec also chapter 6. 
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Solvents arc generally well standardized; a grade of sol vent from one supplier 
is much the same as rrom another. Specifications vary little. If one solvent is 
substituted for another, such as cyclohexane for toluene, differences may be 
found in solubility, compatibility and emulsitìcation. A stability study should 
be run on a sample prepared with the new solvent. 

In order to follow the quality of the products in the field, representative 
samples of complete packages should be taken from the sample line during the 
filling operation. Samples should be taken from several lots during the year 
in this manner, stored at ambient temperature and inspected periodically over 
a period of not less than two years. In this way. information can be obtained 
which may possibly forestall customer complaints. At least, product-quality 
problems can be recognized and solved before they become serious. 

Irdcral and stale regulations 

In the United States, any product in commercial channels may be sampled 
and tested by the USD A and by officials of the state in which the product is 
sold. The sample will be assayed and if found deficient, the particular lot of 
formulated material may be removed from the market. This can prove very 
embarrassing to the company because reports of these actions arc generally 
published. 

In order to ship pesticide products manufactured in one state for sale in 
another state, the product must be registered with the USDA, which samples 
products in interstate commerce. In addition to the assay, the registration of the 
product and the conformity of the label to the official registration by the company 
arc checked. 

Provisions for registration and sale arc clearly detailed in the Federal Insecti- 
cide, Fungicide and Rodenticidc Act (FIFRA) approved 25 June 1947. Penalties 
for violations of FIFRA can be relatively severe and include fines and imprison- 
ment or both. 

All products are expected to meet label guarantee. The methods of examina- 
tion of samples are those adopted and published by the Association of Official 
Agricultural Chemists where applicable. Other methods may be necessary to 
determine if the product complies with the law. 

If from an examination or analysis, a product appears to be in violation 
of FIFRA, a written notice is sent to the person against whom criminal proceed- 
ings are contemplated to give him an opportunity to offer a written explanation. 
The notice states the manner in which the sample fails to meet the requirements 
of FIFRA and the regulations. 

"Shippers or other claimants of the product will be given an opportunity 
in pending court actions to defend against USDA charges. 
''Federal pesticide regulations arc designed to protect the public from possible 
injury to humans or animals or financial loss from mishandled, adulterated 
or ineffective products."7 

7 United States Department of Agriculture release No. 2366-68, 23 July 196«. 
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Products iu interstate commerce showing poor stability will almost certainly 
be in violation of the law. An alert quality-control section should be able to 
prevent the release for sale of any product failing to meet the regulations of 
any state or of the USDA. 

Cross-coutamiuatbii 

During the past few years, the very serious problem of cross-contamination 
or the presence of one pesticide in the formulation of another has become evident 
in the pesticide industry. It lias resulted in such incidents as finding illegal residues 
ol chlorinated hydrocarbons in eggs. An investigation showed that the cause 
was not contaminated feed or the improper use of insecticides but that certain 
pesticides approved for use in poultry houses contained others that were not 
approved. Presence of an herbicide in an insecticide formulated for use on an 
agricultural crop can be damaging to the point of complete loss of the crop. 

The extent of cross-contamination was not discovered until the advent of 
new analytical techniques and instruments. Up to that time, many formulators 
were entirely unaware of this condition until analyses of samples by several 
of the states were brought to their attention. 

Now that the problem is recognized, means of prevention arc being devised. 
The principal method of prevention is the thorough cleaning of equipment 
just after preparation of a pesticide formulation. Good housekeeping is the basic 
essential to prevent cross-contamination by keeping plant and operating lines 
clean and orderly. Scheduling of production is important, and adequate testing 
must be performed to show the complete removal from the equipment of the 
previous formulation. 

It is generally agreed that the design of most grinding, blending and mixing 
equipment makes it difficult to do an effective job of cleaning quickly at a reason- 
able cost. Many formulating plants were custom-built and need considerable 
redesigning to institute an adequate quality-control programme for current 
requirements. 

The development and promulgation of a code of good manufacturing 
practices could be undertaken. This has been done by the FDA for the drug 
industry and for medicated pre-mixes intended as animal feeds. 

The National Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA) has studied 
cross-contamination. By committee action, the NACA has suggested allowable 
limits of cross-contamination of one pesticide in another based upon the specific- 
pesticide and end-use of the product. The following highlights are from the cross- 
contamination committee report of the NACA.8 

In the preparation of liquid pesticide formulations, great care must be 
taken to eliminate traces of the preceding formulation from all mixing equipment 
and filling apparatus. This will be done by the use of solvent rinses* The amount 

8 Manual for Pretention of Cross-Contamination of Pesticidi- Chemicals (1965) National 
Agricultural Chemicals Association, Subcommittee on Cross-Contamination of the <¡rady 
( Committee, Washington, D.C. 
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of solvent rcquiri-J for each rmsc xvill vary with tin- size «.f tht- equipment  the 
tv;v ot product and the solvent used. "l«'P»Hnt. tin 
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IH the present state of the art, some of these analytical problems are insoluble 
m the time allotted to them trotti a financial viewpoint. With the recognition 

ot the problem, however, good manufacturing practices and an alert qualitv- 
eontrol section can minimize the seriousness and frequency of crmwoniami- 
iiation. 

Thv laktwatoty 

Each quality-control system should have an adéquate analytical laboratory 
In some companies, the head of the laboratory is the manager of quality control. 
In others, the laboratory is only one aspect of a sophisticated system including a 
product-security section, sampling section, and records and files, that all report 
to the quality-control manager. 

The laboratory can range from a simple organization composed of several 
technicians performing the physical tests of screen testing and cniuhificatkm 

(excluding chemical assays for active ingredients) to a staff of several professional 
chemists developing methods, assaying all finished formulations, checking all 
materials against specifications and testing for eras-contamination. 

Regardless of the size and scope of the laboratory, a retention sample in 
addition to a sample for analysis should be taken of each raw material (including 
technical pesticide) used in the formulation and of each lot or batch of formula- 
tion manufactured. 

The siie of the sample should be at least three times the quantity needed 
for a complete quality-control check. The container should be of amber glass 
with a cap having a polyethylene insert. The cap used for solid subtances need 
not be this type but should be capable of maintaining an airtight seal. 

The samples taken for analysis should be- stored in a locked room preferably 

without windows; the temperature should be maintained constantly between 
about 20 • to 30* C. Samples should be stored for at least 2 to 3 years. All sampling 
for testing and retention, except for the sampling of the complete package, 

should be clone by quality control. Complete package sampling includes the 
label and container and may he performed by production during the idling 
operation. 

The purpose of a retention sample is to su ve for ready reference m can- 
ot complaints since the cause- of the complaint may be traced to one ingredient 

or the formulation. A retention sample file may be a government requirement. 

Ail analytical work on samples received in the laboratory should be recorded. 
State or federal government regulations may require that notebooks of analytical 

work be maintained and signed by the person performing the work and that 
these records be available for inspection. 

Laboratoiy personnel should obey safety regulations and be aware of the 
toxic nature of many of the materials with which they will be working. Safety 

glasses should be worn, and haiardous work (work involving Hammable solvent* 
or giving rise to noxious gases) should be performed in a fume hood (we chapter H). 

I here should be no eating, drinking of beverages or smoking in the laboratory. 

Illese are all common sense rules, and giunl supervision should IH exeniu-d to 
•"•e that these rules are not violated. 
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Ai least .4u graduale ihcnmt should IH- among thv laboratory personnel, 
wh.» may be the IHM,! of the laboratory or ti* supervisor directly under tin- 
labiratory manager. Maity of the lests, such as screening aiul specific gravity, 
tail he performed by technicians after «urne training, ncc must of these tests 
•ire routine, hit interpretation oíresult* must be tin- responsibility of a professional 
chemist. r 

Some formulation pkim may not be able to perform all of the necessary 
torn at the »»law. One «I* the reasons may be that the only method available 
lot the assay o* the active ingrédient returns an analytical instrument not available 
at the pktit. In this c«s it will be necessary to send the samples to a commercial 
laboratory spcctakitng m quality cotttroJ. 

The recent teehntuue ot gaáqutd chromatography (tiU:) it used by many 
HThMfal pestietde manufacturers (see cliaptcr 6). Among its advantages art 
pri^tty, raphty and ease of away, i Hie to highly sensitive detectors, less 
haikffctig of the sample is reared because interfere««^* normally eneotmtered 
m other methods, such a» mlra-red or ultra-violet spectroscopy, are kept at a 
«Minium The i.Li: method, therefor,., kttd» ,t*4f to analysis of many ¿mplcs 
<t*ty. Another advantage of the method n the relatively low co« of many 
«rabble »nstrumem models. The analytical apparatus of one very large custom 
raftmtiat** consist* of only a balance and a gas Chromatograph. 

Thayer chromatography is another procedure extremely simple to 
operate This technique ,, used for identity testing and for crossHrontaiwnation 
*** ga^titd chromatoffaphy and thin-layer chromatography can be per- 
wmed by technicians after a relatively short period of »awing, With these 
two ptomfaN« and a modest capital outlay, a large part of the analytical work 
»f tptattty control ist a pe*ictde fámula non plant can be performed. 



8.   SAFETY PROBLEMS RELATED TO EXPOSURE OF 
WORKERS ÏN PESTICIDE FORMULATION PLANTS 

by Homer R. Wolfe* 

Workers in pesticide formulation plants arc often exposed to relatively 
high levels of pesticide compounds. Since most chemical pesticides have at 
least some degree of toxicity to man, it is important that all workers, as well as 
management, be aware of any potential hazard that may accompany exposure 
to such compounds. Experience has shown that if proper precautionary measures 
are observed, workers can safely handle even the more toxic compounds. Although 
pesticides caua- illnesses and even deaths each year, many of these cases are a 
result of carelessness or accident. Proper education as well as close supervision 
of workers may prevent some accidents and greatly reduce the nun ber of 
illnesses resulting from carelessness. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to discuss some of the problems related 
to exposure of workers in formulation plants, to indicate various ways that 
unnecessary exposure to pesticides may occur and to point out certain precautions 
to prevent such exposure. Discussions of medical supervision, clinical aspects 
of poisoning, antidotes, the effect of pesticides on the body and steps to take in 
i ase of poisoning are given in chapter 10. 

EDUCATION or EMPLOYEES 

It is essential that all employees, regardless of their duties, have at least 
some knowledge of pesticides. Well-informed personnel are more likely to take 
prat** precautionary measures when handling toxic materials and thus help to 
maintain a good safety record for the formulation plant. The personnel should 
be informed about the different classes of pesticides, i. e. chlorinated hydrocarbon, 
'»rganophosphatc, carbamate etc., and their relative toxicity. Pesticide workers 
should be aware that pesticides may enter the body by more than one route, 
and that these routes of entry must be protected in order to avoid excessive ab- 
sorption of pesticides. One or more persons should be trained in first aid and 
he competent in the proper application of artificial respiration. The consulting 
physician may advise that workers be given enough information about some 
«>t the more characteristic signs of poisoning so that they will recognize them 
and report to the supervisor. 

* United States Environmental Protection Agency, Wenatchec Research Branch, 
l'errine Private Laboratory, Wenatchec, Washington. 
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MEDICAL SUPERVISION 

Regardless of the size of the plant operation, it is wise to arrange some type 
of medical supervision. This is particularly important if highly toxic chemicals 
are being formulated. Regular employees should be given a physical examination 
at least once a year. A pre-employment physical examination should include a 
blood Cholinesterase test for employees who may work with the more toxic 
chohncsterase-inhibiting compounds. This test will provide some indication of 
the normal Cholinesterase activity level and may be useful later in determining 
whether an illness is due to pesticide poisoning. Personnel working with such 
compounds, especially the highly toxic organophosphate pesticides, should have 
their Cholinesterase activity checked at regular intervals in order to detect any 
appreciable deviation from normal which may indicate impending danger of 
poisoning. If significant reduction in Cholinesterase activity is noted, the employee 
should be removed from the work situation, which might be a source of exposure 
to pesticides until the worker is advised by a physician that it is safe to resume 
his regular duties. 

SELECTION OF WORKERS 

Risk of injury or illness should be minimized by using the best informed 
and most careful employees in work situations that are potentially the most 
hazardous. Unfortunately, this principle is not always observed. The more 
hazardous jobs arc usually dirtier, require more physical erTort and im,s are 
less desirable than other positions in a formulation plant. As a consequence 
new, inexperienced personnel are often given the more hazardous jobs? while 
those with more seniority and knowledge of pesticide safety move to the more 
desirable positions. 

Careless workers are not particularly difficult to detect. Some fairly close 
observations of their work activities quickly reveal this tendency. For example, 

excíof dív r- üf.TPmr.SUCh aithc ba« machinc "»V «» <*usc an 
excess of dry pc tic.de formulation in the air and around the formulating machin- 
ery even though relatively efficient ventilation equipment is in operation. Such 

aumm in w    Î " "* ^ " ^ a ^ °f "-«ofon clothing, equipment, warehouse structural components and flooring 
Joyces should not be allowed to work a,one ^ j^,.     h      d 

pesticides. In some plants a "buddy system" is practised whereby each worker i 
assigned a partner who is required to know at all times where the other woL 
is locarec1 !•< the work area. www 

PLANT VENTILATION AND SAFE USE OF EQUIPMENT 

In the formulation plant, it is important that the ventilating system be 

mt flow cmdcr rgatÍVf ^f-cpressure so that any leX/e SZÏ 
«n mflow of a,r, thus reducing the contamination of the work environment. 
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Where there is lack of adequate supervision, workers often neglect to report 
malfunctioning ventilation equipment; they nuy fail to UK exhaust fan,, and 
jhey sometimes open doors that allow gusty winds from outside the building to 
blow contamination throughout the plant. 

Considerable care must be exercised when operating equipment for movimi 
large drums oí liquid emulsihable concentrate pesticides. When a single work« 
tries to handle the drums, he runs a greater risk of dropping the drum or spilling 
tue concentrate, therefore, to avoid accidents, two persons should be assigned 
the job of moving heavy drums of pesticides. 

In mixing liquid formulations, the use- of a closed system reduces the workers' 
chance of exposure. During tilling of containers, however, there is some chance 
oí exposure if protective gear is not worn. 

Filler spouts and nozzle mechanisms for dry pesticide packaging mutt be 
kept m good working condition to prevent excess exposure of the worker. If the 
auger or other feeder mechanism in the filler spout assembly malfunctions, there 
is a large risk of a heavy exhaust of dry pesticide at a time when the bag may 
not be in place. In one recorded case, the filler mechaiusm of a *Mb s«e bagging 
machine nozzle was accidentally pushed, so that i per cent TEPP dust was 
blown out with considerable force. The workers near the bagging station were 
engulfed with the highly toxic material, and about 50 lb of the material accumu- 
lated on the floor around the bagging station. Fortunately, the workers were 
wearing goggles, tight-fitting respirators and other protective clothing. The 
machine had malfunctioned several times prior to the incident but no effort had 
been made to correct the situation until the more serious incident occurred. 

Containers can be punctured because of careless operation of fork-lift trucks 
¿¡sed in formulation plants to move pallets loaded with bags or cartons of pesticide, 
i lie relatively sharp ends of the fork can easily tear a bag or rupture a drum. This 
may result in leakage during storage and transportation. Contents of dented 
arums or punctured bags should be placed in new undamaged containers before 
shipment from the formulation plant. 

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 

Good housekeeping is essential if environmental exposure« are to be kept 
at a minimum. All spillages should be cleaned up at once. Liquid spillage* should 
be picked up with absorbent material. In the plant, some form of dry inert 
material should be kept on hand for this purpose. Fine sawdust, attaclay or other 
tine inert absorbent material are effective. 

Large quantities of dry pesticides can be picked up with a broom and dustpan. 
Sweepings should be placed in a special container labelled as "waste pesticide! 
material'. A product-labelled container should never be used as a waste pesticide 
container. Lighter accumulations of dry pesticides on floors or other surfaces 
an be picked up with an industrial vacuum cleaner. An extremely smooth 
oncrete floor is much easier to clean than one that has not been carefully finished 
- one that is made of wood. Thus, during construction of a formulation plant it is 

can 
i 

or 
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advisable to expend the extra effort needed to produce a very smooth Hour 
finish. Smooth Hour surfaces can be kept dean by using chemically treated dust 
mops with a sweeping compound. 

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND DEVICES 

Protective clothing and devices should be worn and used during all work 
with pesticides in order to protect the routes of entry into the body. The four 
routes ot entry are dermal, respiratory, oral and direct entry into the blood 
stream through cuts or abrasions. 

The dermal route is probably the one that is often overlooked by workers 
Most persons are aware of the danger of inhaling or swallowing insecticides but 
the possibility ot absorbing appreciable amounts of poison through intact skin 
is not as Éainiliar. Yet tins route has probably been responsible for a great many 
poisonings, especially from the organophosphate compounds. Orinai exposure 
is particular)' important where liquid concentrate compounds are involved The 
main body area can best be protected dertmlly by the use of water-repellent 
clothing; however, in most formulation plants the usual attire is cotton coveralls 
and a waterproof apron. The waterproof apron is especially needed by the 
worker at the bagging or mixing stations, as there is often considerable contamina- 
tion on the front of Ins clothing. Even when the waterproof apron is used, it is 
very important that the worker change to freshly laundered clothing each day. 
A common fault in many plants is inadequate protective gear for the head. He xd 
coverings or caps are often made of material that is easily penetrated by toxic 
pesticide. Certain heavy exposure situations may require goggles or a face shield 
to protect the eyes and face. Rubberized boots are essential in formulation plants. 
I lie legs ot coveralls should be worn outside the boot tops to prevent dry pesticid 
troni sitting into the footwear. 

Hands should be protected by use of unlined gauntlet-type natural rubber 
gloves. 1 he gauntlets protect the wrist area not normally covered by the sleeves 
and, since they have no cloth lining, they are also easier to clean on the inside. 
Heavyweight gloves, although durable, do not allow adequate freedom of move- 
ment or tinger flexibility; furthermore, they are difficult to turn inside-out for 
proper cleaning. On the other hand, some lightweight gloves, although flexible 
enough to allow freedom of finger movement, wear out rapidly and are easily 
torn. Therefore, it » advisable to secure gloves of a durable quality but light 
enough to be easily turned inside-out for daily cleaning 

1he respiratory route of exposure should be protected by a respirator 
capable of filtering out the compound in question. The filter cartridges should be 
changed after 8 hours of appreciable exposure and more often if pesticide odour 
ij de tec ed through the mask. If the filter pads are separate, removable items, they 
sluHild be changed twice a day or more often if filter clogging causes difficulty in 
brtathmg^as »tasks with canister-type filters should be used when high concen- 
tmiom o highly toxic vapours are present or when the worker is subjected to 
prolonged exposure in confined spaces. Use of a self-contained air supply respira- 

ie 
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tor is advisable when working inside blender tanks or dust hoppers during cleaning 
or repair operations. 

To be effective, the respirator should fit tightly enough against the face to 
prevent leakage. After a period of use, the cartridges aiul filters should be removed 
and the faccpiece washed with soap and water. After drying, the cartridges ami 
filters should be replaced and the proper position of the seals or gaskets should be 
checked. The respirator should be stored in a container in a dry place. A respirator 
should never be hung by the straps over a nail on a wall for storage. If it is hung 
by the headbands they may stretch and lose elasticity, so that it is difficult to get an 
airtight seal with the face the next time the respirator is worn.1 

PERSONAL HYGIENE 

Even though the employer may provide a relatively safe working environ- 
ment, the formulation plant worker should make an effort to protect himself 
from excess absorption of pesticides through good personal hygiene practices. 
Upon arrival at work, the worker should remove his street clothing and put on 
clean, work clothing. No street clothing should be worn under work clothing. 
At the end of his work shift he should remove the clothing and place them in a bin 
to be laundered. He should then bathe in a shower using plenty of soap to 
thoroughly cleanse any pesticide from the skin before dressing in his street 
clothing to go home. If a worker should become excessively contaminated at any 
time with either a dry or liquid concentrate pesticide, he should immediately 
stop work, bathe and change into clean work clothing before resuming his 
duties. This is especially important if he has been working with the more toxic 
organophosphatc compounds. In such a case the worker should be observed for 
poisoning symptoms. In most plants, the employer furnishes freshly laundered 
protective clothing daily. 

The worker should be responsible for daily cleaning of waterproof protective 
clothing such as aprons, boots and gloves. It is especially important that rubber 
gloves be thoroughly cleaned on the inside as well as the outside. He should 
inspect his gloves regularly for small holes or tears and destroy those that are 
found to be defective. 

Workers should never sinokc, chew tobacco or gum, drink or eat while 
working with pesticides. These activities should take place away from the pesticide 
formulation area preferably in a separate room provided for that purpose. The 
hands and face should be washed before eating, drinking or smoking. 

MEASUREMENT OF EXPOSURE 

It there is any question about the degree of exposure in different work 
situations in the formulation plant, both indirect and direct methods of measure 

' Protective clothing when worn in hut climates may prove extremely uncomfortable 
to the workers, and special incentive pay may be necessary to maintain strict adherence to 
personnel protection regulations. 
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containers. Such incinerators should be enclosed by a high fence with a padlocked 
gate to keep out unauthorized persons. If combustible containers are not burned 
they should be buried. 

Disposal of metal drums presents a greater problem. The drums should be 
returned to the manufacturing plant, but if this is not possible they should be 
thoroughly drained and rinsed with a decontamination solution. The National 
Agricultural Chemical Association of the United States has published the following 
procedure for rinsing different size drums which had contained organophosphate 
pesticides: 

For the 5-gal size, use 2 quarts of water, 2 tablespoons of detergent and 
i cup of lye. For the 15-gal size, use 1.5 gal of water, | cup of detergent and 
\ lb of lye. For the 3()-gal drum, use 3 gal of water, § cup of detergent and 
1 lb of lye. For the 55-gal drum, use 5 gal of water, 1 cup of detergent and 
2 lb of lye. 
Carefully add the rinse solution to the drum and then rotate the container 
to completely wet all inner surfaces. Let the container stand at least 15 minutes 
with occasional agitation. Remove all bungs or stoppers and drain the rinse 
into an area where there is no chance of runoff into water supplies. Next, 
thoroughly flush both the inside and outside of the container with clean 
water. 

Although the procedure may not completely detoxify or remove absolutely all 
pesticide from drums, it should render them much safer than if no rinse were 
used. 

After the decontamination rinse, the bottoms of the drums should be punc- 
tured and the drums should be buried in a safe location as described above for 
combustible container!. Drums should not be allowed to accumulate in an area 
accessible to unauthorized persons who may be tempted to use them for trash- 
burning containers, livestock water troughs, storage cans or other purposes. 

Decontamination of containers which have held other types of pesticides, 
including chlorinated hydrocarbon and carbamate compounds, requires more 
rigorous treatment than that described above. The manufacturing plant should be 
consulted for specific procedure to decontaminate drums that contained such 
compounds. 

SUMMARY 

Workers in pesticide formulation and production plants are often exposed to 
relatively high levels of pesticide compounds; therefore, it is important that all 
workers, as well as management, be aware of any potential hazard that may 
accompany exposure to such compounds. Personnel should know the precau- 
tionary measures that must be taken when working with different compounds, 
the routes of entry of pesticides into the body and how to protect these routes. 
Regardless of the size of the plant operation, some type of medical supervision 
of employees is desirable. Risk of injury or illness can be minimized by using the 
best informed and careful employees in work situations that arc potentially 
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the most hazardous. Care should be used in operation of equipment in order to 
avoid umieccssary contamination of the working environment. Protective 
clothing and devices should be used and be properly maintained. Good personal 
hygiene practices should be encouraged in order to reduce absorption of pesti- 
cides. Both direct and indirect methods of measurement of exposure in different 
work situations are available for certain compounds. Care should be employed 
m disposing of waste pesticides and empty containers. 
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9.   SAFETY PROBLEMS RELATED TO TRANSPORTATION 
AND STORAGE OF TOXIC PESTICIDES 

by Homer R. Wolfe* 

Anyone involved in the industrial production of pesticides should have 
some knowledge about the potential hazards during transportation and storage 
of toxic chemicals. There has been increasing concern about health problems 
arising from spillage of toxic pesticides on loading docks, in storage warehouses 
ships, lorries, railway cars and other conveyances. Therefore, it is important 
that every effort be made to ensure safe transportation and storage of the Com- 
pounds until their delivery to the consumer. 

A number of incidents which have occurred during recent years point out the 
seriousness of this problem (see chapter 1). In the Middle East during 1967, two 
separate incidents of endrin leakage onto sacks of flour in the holds of ships 
resulted in a total of 26 deaths and more than 8U0 illnesses in persons who ate 
bread made from contaminated flour.» In Mexico in 1967. sugar and flour 
contaminated with parathion caused 16 deaths and many illnesses ;2 in Colombia 
during the same year, 63 persons died and 165 became ill from eating food made 
with flour contaminated with parathion during transportation by lorry.3 In 
Canada two children were seriously poisoned by sleeping in flannelette sheets 
that had become contaminated with parathion in the hold of a transatlantic 
ship.4 

In the United States there have been a number of spillage incidents. One of 
the more serious spillages resulted in contamination of a bundle of cotton trousers 
with the highly toxic organophosphatc compound mevinphos. The trousers had 
been shipped in the same lorry as the pesticides.: Six children became poisoned 

* United States Environmental Protection Agency, Wenatchec Research Board, 
Penine Private Laboratory, Wenatchec, Washington. 

i Weeks, D. E. (1967) Bulletin of the World Health Organization, Vol. 37, p. 499. 
2 Márquez Mayaudon, E., A. Fujigaki Lechuga, C. A. Mogucl and B. Aranda Reyes 

(1968) Salud Pública de Mexico, Vol. 10, Nr. 3, p. 293. 
3 Gomez Ulloa, M., P. F. Velasco, H. Laverde de Fandino and M. E. Guerrero (1968) 

"Epidemiological investigation of the food poisoning which occurred in the municipality 
of Chiqumquira, Colombia, a preliminary report", Ministry of Public Health, Bogotá, 
Colombia, translated and printed by the Bureau of Occupational Health, State of California, 
Department of Public Health. 

< Anderson, L. S., D. L. Warner, J. E. Parker, N. Blutnan and B. D. Page (1965) 
Canadian Medical Association Journal, Vol. 92, p. 809. 

* Warren, M. C, J. P. Conrad, J. J. Bocian and M. Hayes (1963) Journal of the American 
Medical Association, Vol. 184, p. 266. 
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through wearing the trousers before investigators locateti the entire consignment 
and withdrew it from the market. In Texas during 1%8, six members of a family 
became seriously poisoned when they ate tortillas made from flour contaminated 
with the organophosphate compound carbophctiothion.6 The flour had been 
purchased in an unlabclled 100-lb paper bag from a railway salvage store. Flour 
samples from the family bin contained 3,220 ppm of the pesticide. In another 
incident oxygen respirators became contaminated with the chlorinated hydro- 
carbon pesticide cndosulfan.7 The pesticide and the respirators were being 
transported on the same truck. Containers of the pesticide broke, and the pesticide 
dust entered the uncovered ends of respirator tubes. The firms involved volun- 
tarily corrected the problem. Another incident involved contamination of 
biscuits by the organophosphate compound azinphosmethyl.8 Contamination 
occurred when bags of the pesticide were loaded on a lorry beside the biscuits. 
Pesticide dust migrated to the food packages. A shipment of 150 cases of biscuits 
had to be destroyed. 

The provision of information on the toxicity and hazard of pesticides, as well 
as safety rules for their storage and transportation, is important in minimizing 
accidents. Furthermore, guidelines are given to those involved in clean-up 
operations after an accident has occurred. 

The United States Department of Transportation has domestic shipping 
regulations in effect which are designed to prevent contauünation through 
leakage.9 These regulations require that any such poisonous materials (Class B 
poisonous liquids or solids) must not be transported in the same vehicle as any 
foodstuffs, feeds or other material intended for consumption by humans or 
animals unless the items are packaged in air-tight, non-permeable containers. 
Any vehicle used to transport such poisons must be inspected for contamination 
before reuse; in instances where leakage or spillage has occurred, the shipper of 
the material must be immediately notified for instructions concerning the best 
method to be employed for removal of the contamination. Any vehicle found 
to be contaminated must not be returned to service until the contamination has 
been removed. The last statement excludes vehicles used solely for transporting 
such poisonous materials. 

Even though these regulations arc in force, spillage accidents continue to 
occur. The importance of reporting such incidents cannot be stressed too often. 

HANDLING OP PESTICIDI SHLLAGB 

When an accident occurs, the primary requirement is an evaluation of the 
toxic hazard of the pesticides involved. Some pesticide chemicals have a relatively 

« Hatch«:, R., M. S. Dickcrson and J. E. Heavy (1%8) United States Public Health 
Service, National Communicable Diso« Center, Morbidity and mortality Weekly Report, 
5 October, p. 376. 

^ United States Food and Dmg Administration Papers (1968) Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 31. 
s Stringer, J. G. ( 1968) United States Food and Drug Aèmnistratìm Papers, Vol. 2, No. 4,p,4. 
y "Hazardous materials regulations of the Department of TraiiiportatHin" (1967) Federal 

Renter, Vol. 32, No. 251, p. 20982. 
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low degree of toxicity and it would be difficult to envision aiiv ein uim».mce« in 
which workers or bystanders could absorb sufficiently large qu tutitict to podmv 
poisoning. However, other pesticides, particularly certain »rgaiioplunphatc 
compounds, are extremely toxic and even very «nail quantities' which «mid 
easily be absorbed by transportation workers, police, dean-tip crews or » en 
bystanders have produced poisoning. Knowledgeable evaluation oí' »ht- toxte 
potential of the pesticide involved in a spillage accident is important to prvv.-t« 
possible poisoning from the more toxic materials and to mtnimi/c imnc«ewar> 
precautions and concent if the chemicals involved are of low toxicity 

For this reason, spillage clean-up ami safe disposal of toxic material* require 
personnel who have special knowledge of pesticides and chemical safety ami who 
have proper equipment and sources of technical information available when an 
emergency arises. When a contamination incident occurs, it is powNr that 
personnel from the pesticide manufacturing plant who luve specialized Miowlrd » 
ot the toxicity and safety aspects of the specific chemical» involved may be called 
tor assistance. In the United States, some major pesticide companies can provtJe 
a clean-up and decontamination team in certain areas; tins service has proved to be 
very helpful. 

Spillage incidents should be reported to proper authorities, especially linai 
health officials. There may be situations where officials will find it necessary t« 
take action to prevent movement of a contaminated vehicle or cargo until it t* 
properly investigated or decontaminated. If cargo other than pesticides h*s been 
removed from a vehicle in which spillage of pesticides has occurred, the «em* 
should be located ami checked for contamination. Careful cottsideratti«! should 
be given to whether items intended for human or animal consumption should be 
destroyed, especially if they are in containers that can be permeated by the 
pesticide. It is necessary to trace the location of cargo that has been reshipped 
following a spillage incident in order to prevent any hatard to the receiver. 

When pesticide spillage occurs, the hatard of the incident shooM be assewed 
nd precautions immediately taken to prevent additional coMammatimt. The 

contaminated clothing of an individual that has been exposed to torn material 
should be removed as soon as possible and contaminated skin areas thoroughly 
cleaned with generous amounts of soap and water to riduce dermal ahtarf*ton. 
Exposed persons should be placed under medical observation to ensure that any 
poisoning symptoms will be noted as early as possible so that prompt and proper 
treatment can be administered. This is especially important where contact lias 
been with one of the more highly toxic organophotphate pesticides. 

Waste pesticides, damaged containers and contaminated items should be 
buried in a location carefully selected to avoid contaminating surface or subsurface 
water (see chapter H). If personnel from the pesticide plant are sent to the »pillage 
Mtc as a clean-up crew, they should be instructed to wear proper protective 
clothing and equipment. Use of cartridge-type respirators and waHr-repelknt 
clothing, including rubber gloves and boots, are the minimum requirements for 
the clean-up crew of toxic pesticides. Pesticide contamination through sptHagc 
eau present a serious clean-up problem. It may be difficult and perhaps almos» 
impossible to decontaminate certain surfaces to the extent that all of the toxic 

a 
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pesikide company or t*k*u»mg ,*kr t \pert advice. ! IH result « imlnricnt 
decontamination; lomes or trällert an «litpatek«! «MI the next awigltment, and 
the tptllage »tea might U its identity a« a ptrfential kward. Therefore, it t» 
important that penóme! involved m tramportation .tini storage of thear materials 
know the proper paranti«*» m handling an«l dnpping toxic « lunikak 

Wkn pestiekk ha* kvtt *pilh*«l *m tWtng. tk tint iiulm anon may be' to 
"hole liuwn" the fuH»r with water to w»*lt away js much trf tk pesticide a* 
puaabfc. Ih« tt m* a gtk*l practice hecatm- HuUitng with water often spread« 
cotttaminatuwi over a wider area and came* th.- cépage ni toxk materni through 

Jr *" am "^"^ t,m *«**w f**« »•<* *rm» •» «wike the tir* step should he to 
carefully removí as much of the pmémle as pontile without enlarging tk' 
contaminated jrca for d««t m w«tubh powders, the ftrtt ttep might be as 
«aspic at sweepmg up tk bulk «I tk material and during of«. The broom 
ami other item* uied m thi* ckatt-up operatMi %kmltl k destroyed to prevent 
futur« tue. r 

Large tpuiititk* ot' tk« or wcttaftk pow den duu.kl mur k ptried up 
warn a «mvettttotMkype \.»«uum chatter with e »pumi ceiNcrtttm bag. Tk fate 

etautl ot toxR din«, ComHrn-Ml vacuum clean*r» destgned for me m peMktdc 
«an^acturtng pianti are ktter twted fer ptrking up ^ prmciifc. They ar« 
t»ti»lly JcMgiu.1 it» tltat tkm it a minimum of Irakapr into the air «luring opera* 
tern. Afer tk firn colmion erf k»m mattai, tkie vacuum elea»« ik> a 
reaionafcly good ^ «f movertitg dry partntdatt nuivrial rVi»m vam, and 
«aratiti tk 1«^., b«t » vhoukl not k atmn» d that atk.fttate oV«eunta«»natitw 
hat been aemnpittkd wttkiut etMM^abk a*klint«ial 1U anmg 

^^ Pkk*? rf *** "** ^^ be w«k by we erf an akorkm 
mmméI »di at altaday. line tawdu«, mda «é or even dry mil. »mal deeontamt- 
IMKM should be with,a chr«tiral that it capai*^degrading tkr pettietde. h » in 
thw m of tk mK.I dfeiwtaÄttnatH»», »hat added retearch it needed became tome 
«I tk material, that have been uwd (m thu purp^ m „«« ».rticwlarly ethcient 
m degraéng all petttenks. Some «rf"tk m**re readily available materialt that haw 
bmi i,«ed »re »cnhiim Nearkmate, k^kOd ehbnne bleach («xkum hypo- 
cMomr). Ipr(loaWfa)idmiaV)aiid hydrated Hme at well a. w^ and deter•. 
rwdMVMorr. ethyl «kohol, itopropyl alcohol and tritodium phoaphate have been 
wiecl to «lean surface!. 

I KrtimantmatMiti of metal lorrv kdt it pomble if tk* flooring it coittmuou» 
wttkHit hams w many boh k ,«K Mm metal k>*ry tbort, however, have seamt 
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.nul   arc   badly   gouged   and   scratched,   therefore   dccontaniintaion   is   verv 
difficult. 

A highway accident involving pesticides can picscnt a serious hazard not only 
to those persons directly invtilvc-J in the accident but also to those assisting 
i lie injured and to workers who clean up the wreckage and highway surface. 
In nah a situation it is well to remember tl\at any persons injured nt a wreck 
Uioukl be cheeked to determine if their skin has become contaminated with 
pestkkle. Ihe removal of highly toxk orgaiiophosphate pesticide from the skin 
may be just as important and urgent as other ftrst-atd measures for an injury. 
Almost any availabk liquid may be useful in cleansing contaminai*! ikin in 
such an emergency. Iravelins in waiting automobile* at the wreckage site may 
have liquidi such as water, cotice, soft drtnks or a k*tk of baby's milk. People 
travelling in campen or trailer» may be able to provide the more suitable pan. 
soap, water and towel or washcloth needed for a thorough clean in e job. If 
injured persons have ken taken to a hospital without kin.; checked for skin 

s onuiiimation, the hospital should immediately k advised of tk possible 
itatard. 

Lmployeo of a pcstkidc manufacturing plant, who may be talkd to tk 
scene of such an acudcut as experts on toxk chemicals, may not only be fared 
with providing Ittc-savtng advice as mentioned ak»ve but may encounter otkr 
proMem» associated w ith such an incident. In order to assess tk haiard of tk1 

situation it is important to tirst determini tk- pesticides involved. If the shipping 
papers are not availabk- or if they show that several dînèrent pesticides are in tk 
shipment, it may k necessary to enter tk- wrecked vehicle to identity tk com- 
potra» that are leaking onto tk highway surface At this time tk fWnght of 
having protective equipment available for such an emergency will k appreciated. 
I he wearing ot waterproof protective clothing and a cartridge-type respirator 
art the mnumum requirements to enter wreckage contaminated with toxk 
material*. Where htgiily volatik toxk »ateríais arc involved, tk use oi" a self- 
lomained air-supply respirator system is advised. A battery-operated light lor 
cheeking pesticide container lakk in the dark and a shovel for covering spilla K« 

with soil are useful items. 

Tk* pohce skndd not allow unauthorueu persons near tk* contaminated 
area. footprsitts or tyre tracks acni*» au area contaminated with a highly toxic 
compeHind should k- cause tor concern In such a case, a check sktukl k made to 
^ termine if anyone at tk site is wearing contaminated skies. V emtio with 
c*«taminateil tyres may k- difficult to trace. One method that has ken employed 
in the Uniteti States is by radio announcement, toxic material mt a v cluck tyre 
may pre win a harard to mechanics, service-station attendants or small children 
who may play arotinvi parked venules. 

If the pesticide spilted on tk- highway surface is a dust or wetlabk* powder 
formulation, such dry material nught k- drawn into tk ventilation system ut a 
passing veh ele and create a potential liaaard to vehkk occupants, especially 
infants. During windy weather, dry pesticide material can be Mown tome distarne 
alni may cause contamination of nearby areas. Covering dry pesticide with a tarp 
or mesist soil may prevent some movement by the wind; however, strong winds 

•MM 
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make thi» procedure ineffective. If a local hrc department ha. equipment at tjlc 

me, it may be advisable to "wet-down" the material so that it will not be carried 
by the wind or to Hush it from the highway surface. However, this should he 
done only aaer careful consideration of the possibility of contaminating nearby 
streams or bodies oí water. If the potential for contamination of such water 
appears to be greater through movement by wind than by Hushing with water 
he Hushing may be justified. Washing of the roadbed or highway surface 

However, spreads contamination and makes final clean-up more difficult. A tire' 

•vwa"c1Xt "Ut t0 HUSh PWriddc dOWn 3 "fCCt Stürm drai" °r 

The pdiee may be anxious to learn whether a is safV to allow vehicles to 
pa« a contaminated wreckage «te. If there u any doubt about the situation, u 
would be wise to prevent trarhc movement. If there is ample room for vehicles to 
pass a contaminated area and the compounds involved are relatively non-toxic 
here may be so„w justification for allowing movement of traffic. In this decidi/ 

however, a tiiorough knowledge of poticidc toxicity is important. 

ear ^1 «" Ut Ú¡ TmnWUtCd UTCtka^ *,Hl dcU»-UP * «'" ** ^Uini 
r w    mai^mcM d rl* *«"««• li » F*«cidc company sends brrieí and 

contaimrs, the workers should wear protective gear and take proper Jay 
^aut,o„, Undamaged cargo should be inspected to deternune ¡fit »contami 

c^. «»kT ' \tU aVüéd tonUt,í,1,a»»« «M**ul lomes, or «owing 

•houk be eametl out before it I* »iiov.d; otiierwm- there may be furtk-r spilUitc 

lai; J ft •* ****} Z tOWld A thW^h ^ with abÄ 
Ä^• "°  * "U,V^k •«»«y «**•*««» where ,» m,gm be a hazard. 

**f*c» mw« bv avotded. Contaminated soil, crushed rock or gravel area» t»H*tW 

"•> * **« °* ; Wld " » «wn **«i«r to Hkmify any retnamiAM c«it.«t«ited 

Í ,Ä WH" ^ ckÄ,,*l,,, Fw dttfw ü a ^^ -*« «JS 
tro,« rirt. HPI, hat bveu caiwed by ipontaneoui c»Mnhuit«m oÉ tH<«K»dei and 
«Jvent, »n l*uMid iorrmila«,«,» have contributed highly u*mJiï^£ï 
f.remen, police and utilookcn at a ttrt may be subitJu IO^ZMA ? 
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compound as well as the break-down product* may be present tti smoke Up to 
7.9 ntg of paralhion/in* of air has been found in the smoke of burning wettablc 
powder caratinoli from "empty" paper bags containing results o,i!K pesticide. «•» 
Although persons near a pesticide fire would not ordinarily be subjected to the 
tunics for any long period of time, the high concentration from burning i am 
amtattung only smalt amounts of parathion indicates that «t may be hazardous!, 
breathe the fumes for even a relatively short time. 

Fires in pesticide warehouses and formulation plants have resulted in br»e 
ijuaitfitics of pesticide watte whkh must be hauled and buried at a saie location 
Where stacks of dry pesticide are involved, much of the materials may be only 
partlybumed and, m the centre of tightly packed slacks, «»me of it may not he 
even cWd. dean-up crews should be warned of the potential bâtard and 
msmscted to wear protective gear when handling such material. 

StMMAftY 

Wherever pesticide« ««e stored or transported there is a potential tward 
beccute of the po*«bthty uf sptflagc « fire mvolvmg materni highly ^ m 

luinuni Proper ekan-up and disposal of spited «ir watte tome nuteruli requin 
the caread attention of personnel who have a thorough knowledge of «¡eh 
compouiH». Personnel from a pesticide nunufa* turing plant may be caMtd for 
expert advke and anmancc in clean-up procedures. When pettieue tpifttget or 
tires do occur, the safety ot personnel M of greatest importante. Despite eftw» to 
prevent welt hatardous tttttatiottt, the number of incident > occurring each mm 
indicates that continued vigtLinc in the held of transportan«*] anil storage §* 
necesiary m order to prevent pesticide putsotttttg». 

*• WuMr. H.H., W. P  
»* Imfëimnmtl ffarift. Vol J, p. ü|. 

•t. €*, Wafar «ad J, f, ArwMMUMy (f»ftt) .fetta-< 





IO.   SAFETY IN THE HANDLING OF ORGANOPHOSPHATE 
PESTICIDES 

hy William I'. Andrvmi* 

Organophosplutc pesticides have been manufactured and marketed in the 
United States since 194€», whea par4thion was introduced. Considerable experience 
has developed in the handling of these very toxic and potentially hazardous 
materials with the increasing use of them. Toxicity is the capacity of the material 
to cause injury or death. Hazard is the probability that injury or death will result 
from a particular use of the material. 

Although the potential hazards to employees engaged in the manufacture 
of mimical grade» of pesticides are lest than those to persons engaged in the 
formulation tw use of pesticides, the industrial hygiene aspects arc the same. 
Lxpcricncc proves that tin t Monophosphates can be safely handled if the following 
baste rules are strictly followed : 

Know the materials being handled. 
Follow the industrial hygiene precautions recommended by the manufac- 
turer*. These- include the use of protective euuipmcnt ami clothing, ventilation 
tor the eotttrol of dusts, mots or vapours and proper storage and handling 
practice*. IK» m*t stow, carry or ctmsumc food, drink or toñeco in the 
work area. 
Follow the personal hygiene practices rwomtttended by the nunuiacttiret. 
hi the cam* of c^gatjoprnHpruicv these include washing thoroughly with 
»»»ap ami water before eat mg. smoking or fsutig to the tonet and a complete 
dtowvr ami thange of clothing at the «ml of the work day. 
Know the stgut and lymptoms of organo, hoaphatc ponooing and acquaint 
the plant pi vu* un ami (oral physician, members of the minx diate family 
and fttetttts with them. If the sips and ymptom* occur, caN a pttysicia« 
mtmrduuls. the pbyMcia« should, of rom. be provided with the nuint* 
mettded method of treatment of organophotphate poMtintng. 
Undergo penodtc blood tern for t In onesterà«» activity. The absorption of 
•MvMiioph<>«plutc in »utaosh t|iunnues can thus be detected and tertotti 
dlmti ••# tleath averted. 

All oj thin i»« mts «re OWIISH-SI in 4 tail below 

* IW>tt«, ttMtt%tri-tl Hvftpii» I Vptiiinrni   Aiiivfh tit t \ ¿lumul Wis HI*. Ness |mr>*s 

IM 
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INDIMWAL HYGIENE 

Organophoiphatc pctocido range in toxicity front a slightly tone product 
Mcc malathion to highly toxk product! like the paratiuom wluch arc deägfiated 
at CU I mmern by USDA and tía* i) pouom by the t SDÌ. Rcgardle» of the 
degree of toxicity, all ofgaftophotnhates should be handled carefully, and good 
industrial hygiene practice* should he followed. 

Tht fini ha* rale fot the safe handling of pest.vidci it to know the product 
handled. The cam« way to do dm i* to read the label. Every penictde 

ti labelled, and every label contatili pert mem sa&ty information. 
Kive information can be obtained front the man 
have pubbthed manuals contenting recommended 

a STOP» 
o«5S-gaJ 

on afll-«id palpai» of technical 
cap seal. The STOP design ihown 

U»coith»ofa 

One company hat placed on all of iu 
which warm aM users of the material to read the 

the ugn i» on the teal over the drum bong; 
natemi» or formulations it w on the rVxtoout 
in figure 1 it similar to the road »igni in the 

system by aN 

thai aM Detticide lahcài 

mtuftht 
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Inert ingredients (per cent) ; 
Directions for use; 
Warnings; 
Name and address of manufacturer or registrant; 
USDA registration number (on formulations). In the cate of Class B poison, 
the USDTrequires that a Class B poison designation be a part of the labi; 
Net content. 

A typical organophosphate label is shown in figures 2 to 4. It consists of three 
panels. The centre portion of the label (figure 2) indicates that the product in the 
container is technical thimct and shows the ingredienti, the USDA poison 
category, intended use, net contents and advice that the pesticide be kept out of 
the reach of children, (unfortunately over the years that pesticides have been 
used, a large percentage of the deaths due to organophosphates occurred in 
children playing with or drinking pesticides from original containers, from soda 
bottles into which excess pesticide had been stored or by contact with incorrectly 
discarded containers.) 

This product label contains the words DANGER and POISON and the 
skull and cross-bones symbol on the centre portion of the label because it ss a 
Class I poison as designated by the USDA Federal Insecticide Act. TaWe 1 snows 
the USDA poison catégoriel. 

Tuta I. UNITCO STATO DWAKTNINT of Acwcutnmt caneos«» o» rosne rrr 

LDttt* 

^w^^rn f% ^(l^nsi^wpH 

WH* 
< ••***?                                                  Sigma wmé 

OMI 
(mißt) (mgftgl 

<mH> 

I "Wsenwisif..."           »mg« Oto SO 0to2lM) Uto 2.000 
• %^wi•^w» 

f AMH ami fTrwt-hrum) 
II "Hifmful « f**l if    **        Wanting          > 50 to VX» > JBOt» • 2.000 «o 

2.<ä)0 «1,000 
KIMHMMMif...u          Cantee« >.40to > 2,000 to 

S.000 20,000 
»V            None* >§»0» > 20,000 

*Timih nT-** *** — ***** >it<lltPWrf*' '--^ 

.....  * Ity^ÁiMNSsftMWlMwMMiMHrrai 
vthtfmwwrf 14-<téy> ammtai Vif*** m mm a«f t» #•»« 

.  • NHM ttfdml Nwd m ara» Mibfy ; tmmwmJtm 

taf MMMÉM m §w$&Ê&à fct • pwèrsd mf t httsW. 
mtê M ppn. 
H^uf   ÊÊm   Élfctf prcutmct Audi tÉv m    n  

i-ì«rr appwpitete fmmMmmnt mm^rn. 

There are finir catégorie« of toxicity fot tac ctantiM Jtiott of att pesticide», 
the clawikatum is entirely dependent upo« U>* valí«. TI*e ««nal word» 
DANGER and POISON, the »kuli and çro»èo»ei, and the word WARNING 
<»r CAUTION art legally re^twed on the béri. Anyone who uses technical 
materiali originating in the United Stato should become fanuhar wié these 
»ymbols and the degree of toxiaty they denote. 
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Figuri' 2. Centre panel of the thiiuet lak'l 

ik ftgfct pene! of «He atmet tcthm**l Ubd (téftufi $ tuMMt» the OHI H 
I**** warning ugn KfM by the USI>T. Urn B poiumi *rr IHJUHI* »ml 
nOitli whn h M« known to ru H) fox* tu human» M I« éhtú i hataitl MM 

tramporutio« IM the ib» uf dornte dat. on huma* u>**uy. mafenali MV 

«umklrfMi to bt C^m ft pot**» tnd mm m hu mam if they M with» «ty twe 
ut (IH following categorici when tettvd on bburüary âmmah: 
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Figure 3, Right-hand panel of the thimet label 

ug|U^U      JWAUU^I      g^^m^^mm 

Owl MèMKH prodwnng death wtthm 41 hourt m 50 prr ivnt of 10 whè* 
Uèornory ntt wttnhmj 2«» MI 31» jj it a ^e àm of *» mg/kg of fe©éy 

bÉMeii MbMHeM prodttcing <W»th m SO fm mm of !» ar man wh*c 
Uboratory fa* weighing .m» to UN) g. when «hak»« 2 mg/l w Iw « f 
vapour, *m or <k«t fior • ¿«riot! of on* hour or Im; 
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Figure 4. Left-hand panel of the thimet label 

DANCER! 
POISONOUS BY SKIN CONTACT, INHALATION, OR SWALLOWING • 
RAPIDLY ABSORBEO THROUGH SKIN • REPEATED INHALATION 
OR SKIN CONTACT MAY, WITHOUT SYMPTOMS, PROGRESSIVELY 

INCREASE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO POISONING 

00 NOT SET !N EYES, ON SKIN, SN CLOTHÎNS 
Wear clean rubber gloves, goggle« and clean  waterproof or freshly-laundered 
protective clothing (coverall», rubber boots, cap. ate). DestroyandI r!K ÎlSÏ 

SÎ!ï,T|hl» rth„$oaJ> and "*'m *at« "SÄ Stinga smÄ 
ïîh «^STÎS? att? T_îk and chan«e *" clothin«- WMn nothing thoToughTy with soap and hot water before reuse. In case of contact, immediately remove 
contaminated clothing and wash skin thoroughly with soap and water* 

00 NOT BREATHE MIST 
i^T^.ïïf Xk W •*P'rator of • »VP« Pa»*«d by the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Met£!. Pro,ftC,,on-    " "«"«»led indoors,  provide me%.S .xhîust îïrî 

Remove unauthorized persons from operating area. 

00 NOT CONTAMINATE FOOD OR PESO PRODUCTS 
Cover spillage with an absorbent such as soda ash. lime, clay or sawdust    Sween 
up arid bury. Wash are. thoroughly with a full-strength 'liquid hoSoSchÄ 

Highly toxic to fish and and wildlife. Do not contaminate any body of water. 

DISPOSAL OF ORUMSi Drain drum completely. Add 5 gallons of water   l r.,« 

.° dTtrs:Ä2.He:.d., a stair •w *?>« s^wr r,u i«» ano tei »tana for at least IS minutes. Drain comp ete y and rinse several tin»« 
with water.   Tighten bungs.   Transport to a profesional drum reSn^oSer hTv 
mg burning equipment for reconditioning. wonumoner nav- 

in case of 
oroptrty involv 
«ay   or   night 

%  POISON £ 

symptoms of poisoning have occurred/ * i,r°P,ne un* 

tm«r«ncy endangering IH« «, I 
vtaig thto product, «*H colloet, I 
>.   Arra   Cmto   201—S3S-3iOO. I 

dGurÄtfflÄWÄ 
doctor, but give two atropina tablets (each 1/100 grain) ¿one! 

Call a physician at once in all cases of suspected poisoning. 

pesticida. If swallowed, ¡rSuce^ffing hTtMÌ? warniTïîy "irSS 12? 
Repeat until vomit fluid is clear.   Have patientTile ¿Wart^líep iuS!^ 

NEVER SIVE ANYTHING BY MOUTH TO AN UNCONSCIOUS PERSON 

patient continuously 4« hours. Repeated exposure tocr^inestweu?'hSSE2 
may. without warning, causa  ncreasina susceotibiiitw »« ¿Z» .-.LirSL ""»'Ç*0»» 

ass« ä-äUWSKS»5* »ä—----"* 
MAOS ANO »RINTaO IN UOA. 

® 'rMAOCMARJH 
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Skin absorption substances producing death within 48 hours in 50 per cent of 
10 or mere rabbits tested at a dosage of 200 mg/kg of body weight on 
continuous contact with the bare skin for 24 hours or less. 

The Class B poison classification for pesticides is essentially the same as the 
USD A Class I poison. Many materials other than pesticides are Class B poisons. 

A toxicity rating chart which equates toxicity to common quantity measure- 
ments in United States use is shown in table 2. Table 3 shows a comparison of the 
LD50 values of several organophosphate pesticides in the Class B poison category. 

TABLE 2. TOXICITY BATING CHART» 

Toxicity toting or clasi Probable lethal dote for a 70 kg male (mg/kg) 

6. Super toxic  Less than 5 (a taste, less than 7 drops) 
5. Fxtremely toxic  5—50 (7 drops to 1 teaspoon) 
4. Very toxic   50—500 (1 teaspoon to 1 ounce) 
3. Moderately toxic  500—5,000 (1 ounce to 1 pint) 
2. Slightly toxic  5,000-15,000 (1 pint to 1 quart) 
1. Practically non-toxic   more than 

15,000 (more than 1 quart) 
• The cxpRMk« of tetbatdM« lathe America ^ 

TABLE 3. TUB LD» VAMJBS OP SBVBBAL PESTICIDES AND A CLASS B POISON 

_ ^..                                                                          Ont toxicity                    SW« tema toxicity 
***** (mglkg)   ("Vikt) 

Abate      2030« 1930» 
2330« 970* 

Dimethoate   185« 1000« 
245« 800* 

Malathion  2800« 6700« 
4100» 

Methyl parathion  ."  14* *7« 
24» 67« 

Thimet   3.7« 6" 
1.6« 20« 

Parathion  20» 28« 
45« 

•   18» 
Ztnopho,   ì» W» 
Oast B potion  80* 260* 

• Makraá. 
• Male rabbit*. 
• Female rats. 
« Penule rabbia. 
• Male guinea pig». 

It can be teen that parathion, thimet and linophos insecticide» are extremely 
toxic. They are at the lower cud of the USDA Clan I poison category of toxicity. 
Small quantities can cause serious illness and possible death. However, the toxicity 
of a material is not the only factor which should be considered regarding the 
potential effect of a material on humans or other animals. Manufacturers, for- 
muLaton and users should consider the hazards in a particular use of a material 
as well as its toxicity. 
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As an example. 10 aiul 15 per cent formulations of thimet 10 G ami 15 (¡ 
on granular clay of 24 to -48 screen mesh size contain an extremely small pcrccntai^c 
of respiratile size particles in the product. In addition, the material is intended to 
be drilled into the soil. The hazard has been reduced considerably by this formula- 
tion and application. Skin absorption of the granular product is not a serious 
problem as the granules do not readily adhere to the skin because oí their size. 
In addition, clay tends to bind the technical material by its absorptive capacity. 
The skin toxicity LP50 values for 10 and 15 per cent thimet granules are consid- 
erably less than those for the corresponding technical material. 

The left panel of the thimet technical label (figure 4) is headed by the word 
DANGER followed by a long list of precautionary statements which outline 
the hazards inherent in use of the product and describe how to avoid the hazards. 
The routes of exposure of thimet are skin contact, inhalation and swallowing 
(ingestion); skin contact is by far the greatest hazard. With the exception of 
malachion and abate, toxic quantities of organophosphate compounds are rapidly 
absorbed through the intact skin. 

Many of the newer organophosphates in use have low vapour pressures at 
ambient temperatures, so that prolonged exposure to even saturated atmospheres 
is hazardlcss. The assumption that exposure to a vapour that is detected by the 
nose presents a hazard is not true. The odour of most organophosphates is detect- 
able even in extremely low concentrations; the nicrcaptan odour associated with 
thimet is detectable in parts per billion. Airborne mists, spray or dust particles of 
the more toxic organophosphate pesticides generated in formulation or applications 
in the field, however, may present a hazard by inhalation. 

Ingestion in occupational exposure is usually "incidental ingestion" which is 
the repeated introduction of pesticides into the system through contamination 
of food, drink or tobacco. This may be either directly, by hand contamination 
or by swallowing dust, liquid, vapour or mist which was previously inhaled and 
which remained in the upper respiratory passages. 

Personal hygiene 

The left panel of the label (figure 4) recommends the use of protective 
clothing to prevent contact of the pesticide with the skin or eyes. It is recom- 
mended that clothing be laundered before re-use. Therefore, protective clothing 
should only be worn one day. 

The protective clothing includes underwear, stockings, long-sleeved coveralls 
or long-slecvcd shirt and trousers, and washable cap. In addition to these washable 
items, the following may be included: rubber gloves, rubber shoes or boots, 
goggles or face shield and respirator. A number of formulators employ additional 
safety items such as rubber aprons, air-supply suits and helmets. These practices 
are excellent but are not always necessary if other aspects of a good industrial 
hygiene programme are operative. 

The daily clothing provision is extremely important and should definitely 
include stockings and underwear. Clothing contaminated with organophosphates 
remains contaminated for a long time because of low vapour pressures of the 
materials and can be a serious source of exposure. 
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When drums of pesticides are opened in hot weather or in other operations 
where contact with spray or mist is possible, goggles or a face shield should be 
used. Leather shoes readily absorb organophosphate pesticides, and, if worn after 
being contaminated, they provide a significant source of exposure. Rubber 
gloves should be handled without grasping the portion of the glove contaminated 
with pesticide. Before removal, gloves should be washed frequently with snip 
and water and should be decontaminated periodically with household bleach 
solution. Gloves should be replaced frequently (as often as every 2 to 3 day; m a 
manufacturing plant). It is important to clean and decontaminate rubber footwear. 
goggles and respirators frequently. This can be accomplished by washing with 
liquid bleach followed by soap and water. 

The left panel of the label (figure 4) recommends thorough washing with 
soap and water before eating or smoking and bathing after a work day and then 
a complete change of clothing. Personal hygiene is extremely important; one of 
the most important parts of the industrial hygiene programme is personal washing. 
The shower at the end of the work day must be a mandatory work condition. 
If a worker refuses to take a shower, he should not be permitted to work with the 
extremely toxic organophosphates. The shower should be thorough and include 
the hair on the head. The label warns that in case of skin contact due to contami- 
nated clothing during the work day, the clothing should be removed immediately 
and the skin washed thoroughly with soap and water. A thorough shower and 
a change of clothing arc advisable. 

The next warning on the left panel is DO NOT BREATHE MIST. Wear 
a mask or respirator approved by the USD A for thimet protection. (The respon- 
sibility for the approval of respirators has been transferred from the USDA to the 
United States Bureau of Mines.) Respiratory protection should be used where 
there is a chance of exposure to dust in formulations. The label recommends the 
use of mechanical exhaust ventilation if thimet insecticide is used indoors, which 
means in solid or liquid formulation operations daring dumping, blending, 
transferring and packaging. 

The best way to prevent incidental ingestion is to prohibir the carrying of 
drink, tobacco or food on the person when working with organophosphates and 
to prohibit storage or eating of food in areas where the pesticide is stored oi used. 
Washing with soap and water before eating is essential. The food-handling area 
should always be separated by at least a doorcd wall with the door kept closed 
when not being entered. Where dust containing organophosphate insecticide is 
generated, a lunchroom adjacent to the work area should be kept under positive 
pressure to prevent dust from entering it. 

The next item on the label reads DO NOT CONTAMINATE FOOD OR 
FEED PRODUCTS which means in essence do not store pesticides near products 
intended for human or animal consumption. Disposal methods for spillage of 
material and for empty drums given on the label have been described in chapter 9. 

Medical aspects 

The rest of the left panel of the label (figure 4) describes the symptoms and 
signs  of organophosphate poisoning,  first-aid  procedures and treatment of 
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poisoning. The symptoms and signs of organophosphatc poisoning include the 
following: headache, blurred vision, constricted pupils, weakness, nausea, 
abdominal cramps, diarrhoea, feeling of tightness in chest, excessive sweating and 
excessive salivation. 

These signs and symptoms should be learned by all employees and their 
families. If the symptoms occur, a physician should be called immediately and 
informed that the affected person works with organophosphates ; the antidote is 
atropine or 2-PAM. All people handling pesticides should provide doctors 
serviring their operations with medical information on organophosphatc poisoning 
and treatment which is contained in many publications which are readily avail- 
able. 

If symptoms occur on the job, the affected person should be removed from 
the work area, stripped of contaminated clothing and the skin washed with an 
abundance of soap and water to remove all traces of pesticide. If the pesticide 
has been swallowed, vomiting should be induced by giving warm, salty or 
soapy water, and the treatment repeated until vomit fluid is clear. Vomiting 
may be induced by sticking a finger down the patient's throat. The patient 
should be made to lie down and drink large quantities of water, while being kept 
warm and quiet; however, nothing should ever be given by mouth to an unconscious 
person. 

The antidotes for organophosphatc poisoning are atropine and 2-PAM. The 
latter is administered intravenously by a physician. Many companies handling 
these pesticides have a supply of 1/100-grain atropine tablets available for emer- 
gency use. If symptoms occur, two atropine tables should be given orally at once. 
If atropine is given, a physician must be called; the employee should not be treated 
without professional assistance being sought. 

The remainder of the label contains the note to a physician describing the 
signs and symptoms and treatment which is to be administered by him. The three 
major facets of treatment arc: 

Maintenance of respiration (mouth-to-mouth respiration); 
Termination of exposure (clothing removal, washing and removal of the 
individual from the area) ; 
Administration of antidote (complete atropinization). 

The label indicates that repeated exposure to Cholinesterase inhibitors may 
cause increased susceptibility to very small doses of any Cholinesterase inhibitor 
without warning. Therefore it is desirable to monitor the exposure of persons 
working with organophosphates for relatively long periods of time by a blood 
testing programme which is discussed below. 

Red blood cell Cholinesterase regeneration is relativ ?\y slow as shown in 
figure 5 for parathion. Serum Cholinesterase regeneration is relatively rapid. 
Anyone with low Cholinesterase activity, regardless of whether signs and symp- 
toms are evident or not, should be removed from further exposure to organo- 
phosphates until Cholinesterase regeneration has taken place as determined by 
blood tests. 

All employees should have periodic blood tests. The Michel electrometric 
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Figure 5. Rates of regeneration of Cholinesterase activity in plasma and red blood celts following 
inactivation by parathion 

.<*** .* 

*t   rmt 
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method can be used for ore-exposure levels and the Becton Dickinson unopcttel 
Cholinesterase tests for periodic screening. The latter test is inexpensive, rapid and 
excellent, but it should be used for screening purposes only as it measures whole- 
blood Cholinesterase. If a low value is found in screening, the blood should be 
checked again by the Michel method. Confirmation of the low value indicates 
that the operator should be removed from organophosphate exposure until his 
level returns to normal as indicated by subsequent tests. 

SAFETY IN TRANSPORTATION 

One of the pressing problems in the pesticide industry at pèsent is the 
leakage of packages in transit* from the manufacturer to formulator or warehouse, 
or from the formulator to a warehouse or the user. Leakages can occur from a 
number of causes. One is faulty fabrication of the container, such as poor welding 
of the side seam or improper gluing of the walls of paper bags. Leakage from this 
cause may be reduced since the manufacturers of containers have reportedly 
improved their fabrication and testing techniques. 

A second cause of pesticide leakage in transit is poor handling in loading 
or unloading of the containers from the trucks or railway wagons. There have 
been a number of incidents in which 55-gal drums or bags of pesticide have been 

> Unopctte it the registered trade mark of Becton Dickinson Company, Rutherford, 
New Jersey. 

2 See chapter 9. 
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pierced by the fork of a fork-lift truck. Other examples of poor handling include 
dropping of metal containers or cardboard cartons, especially those containing 
glass bottles. It is important to stress to all personnel the necessity to handle the 
packages with utmost care. 

A third cause of leakage has been the use of an incorrect container for a 
pesticide or pesticide formulation. There have been a number of incidents of 
leakage of pesticide containers in the past due to corrosion of the container 
causing pin-hole leaks in the head of the containers. Substitution of containers 
with a different type of lining has mainly solved this problem. 

Improper loading of pesticides has been a source of damage to pesticide 
containers with subsequent leakage. There have been numerous incidents where 
shipments have been improperly braced with resulting container shifting and 
containcr-to-containrr contact. The loading of 55-gal drums on top of one 
another usually results in leakage in the drums on top from bouncing during 
transit. Only floor loading is recommended for 55-gal containers. 

Although all of the containers used for pesticides must conform with United 
States Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulations and in many cases arc 
superior to ICC specifications, pesticide companies arc working with the container 
manufacturers for improved packaging to minimize breakage and subsequent 
leakage. The National Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA) is a trade 
association of which most major pesticide manufacturers are members. It has a 
special committee presently working on container design to minimize breakage. 

1 'rat ¡sport at ion procedura 

It is best to transport a full shipment of 30- and 55-gal drums of technical 
material in hydrocushion railway wagons to minimize shifting and drum-to-drum 
contact. Rather than a full load, only a prescribed number of drums per wagon 
should be permitted to ensure proper ioading and dunnage. Prior to shipment, 
the closure of each drum should be checked and a cap seal installed over the bung 
closure. In one instance, a railway wagon of technical thimct was involved in 
a derailment. Inspection of the wagon showed no damage to the contents probably 
due to the above method of loading. It was placed upon a new undercarriage and 
sent to its destination. No leakage was noted at the destination. 

Photographs should be taken of all loads after the completion of loading, 
prior to shipment and at the destination if damage has occurred during shipment. 
One function accomplished by this photography is to ensure that warehouses and 
formulators pack the material properly for shipment. If anything happens during 
shipment, and it occasionally does, the photographs can be compared and events 
reconstructed. 

Lorries arc used only if hydrocushion railway wagons are not available. The 
lorries arc loaded with a full floor load to minimize the amount of other materials 
shipped together with the pesticide freight. However, the manufacturer has no 
control over what freight is shipped with organophosphate pesticides by a 
common carrier since even a full floor load does not represent a full legal weight 
load. The practice of shipping drummed pesticides on flat-bed vans has a high 
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potential for hazard. It has been recently recommended that ICC' regulations be 
amended to prohibit this practice. 

Formulations in 30- and 55-gal containers are transported in the same 
manner as technical material; 5- and 1-gal (four to a carton) pails are usually 
shipped in trailers. Again, it is desirable to photograph the loaded trailer prior to 
shipment and at the destination to determine if anything has happened to the 
shipment during transit. R«. suits from use of piggyback trailer«; in shipment of 
5-gal pails thus far have been excellent. 

Companies have been concerned with potential hazards hi the event of a 
transportation disaster such as railway and trailer wrecks or fires in which organo- 
phosphatcs as well as other pesticides are involved. One company uses the follow- 
ing emergency procedure. 

All bills of lading have an emergency telephone number to be called in case 
of accident or fire involving their materials. All trucking and railway companies 
have been advised of the emergency procedure anil its purpose. The telephone 
is only for emergencies and is manned 24 hours a day. The person answering 
the telephone has a list of pertinent questions which he asks the caller. All company 
products are listed by division and the receiver of the call at the headquarters 
relays the information to the divisional representative. Each division is prepared 
to handle emergencies involving its products and the call to the emergency 
telephone activates the procedure. Depending on the extent of the emergency, 
various company experts may become involved cither by telephone or by their 
presence at the site to aid in decontamination of spills, disposal of wrecked or 
burned products, salvage operations and advice to fire departments and hospitals. 
The emergency procedure provides that at least one company representative be 
present at the scene of the emergency as soon as possible. 

The trade association NACA and company members are investigating the 
feasibility of a nationwide pesticide safety team network to handle emergencies 
involving Class B pesticides. Thus companies will aid each other, as well as 
assist police, health and fire departments in emergencies. 

Warehousing 

The warehousing of organophosphatcs may be hazardous as evidenced by an 
incident in Tijuana involving parathion (sec chapter 9). Products arc stored in 
warehouses belonging to the company, distributors and the public tha: arc 
adjacent to areas of use. Warehousing is made as safe as possible by providing 
literature describing recommended warehousing practices, safety precautions, 
decontamination and clean-up procedures, advice to firemen and medical infor- 
mation for local physicians or clinics. A basic list of warehouse safety rules 
follows: 

Inspect containers for leaks before handling them; 
Do not mishandle containers and thereby create emergencies by carelessness; 
If a leak or spill does occur, keep bystanders away and repon it immediately; 
Do not store organophosphatcs next to food or other articles intended for 
consumption by humans or animals; 
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After organophosphate pesticides have been unloaded, inspect vehicle for 
contamination; do not release a contaminated vehicle; 
Do not release other freight which has been contaminated with pesticides; 
Consult shipper or manufacturer for decontamination procedures; 
Where Class B poisons are involved, notify USDT. 

A manual published by NACA3 applies in general to all organophosphates. 
It is highly rt-tuuiiUciulcJ to all pcisuns cuncuued with the storage of pesticides. 

Ideally, a warehouse for pesticides is fireproof, equipped with a sprinkler 
system, well vcutilated and located in an area remote from residential areas and 
watercourses. Companies attempt to find this kind of storage, but a warehouse 
which satisfies all these conditions is often difficult to locate. In warehousing, 
ideally, pesticides should be stored in a separate room from other products 
intended for human or animal consumption and separated from other products 
by an aisle at least 8 to 10 feet (2.4 to 3 m) wide. In a further effort to prevent 
contamination of other material, specially painted pallets for pesticides are to be 
used only for those compounds. 

> National Agricultural Chemical» Anociarion (1968) Safety ht the Warehousing of 
P»#Mmt Washington, D.C. ^  J 



11.   THE ROLE OF THE FOOD AND DRUG 
ADMINISTRATION IN REGULATION OF PESTICIDES 

IN THE UNITED STATES* 

The United States is committed by law, policy and the traditions of many 
decades to assure that the food supply of the nation is safe, clean and wholesome. 
The United States is committed to full enforcement of these laws, and, accord- 
ingly, hai developed criteria and protocols that are effective, workable and 
enforceable. Within this primary goal, the United States seeks means that will 
permit achievement with minimal dislocation of production or trade. But under 
no circumstances will hazard to humans or to the environment be countenanced 
to servj economic goals. 

Ihe wholesomencss of any food supply depends in part on the quality of the 
total environment—the soil, water and air in which the food is grown, processed 
and consumed. Acute contamination of these basic natural resources by pesticide 
residues and other pollutants can affect not only the safety of food products but 
also other environmental values such as human water supplies, wild-life preserva- 
tion and outdoor recreation. The United States is actively seeking to protect and 
manage these resources in the interest of greater safety and human welfare. 

In the highly interrelated, interdependent world of modern technology and 
trade, the challenge of protecting crops and livestock from insects, diseases, weeds 
and other pests without hazard to humans, animals or their environment requires 
the combined and sustained efforts of scientists, technicians and administrators; 
of producers, processors and distributors; of industry and government; and of 
countries working together to establish and administer sound, acceptable standards 
of food safety and environmental quality. 

The statutory authority for the regulation of pesticides and pesticide residues 
entering interstate commerce has been established by the Congress of the United 
States. Under these statutes, the responsibility for registration of pesticides and 
pest control materials has been delegated to the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA). The establishment of tolerances for pesticides in or on 
human food and animal feeds has been delegated to the Food and Drug Adminis- 
tration (FDA), Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The following 
information provides a statement of the authorities on which the American 
pesticide regulations are based, the criteria for registration and establishment of 
tolerances, the research, action and education programmes related to pesticides 
and the existing levels of pesticide residues in the United States. 

* Based on material furnished by the United States Food and Drug Administration. 
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FOOD, DRUG, AND COSMI-TIC ACT 
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Ideal y, the tolerances on pesticide res.di.es should apply to the ready-to-eat 

TJZ t   T> f   C brUSC k " t,1C 1•** °f PCStkidc actually «»«med that can have health s.gn.f.cance. However, tolerances established at tins point 
..»  he food cha,n would not be practical. Therefore, a point n. the distribution 
system has been selected where meaningful corrective action can be taken to 
prevent consumption of unsafe amounts of pesticide chemicals. The tolerance 
concept don not anticipate as a practical matter that all foods will contain residues 
of all chemicals as high as the established tolerance level, or even that the entire 
harvest of a single food will always contain a residue at the tolerance level. 

Data requirements for pesticide tolerances 

The criteria and data requirements for establishing tolerances are deicribed in 
detail although some flexibility is permitted in practice. The basic requirement is 
that the furnished data, when evaluated as a whole, will establish the safety of the 
proposed pesticide tolerance. This judgement is made by toxicologic qualified 
by training and experience to evaluate the safety of pesticide residues in food. 

Chemical data 

The chemical data in pesticide petitions must meet the following major 
requirements: s     J 

The residue data must delineate the identity and magnitude of the residues 
and must show that, under the proposed conditions of use, the proposed 
tolerance is suitable (i.e. will not be exceeded and is not higher than necessary). 
The analytical methods used to obtain the residue data must be valid and 
must afford a measure of the total toxic residue. A suitable method must be 
furnished for enforcing the proposed tolerance. 

The following data are usually necessary to, arrive at a scientific judgement 
as to whether these requirements have been met: 

Pesticide chemical The identity and complete composition, including minor 
components and impurities, as well as accepted chemical (or biological) and 
common names are required. Specifications must be furnished if required to 
establish identity or to limit impurities. Chemical, physical and biological 
properties pertinent to the evaluation of the efficiency of analytical procedures 
and the nature and stability of residues must be reported. 

Conditions of use. Complete proposed directions for use must be included. 
Proposed limitations and restrictions, such as against feed use of by-products, 
must be reasonable, practicable and in conformity with accepted practices. 

Analytical methods. The petitioner must present or refer to a method suitable 
ror enforcing the proposed tolerance. This method is added to the FDA Pesticide 
Analytical Manual, which is a compendium of pesticide analytical methods. In 
some instances residue data may be obtained by methods not suitable for regula- 
tory purposes. It is desirable to confirm residue results by using more than one 
method (i.e. by a specific method and one or two appropriate general methods). 
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Descriptions of methods must be sufficiently detailed and well organized to be 
followed by analysts not familiar with the procedures. 

Ct-netal requirements for methods. Extraction and clean-up procedures must be 
efficient in removing and recovering residues from samples. Methods must be 
validated by an adequate number of blanks (untreated crops) and recoveries on an 
adéquat; representation of the commodities involved. Blank values must be 
reasonably low in relation to the proposed tolerance. Recoveries must be at 
appropriate fortification levels in relation to the proposed tolerance and must be 
reasonably quantitative. Sensitivity, accuracy and precision must be satisfactory 
in relation to the proposed tolerance and to the toxicity of the pesticide chemical. 

Additional requirements for regulatory methods. The methods must meet the 
following additional requirements: be sufficiently specific to identify and measure 
residues in the presence of other pesticides which could reasonably be expected 
to be present on the same commodities; be reasonably rapid and not require 
"exotic" (unavailable) equipment or reagents; do not require use of untreated 
crop samples for blanks or internal standards; give satisfactory results when 
employed by regulatory laboratories. Method trials in at least two FDA labora- 
tories arc made to determine the suitability for regulatory purposes. 

Samples for analysis. The samples must .reflect the proposed conditions of use 
including maximum use with respect to dose, timing and number of applications. 
Samples reflecting exaggerated conditions of use are valuable. The conditions 
under which samples were treated in the field and the method of application 
must be reported. The samples must reflect adequate geographical distribution 
(i.e. major growing areas) and an adequate representation of types of crops for 
which tolerances are proposed. 

The time between sampling and analysis and the conditions under which the 
samples were stored must be stated. The storage time should be as short as possible; 

Í CI?P °r CXtraCt samP,cs wcrc storcd bcforc analysis (i.e. trimmed, washed, 
brushed, peeled or hulled) tins must be reported. If these operations are necessary 
to reduce residues within the proposed tolerance, they must reflect commercial 
practice in preparation of the crop for shipment in interstate commerce. 

Analytical results. In all cases individual results and not just averages must be 
reported. Any corrections for blanks and recoveries must be explained. There 
must be an adequate number of results for each commodity. The identity and 
magnitude of the residue under the proposed conditions of use must be established. 
Toxic residual metabolic, degradation or other conversion products must be 
identified and measured. 

Data showing whether the pesticide is systemic (i.e. translocated within the 
plant or animal) must be presented. Data must be included to show the rate at 
which the residue dissipates on the crops involved. Results must include pertinent 
data on the distribution of the residue (for example, between peel and pulp) 
and evidence as to whether the residue is reduced when the raw commodity is 
prepared for market (by washing, trimming or brushing) in order to judge the 
amount of residue that is likely to remain on the edible portion of the commodity. 
Where pertinent to the proposed use, data must be presented on the accumulation, 
persistence and identity of residues in soils, and the transfer of such residues to 
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crops likely to be grown in the- same soils. Where pertinent, evidence must be 
presented to show whether residues co», entrate at a hagher level or undergo 
chemical change in processed foods or feeds, inducing edible by-products 

In certain cases, ,t m..y be necessary to provide data shuwuu; the effect tm 
residues of standard operations of food preparation for consumptionVe. cooking) 
for feed and forage items including feed by-products, there must be a basis for 
determining whether residues will transfer to food products such as meat, milk 
and eggs If so, the identity and magnitude of such transferred residues must be 
established and suital le tolerances proposed. 

Negligible residue tolerance. The guidelines for the review of the chemical 
data in petitions which propose negligible residue tolerances are generally die- 
sarne as those described above, except dut: (a) tissue residue studies on laboratory 
animals may be accepted to show the likelihood that the pesticide use will result 
in residues m meat and milk; and, (b) tolerances may be established on the basis 
oí a group of crops rather than on each crop individually. A negligible residue- 
tolerance is a tolerance that has been established to provide a basis for registered 
uses which previously luve been accepted on the basis that no residue or a zero 
residue wil be present in the treated crop at the time of harvest. Based on a 
recommendation from a committee of the National Academy of Sciences- 
National Research Council, FDA and USDA have abandoned the concept of 
no-residue or zero-tolerance registration of pesticides as far as possible (for 
example, only zero tolerances can be established for carcinogens) and have 
replaced no-residue and zero tolerances widi small finite tolerances (i.e. negligible 
residue tolerances). b B 

Regulatory problems arose because extremely sensitive analytical methods 
had been developed which indicated that many of these older, no-residue uses 
did indeed result in low-level residues (see chapter 4). Where a registration 
had been granted on a no-residue or zero-tolerance basis, one-year extensions of 
registration had been granted under certain conditions. These extensions were 
granted when the registered use pattern indicated that there would remain 
only low-level residues, which arc generally recognized to be without lexicological 
significance. During the one-year extension, the petitioner is expected to docu- 
ment the level and toxicological safety of the residue for the establishment of the 
negligible residue tolerance. In specified instances, a temporary tolerance is 
established to permit experimental pesticide field trials on a limited scale conducted 
m accordance with and required by a temporary permit issued by USDA. The 
purpose of these trials is to determine the usefulness of the pesticide without 
destroying the crop. 

Toxicological data 

It has been determined that a negligible residue tolerance is sufficiently 
imited by the magnitude of the residue, extent of use and mode of use so that the 

levels of ingestion which result are considered to be of little or no toxicological 
sigmficance. The safety factor is usually about 2,000 based on 90-day studies; 
it is derived as follows: 
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Quantity of pesticide that prodiu.es no effect 
 in the most sensitive animal tested 

Quantity of pesticide expected in the human diet " "Ml 

Quite often, such tolerances reflect the sensitivity of the method. For such 
a negligible residue tolerance, the basir requirement is data from two 90-day 
(subacute) animal feeding studies. The term "basic requirement" is used because 
acute data for significant metabolites may indicate the need for further studies, 
the results of the basic 90-day studies may require further work, or knowledge* 
of the toxicity of the general class of compounds involved may result in requests 
for specific toxicological data. 

A tolerance for residues in excess of negligible residues will require the 
following data. To establish a tolerance for residues in excess of negligible residues, 
experiments are necessary on at least two animal species with three dosage levels 
and a control group. The groups at the start of the experiment should be sufficiently 
large to assure an adequate number of survivors at termination. For rodents this 
may vary from strain to strain; therefore the number to be used is contingent 
on the judgement of the investigator. There should be observations of growth, 
food consumption, general appearance and behaviour, mortality and organ 
weights. Clinical-laboratory tests (blood and urine, organ function, enzymatic 
and metabolic) should be performed as well as gross and microscopic examinations. 
All animals dying before termination of the experiment should be recorded and 
examined microscopically. 

The following data are necessary to establish tolerances for residues: 
Acute toxicity. The LD50 values should be determined and the signs of toxicity 

should be described. 
Short-term toxicity (subacute toxicity). The duration of these tests is 90 days. 

One of the three dosage levels should be toxic. Cholinesterase inhibition and 
demyclmation studies are required for organophosphate and carbamate pesticides. 

Long-term toxicity (chronic toxicity). One non-rodent species should be used. 
The duration is usually two years. One of the three dosage levels should be 
toxic. 

Biochemical data. There should be observations of absorption, distribution, 
metabolic transformation, elimination and possible accumulation. The effect of 
enzymes should be examined because of the nature of the chemical under study 
Metabolic data of pesticides and their other conversion products in treated plants 
should be recorded. At least acute and short-term toxicity data on the significant 
plant metabolites or other conversion products arc necessary. If the conversion 
products are different from metabolites of the test animals, long-term toxicity 
data on the pesticide metabolites or other conversion products may be required 

Reproduction studies. Preferably two animal species should be used and at 
least two dosage levels and a control group. One dosage level should be definitely 
toxtc ; the other level should have no effect. Usually three successive rat generations 
are observed; two generations are satisfactory if the results are conclusive. There 
should preferably be two litters per generation. Both males and females should be 
treated for 60 days prior to breeding. The second and third generations are 
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treated from weaning throughout the breeding period. The necessary data are 
fertility, length of gestation, live births, still births, survival at four days and at 
weaning, sex of newborn and of weanlings, body weights, gross abnormalities, 
and microscopic and skeletal examinations of young in the last generation. 

Human data. They include data on industrial exposure, accidental poisonings 
and suicides, and in special cases the data from controlled experiments. Biochemical 
data of the type indicated above are particularly useful. 

Additional studies. The results of any of the above studies might indicate the 
need for specific additional studies. 

Policy on tolerances 

Data requirements for tolerances are subject to continual review in light of 
new scientific data and information; advances in scientific knowledge of the 
criteria for the evaluation of the safety of chemicals in food are especially helpful. 
The data requirements outlined above are the present requirements. Earlier 
tolerances were established on the basis of fewer dato, but any deficiencies arc 
being remedied before tolerances on additional crops are established. For example, 
the requirement for reproduction studies was instituted in 1%3. 

There may be some misconception about the method used to determine a 
tolerance on a raw agricultural commodity. First, it is of essential importance 
that the tolerance must be safe for the consumer if all of a particular raw food did 
bear residues at the tolerance level. The FDA takes into account the patterns and 
modes of consumption, e.g. the proportion of food consumed in the raw state 
as compared with the proportion consumed in the state where a reduction of 
residues may occur. It should be emphasized that there must be an adequate 
margin of safety between the no-effect level in the most sensitive test animal and 
the level of residue likely to be ingested by the consumer. 

Secondly, the tolerance does not reflect the average residue cm the raw 
agricultural commodity; it reflects the maximum residue which will remain on 
the treated crop as harvested and shipped when the directions for use are followed, 
if such maximum residue is safe. Pesticide surveillance and enforcement data 
clearly show that only a small percentage of food samples contain quantities of 
pesticide residues that actually approach the tolerance levels. This is to be expected, 
since not all crops need treatment. Tolerances are established to cover the residues 
(if they are safe for the consumer) that will be present after the maximum number 
of applications to the crop. The last application is not later in terms of "days 
prior to harvest" than the label permits. Not all crops in a specified geographic 
area and certainly not all crops in other growing areas of the country would 
be attacked by insects at the same stages of growth; even if this situation did 
occur, growers would undoubtedly choose different, effective pesticides. The 
United States tolerances have been established primarily to protect the consumer. 
Sample analyses show that this purpose is being achieved, and at the same time, 
the grower is permitted to use chemical tools effectively to produce a wholesome 
and abundant food supply. 

Thirdly, since the tolerance is established on the raw agricultural commodity, 
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it does not realistically reflect the residue on the food as eaten except in special 
cases. Data clearly demonstrate that pesticide residues are substantially reduced 
by the v.,ri»i,s processmg operations employed in preparing food for consumption 
(tf        ""J   Cg;t,U* """'"Ç °f «rain- a waslünS operation, the peeling of fruits 
a.ui vegetables, the removal and discard of outer leaves of leafy vegetables 
cooking or canning. 1      s"*"1«. 

Finally, the tolerance will not be set higher than the level reasonably required 
¡cover the rcs.due hkcly to result from the proposed pesticide use Jen though 

maximum residue incurred by the proposed use will not exceed 1 ppm on the 
raw agnedturd commodity, the tolerance will be established at 1 ppm  The 

LrdTppfy        
1S t0 ,nÍ1ÜmÍZC COmUmCr CXpOSUre t0 F«** «*««• « the 

jT/»e granting of a registration 

If USDA requirements arc met and FDA establish, s the tolerance rceis- tratton ls granrd. tf th     fety data ^ f ^ ^•*. regis 

olerance or a zero tolerance may be established. The USDA then¿m* \ 
reg.strat.on on the basis of the tolerance established by FDA provided the S de 
is useful under thc conditions required by the lower-tolerance 

When a Demode was registered for use on a food or feed crop on the basi, 
of a zero tolerance or a no-residue basis, the directed use would not leave résidu 
on the harvested food at levels which could be detected by chemical anateTh 

"i1;1•" that thC d7Ci0pmCm °(a m0rC --tiveymethod fflï 
zero tolerance or no-rcs.due acceptance. The procedure has been modified in 

orTeed wirCgT,0n °n the baí: °f finite tdcrances for •« »- involvmg food or feed where there ,s a reasonable expectation of some residue, however smaH 

ZZti& ^joint sTme,?ofl3 *** 1966 hyUSDA ADp7: ment of Health Educatton and Welfare. Uses involving no reasonable expectation 
of residues m the food are usually designated "nonfood" uses. eXl)Ccratlon 

Sampling and enforcement activities 

The FDA has several programmes concerned with pesticide residues The 
bas,c purpose of all of them is to ensure the safety of ^national foodTuppIy 

2£Xä£" 
total dict study'as wdl M research*survdlÄ 

The FDA obtains market basket (or total diet) samples of foods from retail 
stores b.-monthly ,n five regions of the country. The sample, are prepared for 
çonsumptron and examined for pesticide residues^ sensirivity leve s sStíallv 
lower than those used in the examination of surveillance and £2 
samples Much additional analytical time is required to obtain t¿CS2 
of sensmvuy and to confirm the results. The proportion of indiSJIfc3 ient 
used .n th.s study was developed by the Household Economic ReZÄS 
USDA, based on the h.gh consumption level of a 16- to 19-year-old inXThe 
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quantity of this diet is approximately double that of an average individual. The 
results obtained from this study arc encouraging. In no case docs the daily intake 
oí any pesticide chemical exceed the acceptable daily intake recommendation oí 
FAO and WHO. For practically all pesticide chemicals the daily intake is sub- 
stantially lower than these recommendations. 

The FDA surveillance and enforcement programmes were expanded sub- 
stantially beginning in 1963. For several years, the FDA examined approximately 
25,000 samples, in addition to inspection of the food-growing areas to determine 
the actual practices being followed. Limited resources coupled with relatively low 
incidences of violations in most food categories have resulted in a reduction in the 
sampling and inspection programme. Quantitative multi-residue methods of 
analysis capable of detecting residues at a level of 0.03 ppm were in general use 
beginning in 1964. These multi-residue methods can detect and measure more than 
60 of the common organochloride and organophosphate pesticide chemicals that 
may occur in samples. A majority of the samples collected and examined under 
these programmes were classified as objective, which means they were collected 
without suspicion of excessive residues or misuse of pesticides. 

Although about one-half of the samples were found to contain residues of 
one or more pesticide chemicals, only about 3 per cent were found to contain 
residues in excess of the legal tolerance or in the absence of legal tolerances the 
administrative guides for excessive residues. Shipments of food found to contain 
excessive residues arc removed from the market where possible. Follow-up 
procedures arc used to prevent other portions of a lot found to contain excessive 
residues from reaching the consumer. 

Imported shipments of foods are sampled and examined. There arc no 
substantial differences in residues in the foods produced in the United States and 
those imported from other countries. 

Although approximately one-half of the samples analysed contain residues, 
a majority of the residues arc at very low levels. Over 75 per cent of the individual 
residues found were 0.10 ppm or less and 95 per cent of the residues were 0.50 ppm 
or less. This general pattern of residue levels is observed when the data are 
considered by specific pesticide chemical, food category, domestic or imported 
products or on an annual basis. In general, foods sampled under surveillance and 
compliance programmes undergo further processing or preparation prior to 
consumption; this processing generally lowers the residue level still further. 
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CoDKX STANDARDS PAKT 1 

Procedure for the elaboration of world-wide codex standards 

The Commission decides on the elaboration of a world-wide Codex Standard and 
decides which subsidiary body or other body should undertake the work. 

Step 2 
The subsidiary body or other body so designated prepares a proposed draft pro- 

visional standard, taking into account the work accomplished by the appropriate 
international organizations. The draft is sent to the Commission's Secretariat by the 
Chairn.an of the subsidiary body or other body. 

Step 3 
The proposed draft provisional standard is sent by the Commission s Secretariat to 

Member States and Associate Members of i:AO ami WHO and to the international 
organizations concerned in order to obtain their comments. 

Step 4 
The Commission's Secretariat sends the comments received from governments 

and from the international organisions concerned to the subsidiary body or other 
body concerned, which lias the power to consider stich com:nous and to amend the 
proposed draft provisional standard, if appropriate. 

Step 5 i        i    i • 
The proposed draft provisional stauend is submitted through the Secretami to 

the Commission with a view to its adoption as a draft provisional standard. The Com- 
mission may, however, refer it to a special subsidiary body, set up under Rule IX. 1(a) 
of die Rules of Procedure, before adopting it as a draft provisional standard or may 
entrust the special subsidiary body with the responsibility for undertaking Steps 5, 7 
and 8 of this Procedure or any part thereof. 

Step 6 t , 
The draft provisional standard is sent by the Commission s Secretariat tor comment 

to all Member States and Associate Members of YAO and WHO and to the inter- 
national organizations concerned. 

The comments received from governments and from the international organi- 
zations concerned are sent by the Secretariat to the subsidiary body or other body 
concerned, which has the power to consider such comments and amend the draft 
provisional standard, if appropriate. 

Step 8 ,    _ 
The draft provisional standard is submitted through the Secretariat to the Com- 

mission with a view to adoption as a provisional standard. 
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Step 9 
The provisional standard as adopted is sent to all Member States and Associate 

Members of FAO and WHO and to the international organizations concerned. Mem- 
bers ot the Commission notify the Secretariat of their formal acceptance of the 
provisional standard. 
Step 10 

The provisional standard will be printed in the Codex Alimentará» as a world- 
wide Codex Standard when the Commission determines that a sufficient number of 
Members have formally accepted it. 

Coni x STANDARDS PART 2 

Procedure for the elaboration of regional micx standards 

Step I 
On the proposal of the majority of Members belonging to a given region sub- 

mitted at a session of the Codex Alimentará« Commission, the Commission decides 
on the elaboration of a Codex Standard for the region concerned and decides which 
subsidiary body or other body should undertake the work. 
Step 2 

The subsidiary body or other so designated prepares a proposed draft provisional 
standard, taking into account the work accomplished by the appropriate international 
organizations. The draft is sent to the Commission's Secretariat by the Co-ordinator 
for the region concerned if a Co-ordinator has been appointed; if no Co-ordinator 
has been appointed, the draft is sent by the Chairman of the subsidiary body or 
other body. 
Step .1 

The proposed draft provisional standard is sent by the Commission's Secretariat to 
Member States and Associate Members of FAO and WHO and to the international 
organizations concerned in order to obtain their comments. 
Step 4 

If the Commission has appointed a Co-ordinating Committee for the region 
concerned, the comments received from governments and from the international 
organizations concerned arc sent by the Secretariat to that Committee, which has 
the power to consider such comments and amend the proposed draft provisional 
standard, if appropriate.» If a Co-ordinating Committee has not been appointed, the 
Secretariat sends the comments received from governments and from the international 
organizations concerned to the subsidiary body or other body concerned, which has 
the power to consider such comments and to amend the proposed draft provisional 
standard, if appropriate. 
Step 5 

The proposed draft provisional standard is submitted through the Secretariat to the 
Commission with a view to adoption as a draft provisional standard for the region 
concerned. At the appropriate session of the Commission, all Members may present 
their comments, take part in the debate and propose amendments but only the majority 
of the Members of the region concerned can decide to amend and adopt the draft. 

"> The meeting ot the Co-ordination Committee could take place immediately before 
or during the session of the Commission. 
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Step 6 
The draft provisional standard for the region concerned is sent by the Commission's 

Secretariat for comment to all Member States and Associate Members of FAO and 
WHO and to the international organizations concerned. 

Step 7 
If the Commission has appointed a Co-ordinating Committee for the region 

concerned, the comments received from governments and from the international 
organizations concerned are sent by the Secretariat to that Committee which has 
the power to consider such comments and amend the draft provisional standard, if 
appropriate. If a Co-ordinating Committee has not been appointed, the Secretariat 
sends the comments received from governments and from the international organi- 
zations concerned to the subsidiary body or other body concerned, which has the 
power to consider such comments and to amend the draft provisional standard, if 
appropriate. 
Step 8 

The draft provisional standard is submitted through the Secretariat to the Com- 
mission with a view to adoption as a provisional standard for the region concerned. At 
the appropriate session of the Commission, all Members may present their comments, 
take part in the debate and propose amendments but only the majority of Members 
of the region concerned can decide to amend and adopt the draft. 

Step 9 
The provisional standard as adopted is sent to all Member States and Assocnte 

Members of FAO and WHO and to the international organizations concerned. The 
Members of the region concerned notify the Commission's Secretariat of their 
formal acceptance of the provisional standard; other Members of the Commission 
may likewise notify the Secretariat of their formal acceptance of the provisional 
standard or of any other measures they propose to adopt with respect thereto, and also 
submit any observations as to its application. 

Step 10 
The provisional standard will be printed in the Codex Alimentarmi as a Codex 

Standard for the region concerned when the Commission determines that a sufficient 
number of Members ofthat region have formally accepted it. 

Step 11 
The Codex Standard may be printed in the Codex Alimentarias as a world-wide 

Codex Standard when the Commission determines that a sufficient number of Members 
have formally accepted it. 
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